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J 17 EQUALIZING NETWORK FOR

SATELLITE TV RECEIVERS
While the majority of satellite television channels have sound
subcarriers with 50-IlS or 75-IlS pre-emphasis, certain channels,
particularly French and Italian, use an alternative standard called

J17. Since most satellite TV receivers sold in Western Europe lack a
J17 de-emphasis, and suppliers and retailers do not want to know,
the author has come up with a simple add-on filter to solve the

problem.

by J .M.Winsor

THE profusion of standards has always
been a problem in the radio and televi-

sion field. Ta add to the general confusion
about picture standards and encryption sys-
tems, some French and Italian users of satel-
lite TV transponders have seen fit to use a
sound pre-emphasis that differs signifi-
cantly from the well-established and far
more generally used 50-)..15or 75-)..ls stand-
ards. The J17 pre-emphasts is used with all
channels on the Telecom lC satellite (orbital
position 5° West) and with the RAI Uno and
RAI Due channels on the ECSI-F5 satellite
(orbital position 10° East). The designation
)17 derives from CeITT recommendation
)17, published in Geneva in 1972.
Although a small proportion of domestic

satellite TV receivers are compatible with
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Fig. 1. Using a standard 50~I1Sde-emphasts characteristic (curve b) to receive asound
channel with J17 pre-emphasis (curve a) yields an undesirable amount of high~boost (curve
c).

J17, the majority are not. In particular, the
popular 'Astra' type of receiver is equipped
with 50-~s de-emphasis only.

Different curves, different
sounds
While listening to a broadcast with )17 pre-
emphasis and using a receiver with 50-Jlsor
75-~s de-emphasis (62-~s is also applied in
some eases), the perceived effect is that
speech seems excessively sibilant, and musie
harsh and unnatural. The eause of this effect
is illustrated in Fig. I, where curve 'a' repre-
sents the J17 pre-emphasis characteristic,
normalized at 0 db at 100Hz, and curve 'b'
the 50-Jlsde-emphasis characteristic. The net
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Fig. 2. Depending on the attenuation that
can be tolerated, only R1 in this network
takes a different value. For 6 dB attenuation:
R1=10 k.Q; for 10 dB attenuation: R1=22 kn.
Note that the network is designed for Zn ::;
600 Q, and Zoul ~ 100 kn.
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result obtained by adding curve 'a' to curve
"b', i.e., receiving a J17 transmission with a
50-j..lSde-ernphasis, is represented by curve
'c',Cleerly. high frequencies are boosted ex-
cessively at no less than about 12 dB at
4,000 Hz.

The Jl7 pre-emphasis characteristic is
derived from the equation

18.75-1010 0(75+(",/3,0001' J
g1 1 + (",/3,000)2

normalized to 0 dB at 100 Hz.
By contrast, the 50-J..LSde-emphasis char-

acteristic is derived from the equation

201 ( 1 )ogJO ~1 + (ro r / 106)2

where r = 50 us.

A proposed solution
Rather than designing a dedicated )17 de-
emphasis circuit, the author set out to re-
shape the output of the 50-~ de-emphasis
such that acceptable sound reproduction is
obtained with the French and Italian chan-
nels utilizi.ng the J17 standerd.

The circuit shown in Hg. 2 is a simple
equalizing network developed to improve
the poor frequency response that resu1ts
from applying a 50-~s de-emphasis to a sig-
nal with [I 7 pre-emphasis.
The network is intended for connection

between the aud.io output of the satellite TV
receiver and the audio input to the TV. It 1S
designed for a source impedance of 600 .0. or
less, and a terminating impedance of 100 kQ
or greater.
The curves in Fig. 3 illustrate the effect of

the network. Curve 'a' represents the net re-
sult of applying 50-~ de-emphasis to a sig-
nal with J17 pre-emphasis (as curve 'c' in
Fig. 1), and curve 'b' the frequency response
of the equalizing network. The attenuation
of the network is selected to be 6 dß. The
overall resuJt of addmg curves 'a' and 'b' is
represented by curve 'c',A totalexcursion of
amplitude of 6 dB is achieved, which is a
great improvement over that in curve 'c' in
Fig. l.

The design of the equallztng network is a
matter of compromtse. It inevitably intro-
duces attenuation which may be overcome
only by increasing the volume setting at the
television set, or by the provision of addi-
tional gain elsewhere. The greater the atte-
nuation that can be accepted, the flatter will
be the overall frequency response.

Figure 4 is similar to Fig. 3, except that
curve 'c' shows the overall frequency re-
sponsc that results from an equalizing net-
work having an attenuation ofl0 dß. Hence,
the output level will be about one third that
at the input. It is evident that the overall fre-
quency response as shown by curve 'c' in
Fig. 4 is much flatter than that in Fig. 3,
showing a total excursion of amplitude of
4 dB (only 2.5 dB up to 7,000 Hz).
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Fig. 3. Output characteristic 01 a J17 signal after 50-~s de-empbasts (curve a); charac-
teristic 01equalizing network (curve b); net result 01adding characteristics 'a' and 'b' (curve
c). Compare curve 'c' to that in Fig. 1 to see the beneficial effect of the network.
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 3, but with network component va lues to give an attenuation of 10 dB.
Despite the higher attenuation, the output characteristic is better than that 01 the -6 dB
version 01 the network.

The frequency responses of the proposed
equalizing network are derived as follows.
For the 6-dB attenuation network:

(1/4.167 s) for the 6-dB version, and 384 us
(1/2,604 s) for the 10-dB version. These
values are nominal only. •

1010 ° (X+( 4.167/ ",)2 J
gi 1+ (4,167/"'P

dB

While for the version with 10 dB attenuation:

1010 0(X+(2,604/",)2 J
g1 1 + ( 2,604/ '" )2

dB

where
x = 1 / anti-logn, (dB attenuation / 10).
The time constant Cl(Rl +R2) equals 240 us



24-81T FULL
COLOUR
VIDEO
DIGITIZER
The circuit presented here
enables the Archimedes
video digitizer described a
few months ago to handle
full-colour images at an
impressive resolution of
24 bits.

by J. Kortink

THE idea to process colour pietures with
the aid of the video digitizer was born

shortly after the publication of Ref. 1. Al-
though computer-based cclour image pro-
cessing is far from simple (even a
super- VGA eard can only show 256 colours
at a time), there is a growing demand for di-
gitized colour photographs. This is mainly
on account of the wtdespread use of profes-
sional DTP (desk-top publishing) packages
capable of supporting 24-bit colour illustra-
tions with the aid of colour separation tech-
niques.
The hardware and software described

here was developed with DTP applications
(on the Acorn Archimedes) i.nmind. The per-
formance of the digitizer is quite impressive:
it needs only 10 seconds or so to 'read' and
displaya colour photograph - much faster
than many commercial products currently
ollered.

Colour images
For black and white sereen images, only one
link' colour is used: usually black. A video
image may be reproduced with digital
means by scanning the image at a suffi-
ciently high resolution (both as regards the
number of pixels and the number of grey le-
vels). The video digitizer has aresolution of
640x512 pixels at 256 gney levels. The repro-
duction on paper of the image requires the
discrete gIey levels to be transformed back
into Ink spots. On a computer screen, intens-
ity modulation is used, while on paper grey
levels are reproduced by controlling the size
of the ink spots. Hence, the resolution of the
printer attached to the computer deterrnines
the number of gIey levels that can be repro--
duced. Most 300-dpi (dots per inch) laser
printers are capable of reproducing 16 simu-
lated gIey levels. Professional image setfing
machines typicall y achieve 200 levels when

set to aresolution of 2400 dpi. Photographic
paper has no such limitations, affefing a vir-
tually infinite nwnbe.r of grey levels.

In practice. 64 intensity levels are suffi-
cient 1:0 faithfully reproduce a photograph.
The 256 grey levels ollered by the video di-
gitizer are, therefore, ample for most appll-
cations.
Colour images on a computer sereen are

invariably made by 'building' individual
picture elements fram three primary colours.
In the case of the video digitizer, use is made
of the three additive primary colours red,
green and blue (RGB model). By contrast,
magazine and book printers traditionally
use the subtractive primary colours cyan,
magenta and yellow, 1:0which is added black
(CMYk model).
During the digmzmg operation, the satu-

ration of the three primary colours red, green
and blue of each picture element is
measured. This means that the image is ac-
tuaHy scanned three times: once for the red
ccmponents, once for the blue components,
and once for the green components, the satu-
ration of whlch is stored as a digital value in
the computer memory. A digitized eolour
image is then obtained by eombining the
three seanned images eontaining the pri-
mary colours. This technique is not unlike
that used in the graphies and printing indus-
try, where colour separations are used to
produce three er four plates (screens) that
eaeh represent a primary colour. The fou.rth
plate represents black, and is used for the
brtghrness information only. During the 011-
set printing proeess, the images on the plates
are printed over Olle another to give an
image with composite colours. Note, how-
ever, that the individual pieture elements are
not printed on top of each other, but side by
side with an aecurately controlled distance
(off-set). In this system, the black plate is the-
oretically not required, since black can be re-

produced with the three primary colours
also. In practiee, however, black so printed
has a brownish hue. Grey levels are, there-
fore, printed with black ink, which avoids
undesira ble sub-colours.

Returning to computers, the number of
eolours is usually determined by the type of
video eard used. Portunately. we may avail
ourselves of mixing techniques to take the
number of colours that can be shown Oll the
screen over the number of colours actually
available. This is achieved by dithering, or
pixel combination. Unfortunately, dithering
has the inherent disadvantage of reducing
the overall picture resolution.
Dithering techniques are based on error

distribution protocols developed by. among
others, R.W. Floyd and L. Steinberg. These
protocols allow the difference between the
desired eolour and that produced on the
basis of the actually available colours to be
made as small as possible. Unfortunately, we
have to leave the subject of dithenng at this
brief description, since a discussion of the re-
lated techniques is beyond the scope of this
article. The software developed for the pres-
ent colour extension of the video digitizer
does, however, provide pixel dithering rau-
tines.

The hardware
As alreedy mentioned, the black end white
video dlgttizer described in Ref. 1 is taken as
the starting point. To be able to proeess col-
Dur images, the video Information has to
supplied as RGB signals. Lacking an RGB
output on your video equipment, existing
composite video or S-VHS video signals
have to be converted into RGB signals first.
This may bedone with a special eonverter-
see Ref 2. Cameras, video recorders, tuners
and the like capable of producing RGB sig-
nals do not require an additional converter,
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and can be connected direct to the input of
the present circuit, which is basically an in-
terface between the video souree and the
input of the video digitizer.

The circuit diagram of the RGB interface
is given in Pig. 1. The circuit Is really quite
simple. Two control signals suppbed by the
digitizer seleet one of the four signal inputs
via ICIa and four relays. As indicated, three
Inputs are used for the primary colours, and
a fourth for a composite video signal, allow-
ing black and white images to be digitized in
a simple manner. The fifth input serves to
pass the synchronization signals to the video
digitizer. This input is not switched because
the sync signals must always be present.
Four LEDs are used to indicate which of the
four video Inputs is connected to the di-
gitizer.

The printed circuit board used to build
the interface is shown in Fig. 2. The construc-
tion is straightforward, and should not pres-
ent problems to those of you who have
al ready successfully built the video digitizer.

A small modification
The circuit of the video digitizer requires a
small modification to be made before it can
be used for the colour applications we have
in mind. First, a 9-pin sub-D connector Is
fitred on the aluminium support bracket of
the podule. This connector takes the place of
the existing cinch or BNC socket. For the
original black and white application of the
digitizer, the video input is fed to the A-D
converter IfCtü) and the sync separater (ICn)
via a buffer stage. Since far colour applica-
tions the synchronization and colour signals
have to be applied seperately, capacitor CIS
is removed frorn tbe board, and a wire Is 501-
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the colour interface tor the video digitizer.

dered to pin 2 of ICn. Next, a lOO-nF capaci-
tor (C1S) is solde red between the free end of
the wire and pin 1 of the D9 connector. The
video signal is connected to pin 2, the power
supply to pin 3, and ground 10 pin 4.

Finally, we need two control signals.
These are supplied by [Cl5, a PCF8574-one
of the three optionall(O [Cs on the podule.
Fit this lC and the associated pull-up resistor
array, R9, on the podule board. Output lines
PO and P1 (IBO and TB1) are available on
pins 1 and 2 of connector K2. These lines are
connected to the D9 connector, for instance,
10 pins 5 and 6.
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Fig. 2. Printed circuit board for the cotour interface.

The colour interface is connected to the
video digitizer via a 6-way cable terminated
with D9 connectors at both ends.

The above modification still allows black
and white images to be digitized without the
interface when a video connector is used
with a 9-pin D plug, of which pin 1 is con-
nected to pin 2, i.e., the video signal is con-
nected to these two pins, while ground is
connected to pin 4.

Software: !GreyEdit
The control program for the colour version
of the video digitizer ts called !GreyEdit, and
comes on a diskette (Archimedes format)
suppbed through the Readers Services
under order number ESS 1631. All other
functions in the program !VidiDigi (see
Ref. 1) are also included on this disk.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
2 iosn
4 4700

Al;A2
A3-A6

Capacitors:
1 l00nF Cl

Semiconductors:
1 74HCT139
4 IN4148
4 LED

ICI
DI-D4
D5-D8

MisceUaneous:
4 V23100-V4005-AOOO Ael-Ae4

(Siemens)
1 9-way sub-D plug, with hood
1 9-way sub-D socket
5 ACA (phono-) socket for PCB mounting
1 enclosure, aluminium, size approx.

109x58><25 mm (e.g., Hammond 1590)
centrotsoftwareondisk ESS1631



COMPUTERS AND M1CROPROCESSORS
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Fig. 3. The modifications to the original
video digitizer are simple to make, while all
functions are retained.

The digitizer functions are available via
the "digitizer' sub-menu. The buttons on the
sereen allow you to select one of the three
primary colour signals, or the black and
white signal. The selection must be indicated
by the LEDs on the interface board. The pro-
gram also has a utility that allows a eolour
image to be digitized automatically. On se-
lecting this function, you are prornpted to in-
form the computer where the digitized
images are to be stored. Simply drag the ieon
to a directory on the diskette or hard disk.
The digitizing operation starts immediately
after this has been done. The files containing
the red, green and blue information are
stored successively in the indicated direc-
tory. The digmzing process is complete after

Fig. 4. Digitized photographs taken with a Canon ION. Use was made of the S~VHSoutput.
Also, the picture was improved with the 'sharpen' function provided by the control software
developed for the Acorn Archimedes.

three scans, and the R, G and Binformation
is ready for combining into a new, larger,
file. Drag the directory with the three pri-
mary colour files to the window marked
!GreyEdit. Next, the prograrn asks you
where thephotograph is to be stored (saved),
and under what name. If everything works
correctly, the colour photograph will be
ready after a few seconds of number crunch-
ing activity. The photogreph iswritten in the
'Clear' format and may be converted into a
GIF,TIFF or PBM file with theaid ofthe 'Cre-
ator utility. Mind you, the current versions of

Fig. 5. Interface fitted in a compact enclosure. The unit is connected to the computer via
a short flexible cable.

the GIF protocol do not support 24-bit col-
ours. It is, therefore, recornmended to use
the TIFF format to export files.
The picture may be edited with l'Fransla-

tor, which is supplied on the disk together
with !GreyEdit and !Creator. Pinally, note
that the size of the image files requires a hard
disk and a minimum memory of 2 MByte.

Block ond white imoge
enhoncement
A couple of experiments with a Canon ION
RC-260camerashowed that thequality of di-
ginzed black and white pietures ean be im-
proved considerabIy when a video source
with an S-VHS (super-VHS) output is used.
Where such a SOUIceis available, connect its
luminance signal (pins 1 and 3) only to the
digitizer. Results elose to perfection may be
obtained in this manner, particularly if the
'sharpen' funetion of !Greyedit ls used. The
wo photographs in Fig. 4 were produced in
this way. After digitizing, they were con-
verted into Postscript, and printed on a Agfa
Compugraphic Type 9800 photo typesetter .

•
References:
1.Black-and-white video digitizer (forAcom
Archimedes). Eleklor Electronics july / Au-
gust 1991.
2. S-VHS/CVBS-to-RGB converter. Elektor
ElectronicsSeptember and Oetober 1990.
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and can be connected direct to the input of
the present circuit, which is basically an in-
terface between the video source and the
input of the video digitizer.
The circuit diagram of the RGBinterface

is given in Fig. 1. The circuit is really quite
simple. Two control signals supplied by the
digitizer select one of the four signal inputs
via ICIa and four relays. As indicated, three
inputs are used for the primary colours, and
a fourth for a composite video signal, allow-
ing black and white images to be digitized in
a simple manner. The fifth input serves to
pass the synchronization signals to the video
digitizer. This input is not switched because
the sync signals must always be present.
Four LEDs are used to indicate which of the
four video inputs is connected to the di-
gitizer.
The printed circuit board used to build

the interface is shown in Fig. 2.The construc-
tion is straightforward, and should not pres-
ent problems to those of you who have
already successfully built the video digitizer.

A small modification
The circuit of the video digitizer requires a
small modification to be made before it can
be used for the colour applications we have
in mind. First, a 9-pin sub-D connector is
fitted on the aluminium support bracket of
the podule. This connector takes the place of
the existing cinch or BNC socket. For the
original black and white application of the
digitizer, the video input is fed to the A-D
converter (ICw)and the sync separator (ICn)
via a buffer stage. Since for colour applica-
tions the synchronization and colour signals
have to be applied separately, capacitor Os
'is removed from the board, and a wire is sol-
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the colour interface for the video digitizer.

dered to pin 2 of tcii. Next, a WO-nFcapaci-
tor (CIS)is solde red between the free end of
the wire and pin I' ofthe D9 connector. The
video signal is connected to pin 2, the power
supply to pin 3, and graund to pin 4.
Finally, we need two control signals.

These are supplied by 105,a PCF8574- one
of the three optional 1/0 lCs on the podule.
Fit this lC and the associated pull-up resistor
array, R9,on the podule board. Output lines
PO and PI (IBOand IBl) are available on
pins 1 and 2 of connector K2.These lines are
connected to the D9 connector, for instance,
to pins 5 and 6.
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Fig. 2. Printed circuit board for the colour interface.

The colour interface is connected to the
video digitizer via a 6-way cable terminated
with D9 connectors at both ends.
The above modification still allows black

and white images to be digitized without the
interface when a video connector is used
with a 9-pin D plug, of which pin 1 is con-
nected to pin 2, i.e., the video signal is con-
nected to these two pins, while graund is
connected to pin 4.

Software: !GreyEdit
The contral pragram for the colour version
of the video digitizer is called !GreyEdit, and
comes on a diskette (Archimedes format)
supplied through the Readers Services
under order number ESS 1631. All other
functions in the program !VidiDigi (see
Ref. 1) are also included on this disk.

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
2 10kil
4 470n

Rl;R2
R3-R6

Capacitors:
1 100nF Cl

Semiconductors:
1 74HCT139
4 1N4148
4 LEO

ICl
01-04
05-08

Miscellaneous:
4 V23100-V4005-AOOO Rel-Re4

(Siemens)
1 9-way sub-Dplug,with hood
1 9-way sub-Osocket
5 RCA(phono-)socketfor PCBmounting
1 enclosure,aluminium,sizeapprox.

109x58x25mm (e.g.,Hammond1590)
controlsoftwareondisk ESS1631



DISSIPATION LIMITER

THE secondary altemating voltage inpower
supplies stabilized with the aid of series

regulators is normally ca1culated to ensure
that with maximurrt output voltage and CUf-

rent the potential across the reservoir capac-
itor does not drop below the miniraum volt-
age, UTI requireo for satisfactory operation
of the regulator. When the supply operates
below maximum output voltage and eur-
rent, the powerthat is then not required is con-
verted into heat. Moreover, the design al-
lows for maximum output voltage and CUf-

renteven when the mains voltage is at its low-
est specified level.
The secondary voltage may well be spec-

ified too high, with the result that when the
rnains voltage is at its highest specified level
and the power supply is open-circuited, the
maximurrt perrnissible potential across the
reservoir capacitor, and thus that at the input
of the regulator, may easily be exceeded.
It is cleer thatin most power supplies, the

specified voltage levels for the regulator and
reservoir capacitor are needlessly high.

Possiblesolutions
The uneeonomieal design outlined above
may be improved in several ways. lt is, for
instance. posslble. with theaid of relays, to se-
leet seconda ry alternating vol tages accordtng
to the load requirement. This is, however, pos-
sible only with a very special, and therefore
expensive, mains transformer. Another pos-
sibility is to use phase gating control. This,
however; requires fairIy high switclung cur-
rents and eauses noise on the mains supply.
Moreover, eapacitors thatean withstand high
eurrent pulses must be used and these are
expensive.
A third method is used in the circuit pre-

sen ted here. In this, the eharging of the reser-
voir capacitor is interrupted when a eertain
potential aeross the capacitor is reached. The
circuit, which ean be added to most existing

by C. Zschocke

Dissipation in electronically regulated power
supplies, manifested by heat, is a problem that is
normally tackled by providing external heat sinks.

The limiter presented here ofters a more
intelligent solution. It can be used as an add-on

unit with virtually any power supply.

regulated mains power supplies,
• minimizes the power dissipation;
• offers an additional reduction in dissipa-
tion during a short-ci.reuit or during eUT-
rent limiting;

• is inexpensive to build;
• uses only standard, readily availablecorn-
ponents;

• needs only little space;
• is suitable for high-current supplies;

• can be used with positive and negative
series regula tors.

Principle of operation
In Figure 1, an electronic switch, for instance,
a SIPMOS transistor, is inserted between the
reetifier and the reservoir capacttor. At the
start of each half cycle, the switch ison (U ,>3 V).
A charging current flows into the eapacitor

u~ t-t--~ I

u,t
-.

I' -.r-,
910071 - 13
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Fig. 1. Principle 01 operation 01 the dissipation limiter.



POWER SUPPLIES & BATTERY CHARGERS

and the potential, Uc, across the capacitor
follows the instantaneous level of the half-
wave vo1tage. When Uc has reached the min-
imum level/Uso1 required forthe wanted out-
putvoltage, U", the eherging current is switched
off until the end of the half cycle. The level
of Usomust be chosen to ensure that Uc does
not drop below U, until eharging eurrent be-
gins to flow again at the start 01 the next half
cycle. This voltage is the surn of the wanted
output voltage. the drop across the regula-
tor, Ud,and thevoltageresultingfrom thedis-
charging of the capacitor. The difference tlU
tha t is,the series swi teh-off voltage, Uso{mybe-
tween Ur and Uso is easily determined, since
it is directly proportional to the eherging
current; in fact.tJ.U=lt f C,wherelisthecharg-
ingcurrent, t is the time duringwhichcharg-
ing current flows, and C is the capacitance
of the reservoir capacitor. Thus,

The time t is, in full-wave rectification.
equal to a half eyde of the mains frequeney,
thatis, T /2. TI,en,

lf now the maximum permissible output
eurrent, lo(m) is substituted for I, the highest
potential drop across the regulator (at the start
01each half cycle) is

From this, the instantaneous dissipation, Pp
ean be eomputed:

As an example: apower supply with a
reservoir eapaeitor of 3 300 J.lF is required to
provide an output voltage ofO-15 V at a max-
imum current of 1 A. Sinee the potential drop
aeross the regulator is 3 V, the voltage aeross
the capacitor, Uerffiustbe at least 18V. Without
limiting, the maximum power loss, Pr(m), in
the regulator is 18xl=18 W (which is, for in-
stanee, theeasewhen maximum current flows
at very low output voltage as in a short-cir-
cuit condition).
With limiting. the voltage across the ca-

pacitor, Uso, needs to be only

Uso=Uo+Ud+lot / C=
=0+3+ lxlQ-' /3300xl~=3.03 v.

The maximum dissipation is reduced to

=1(3+1x2xlQ-'/4x3300xl~=4.5 W,

which is an appreciable improvement.

u.

Ue = recllliet output

• Loaeawtlhlhlltirogdrcuit U... = .... l1ch....Ilwo/.~.

D ~ ";thoullm~ clrcuit U.= minimum "'ogul.lo, tnput wo/lag..

U. =OU!pUIVolt.g.

. ,

Fig. 2.Dissipation with and without limiter.
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DISSIPATION UM1TER

Fig. 4. Printed circuit boards are available for both vers ions of the dissipation limiter.

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
Rl. R2 = 4.7 kO
R3=100kO
R4 = 1 kQ
R5-9 = 22 kO
RIO, Rll =220kO
R12 = 2.2 kO
R13= 100kO

Capacitors:
CI = 1 nF
C2=47~F, 100V

Semiconductors:
01 = zener diode, 20 V, 400 mW
02 = zener diode, 39 V, 400 mW
03 = lN4148
04-6 = 1N4004
07 = see text
TI, T3 = BC556B (pos); BC546B (neg)
T2 = BUZ10 or BUZII (see text)
T4, T5 = BC546B (pos); BC556B (neg)

Miscellaneous:
Heat sink for T2
PCB 910071

The practical circuit
The circuit in Fig. 3 may be split inta the drive
for the current switch, the switch itself (T2)
and a 'thyristor '. The thynstor is formed by
transistors T3 and T5; its cathode is con-
nected to the output terminal of the series
regulator.
The thyristor is switched on via zener

diode D7 as 500n as the voltage across the
regula tor exceeds the level fixed by the zener
diode plus the b-e voltage 01 Tg. lt switches
itself off just before the next zero crossing.
To make certain that it does. it is decoupled
frcm the rectifier and the inverse diode of T2
via 04 and 05, which are loaded by R5'
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When the thyristor is on. T4 switches T1
on and this in turn switches T2 off.
Transistor T4 also serves, in conjunction

with R3, to decouple the thyristor and the
charging-current switch.

Diode D4 and C2 provide T2 with the nec-
essary switching voltage.
Zener diode D1 protects the gate of T2

against overvoltage.
The inductance of the mains transformer

causes a high back e.m.f. when the eherging
currentis switched off, and this may upsetthe
correct operation of T2. This is prevented by
D2 and D3, which switch off T2 as soon as
the back e.m. f. exceeds the permissible reverse
bias. A useful effect of the back e.m.f. is that
itincreases thepotential acrossCj. whichguar-
antees sa tisfactory swi tching ofT 2 even when
the output voltage is a maximum.
Reststor R12 ensures correct switching of

T2 when the output is not loaded (open cir-
cuit). lt must be rated at Uo(m)2/R12 Watt. It
may be omitted if the power supply is per-
manently loaded.
Transistor T2 must be fitted, insulated, on

its own heat sink. or on that of the regulator.
Depending on the component values, the

limiter may be used with secondary alter-
nating voltages of up to 50 Vpeak- It is not
possible to say what the maximum load cur-
rent can be without knowing the value of
the reservoir capacitor and the specification
of the mains transformer. What can be said
is that the maximum charging current pulses
rnust not exceed the maximum permissible
current through T2, which is 19 A for the
BUZIO and 30 A for the BUZll.
The limiter can be used without any prob-

lem in 5 Apower supplies. The prototype
opera ted sa tisfactorily with an output current
of 10 A (reservoir capacitor was 10000 IlF).
lt is always possible in doubtful cases to con-
nect two or three SIPMOS transistors (Tv in
parallel.
Here are some tips for calculating the val-

lies or ratings of a number of components.
• The zener voltage of Dc must be Uso-0.7V
(Ub., 01 Ts)·

• The maximum reverse bias of T2 must be
greater than the peak value of the poten-
tial across the reservoir capacitor.

• The zener voltage of D2 must be equal to
the maximum reverse bias of T2 minus
Sv.

• Capacitor C2 must be rated at Uso(m) plus
20 V (0,).

• Transistor T4 must be able to withstand
voltages 01 Uw(m) plus 20 V (0,).

• Transistors T3 and Ts must have areverse
bias rating equal to the peak value of the
secondary alternating voltage.

• Resistor Ru must be rated at Uo(m)2/R12
(watts).

• All connecting wires should be as short
as possible and of appropriate thickness.

• The dimensions of the heat sink depend
on the transforrner, the reservoir capaci-
tor and the maximurrt permissible short-
circuit current.

• Inmost cases, it is possible to fit T2 on the
heat sink of the regulator.

Construction
The limiter described above is, of course, in-
tended for positive voltages. One for negative
voltages operates in a similar mariner, but
the polarity of some components must be re-
versed.
Whichever version Is needed, it Is best

constructed on the appropriate printed-cir-
cuit board shown in Fig. 4. The differences
between the two versions are indicated by
an asterisk (").
Itisrecommended to 'strengthen' the broad

tracks by soldering thick, bare wire on them.
The completed unit is, as shown in Fig. 3,

interposed between the rectifier and the reser-
voir capacitor. Short, heavy-duty wiring should
be used. •



DISSIPATION UMITER I

Fig. 4. Printed circuit boards are available for both versions of the dissipation limiter.

PARTS LIST
Resistors:
R1, R2 = 4.7 kQ
R3 = 100 kQ
R4 = 1 kQ
R5-9 = 22 kQ
R10, R11 = 220 kQ
R12 = 2.2 kQ
R13 = 100 kQ

Capacitors:
Cl = 1 nF
C2 = 47 IlF, 100 V

Semiconductors:
01 = zener diode, 20 V, 400 mW
02 = zener diode, 39 V, 400 mW
03 = 1N4148
04--6 = 1N4004
07 = see text
T1, T3 = BC556B (pos); BC546B (neg)
T2 = BUZlO or BUZ11 (see text)
T4, T5 = BC546B (pos); BC556B (neg)

Miscellaneous:
Heat sink for T2
PCB 910071

The practical circuit
The circuit in Fig. 3may be split into thedrive
for the current switch, the switch itself (T 2)
and a 'thyristor ', The thyristor is formed by
transistors T3 and Ts; its cathode is con-
nected to the output terminal of the series
regulator.
The thyristor is switched on via zener

diode D7 as soon as the volta ge across the
regulator exceeds the level fixed by the zener
diode plus the b-e voltage of Ts. It switches
itself off just before the next zero crossing.
To make certain that it does, it is decoupled
from the rectifier and the inverse diode of T2
via D4 and Ds, which are loaded by Rs.
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When the thyristor is on, T4 switches Tl
on and this in turn switches T2 off.
Transistor T4 also serves, in conjunction

with R3, to decouple the thyristor and the
charging-current switch.
Diode D4and C2provide T2with the nec-

essary switching voltage.
Zener diode DI protects the gate of T2

against overvoltage.
The inductance of the mains transformer

causes a high back e.m.f. when the charging
curren t is switched off, and this ma y upsetthe
correct operation of T2.This is prevented by
D2 and D3, which switch off T2 as soon as
the back e.m.f. exceeds the permissible reverse
bias. A useful effect of the back e.m.f. is that
it increases thepotential across Cj, which guar-
antees satisfactory switching ofT 2even when
the output voltage is a maximum.
Resistor R12ensures correct switching of

T2 when the output is not loaded (open cir-
cuit). It must be ra ted at Uo(m)2/R12Watt. It
may be omitted if the power supply is per-
manently loaded.
Transistor T2 must be fitted, insulaied, on

its own heat sink or on that of the regulator.
.Depending on the component values, the

limiter may be used with secondary alter-
nating voltages of up to 50 Vpeak- It is not
possible to say what the maximum load cur-
rent can be without knowing the value of
the reservoir capacitor and the specification
of the mains trans former. What can be said
is that the maximum charging current pulses
must not exceed the maximum permissible
current through T2, which is 19 A for the
BUZlO and 30 A for the BUZl1.
The limiter can be used without any prob-

lem in 5 Ä power supplies. The prototype
opera ted satisfactoril ywith an outpu t curren t
of 10 A (reservoir capacitor was 10 000 IlF).
It is always possible in doubtful cases to con-
nect two or three SIPMOS transistors (T2) in
parallel.
Here are some tips for calculating the val-

ues or ratings of a number of components.
• The zenervoltage of Demust be Uso-O.7V
(Ub-e of Ts).

• The maximum reverse bias of T2must be
greater than the peak value of the poten-
tial across the reservoir capacitor.

• The zener voltage of D2must be equal to
the maximum reverse bias of T2 minus
Sv.

• Capacitor C2must be rated at Uso(m)plus
20 V (D}).

• Transistor T4must be able to withstand
voltages of Uso(m)plus 20 V (DI).

• Transistors T3and Ts must have areverse
bias rating equal to the peak value of the
secondary alternating voltage.

• Resistor R12must be rated at Uo(m)2/R12
(watts).

• All connecting wires should be as short
as possible and of appropriate thickness.

• The dimensions of the heat sink depend
on the transforrner, the reservoir capaci-
tor and the maximum permissible short-
circuit current.

• In most cases, it is possible to fit T2on the
heat sink of the regulator.

Construction

The limiter described above is, of course, in-
tended for positive voltages. One for negative
voltages operates in a similar manner, but
the polarity of some components must be re-
versed.
Whichever version is needed, it is best

constructed on the appropriate printed-cir-
cuit board shown in Fig. 4. The differences
between the two versions are indicated by
an asterisk (*).
It is recommended to 'strengthen' the broad

tracks by soldering thick, bare wire on them.
The completed unit is, as shown in Fig. 3,

interposed between the rectifier and the reser-
voircapacitor.Short,heavy-dutywiringshould
beused. •



DIGITAL FUNCTION GENERATOR - PART2

THE ONLY connection between the PLL
board and the discretely designed ana-

logue parts of the generator is via plugs and
sockets Kj.Kg, and Kg. Pin 1of theseconnectors
carries the32Hz-3.2MHzclock, which iscon-
verted in the various sections to a 1Hz-I 00 kHz
sinusoidal, reetangular or triangular signaL
The other pins carry information about the se-
lected decadic range.

Sine-wave converter
The conversion of the reetangular output
signal cf the PLL loop into a sinusoidal wave-
form takes place in three stages-see Fig. 17.
The first of these is a digital-to-analogue
(D-A) converter with serial input, 1C26-IC2S;
the second, a filter section that remaves any
unwanted harmonic frequencies; and the
third, an output stage based on 1C40.
The D-A converter consists of two cas-

caded 8-bitshiftregisters,IC27and IC28,whose
16 outputs are fed via a single opamp, rc34,
to the filter seetion.
Before the first pulse arrives at the dock

inputs 01 1C2,IC28, a1l16 outputs 01 the reg-
isters are low, whereas inputs B are high.
Input A 01 IC28 is low, but input A 01 IC27 is
high, since the (low) level at pin 13 (QH) of
IC28 is inverted by 1C26d. Therefore. when
the first clock pulse is received, output QA

by T, Giffard

of IC27goes high; on the second dock pulse,
QB goes high (while QA remains high) and
so on. When, on the eighth pulse, QH goes
high, inputA OflC28becomes high, so thatthe
outputs of this register also go high consec-
utively (QA-->QH). After 16 clock pulses. all
outputs ofboth registers are high, whereupon

Input A of IC27 goes low, as explained ear-
lier. The outputs then go low in succession
until after a further 16 clock pulses the pro-
cess repeats itself.
The high level at the outputs is 6 V and

the low level is 0 V (earth). The values 01 the
series resistors at the outputs have been cho-

r::.. ~ "~o ----=---~..a......

Fig. 13. Third overlay 01 Ihe PCS lor the analogue seetion 01 Ihe lunetion generator
(belongs 10Fig. 10)

Fig. 14. Third overlay 01the PCS lor the digital seetion 01the lunelion generator (belongs 10Fig. 7)
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DIGITAL FUNCTION GENERATOR- PART 2
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Fig. 15. lIIustrating the two methods discussed to build up a sine wave from stepped voltages.

9Hlon·lI·j4

Fig. 16.lIIustrating the fundamental operation of the digital-to-analogue converter.

Table 1

Data for computiog the resistaoee networks in the digitaJ-to-analogue converter

11 0." stn«, sinun-sinun_l R"

8 -5.625 -0.0980
0.1960 48621.23

9 5.625 0.0980
0.1923 49573.78

lO 16.875 0.2903
0.1811 52627.25

11 28.125 0.4714
0.1630 58476.26

12 39.375 0.6344
0.1386 68760.81

13 50.625 0.7730
0.1089 87515.91

14 61.875 0.88119
0.0750 127053.40

15 73.125 0.9569
0.0382 249 224.20

16 84.375 0.9952
0

17 95.625 0.9952
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sen to ensure that the total current through
the resistors is translated into a stepped out-
put voltage as shown in Hg. 15. The campu-
tation of the resistance va1ues is not simple,
since more than one solution is possible.
The first method is also the most obvi-

aus: divide the sine wave into 32 equal parts,
so that maximum and minimum values for
the harmonie function are obtained. That
means that 17 discrete va lues are required as
showninFig.15a. Fourieranalysisshows that
this method results in relatively high-level
second and third harmonies.
An alternative methcd, usedin thepresent

design, isshown cliagrammatieally inFig. lSb.
It is based on the symmetry of a sine wave
around the 1t12 (90°) line. To the left and the
right of this line, the corresponding stcps a.re
identieal. Although the minimum and max-
imum values of the sine wave a.renot reaehed
exactly.only a 16-step D-A eonverteris needed.
Moreover, a.lthough the 31st and 33rd har-
monie have roughly the same amplitude as
those ansing with the first method, the 2nd
and 3rd harmonic are virtually absent.
The fundamental circuit for the seeond

method is shown in Pig. 16. The maximum
voltage is present when all resistors are con-
neeted to the 6 V souree (high) and the min-
imum when a11are at earth potential (low).
In this method, resistors RS6 and R102in
Fig. 17 are not used.
The eomputation of the resistance val-

ues is begun at a zero erossing (0°) of the
sine wave. Then, OTIehalf of the resistors is
at6 Vand theotherhalfatOV. Asanexample,
resistors R78and R94will be eomputed. First,
thedifference between the aetual and the next
higher value must be ascertained. After that
it is only necessary to calculate the addi-
tional current that flows through the next
higher resistance.
First, the pertod is divided into 32 equal

intervals: 360° 132=11.25°. From Fig. lSb, it
is evident that the level of the output volt-
age between 0° and 11.25° must be the same



The filter consists of ten fourth-order low-pass
seetions, of which two are used for each decadic
range. The diserete design offers real advan-
tages as far as the harmonic spectrum is con-
cemed over a simple switched filter with di-
reet input of the dock pulses. The Re elemen ts
are switched on and off by analogue multi-
plexers Type 74HC4053, which have a very
low transfer resistance. Each of the filter sec-
tions is buffered by a Type AD712 opamp.
The filter seetions are fed with stgnals

DI-D4 and the output of level comparator
lel7. It can be seen from Fig. 18 that the rel- 15V

evant section is active only when the corre-
sponding decadic range D1-D4 is selected.
The other seetions are then short-circuited Fig. 17. Circuit diagram of the sine wave converter.

TEST & MEASUREMENT

as the instantaneous value at 5.625°. Next,
the sineof theangles u,,=5.625° and 0.11-1=-5.625°
iscomputed and the difference sinuj-sinnjj
established. That difference is in direct pro-
portion to the value of the resistance, that is,
R78+R94. In the above, 11 is the harmonie-
number.
The resistanee is caJculated in the man-

ner used for an inverting opamp:

In thedenominator, the value 0.196 (as given
in Table 1) is substituted and multiplied by
1.4 (to obtain the r.m.s. value). Thus,

R7S+R94=2224x6/0.196xl.4=48 621.23 Q.

This value is roughly equal to preferred (E96)
resistors of 47.5 kQ and 1.1 k.Q in series. The
small difference ofjust over 20 Q is useful since
the output resistance of the shift registers is
20-30 Q. The higher resistance value (0.1%!)
must be just below the nearest preferred value
in the series. Table 1 gives the resistance val-
ues from the zero crossing up to the peak of
the sine wave.
Sirtee the sine wave is not only symmet-

rieal around then/2line, butalsowith respect
to the x-axis, the steps (1-8) in the negative
half of the sine wave are identical to the cor-
responding ones in the posl tive half.It is, there-
fore, only necessary to compute the val ues for
a quarter wave (rr/2)-see the values of the
appropriate resistors in Fig. 17. Note that
the arrangement ensures that the minimum
and maximum va lues of the output voltage
remain constant for the duration of two dock
pulses.
Operational ampJifier JC34 not only eon-

verts the eurrent into a corresponding volt-
age, but also ensures that the 'zero' Une is
1.2-1.8 V (set with P,) above earth potential,
so that a clean, symmetrical si ne wave with
an r.m.s. value of about 1. V is obtained.
The amplifier is a BiFET Type AD711, which
is characterized by a slew rate of 16 V /us.
low off-set voltage, low drift, good bandwidth-
gain product(3MHzatunity gain)and above
all by an excellent transientresponse of±OJXJ1%
in 1 us. Capacitors C61 and C62 remove any
residual r.f. cornponents from the stgnal and
so ensure phase stability of the amplifier.
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Fig. 18. lIIustrating the fundamental operation of one of the live two-stage filter sections.

by switch A. The section for the lowest range
is, however, always in circuit and, therefore,
does notneed signal DO. The other two switched
inputs of the analogue circuit are strapped
together.
When the ratio is lower than 3 200 (that

is, when the frequency of the output signal
is at the lower side of the decadic range), Re
networks with different cut-off frequencies
are switched in. Ln that way, the filter has an
own frequency limit for the ranges 1-'-110
and "10-10 NlO~3.2).
The main function of the filter is attenu-

ating the harrrionies. Theoretically; only the
31st and 33rd harmonies are significant. The
31st is 30 dB below the fundamental and is
attenuated by a further 70 dB by the filter, so
that ultimately itis-100 dBwithrespeet to the
output sine wave.
Unfortunately, the cut-off frequencies of

the filter have to be calculated for the lowest
signal frequency of the decadic range. This
means that at higher frequencies the funda-
mentalfrequency may be attenuated by about
0.7 dB, owing to an inherent property 01 the
Butterworth design used. This attenuation
may be accentuated by the tolerances of the
components. The top of the filter character-
istic, therefore, has a ripple (;' 0.7 dB). This
may be remedied by using higher cur-off Ire-
quencies, which lncreases the distortion, or
using a different filter design. for example,
Chebishev with 0.1 dB ripple, whieh requires
high-tolerance (that is. more expensive) com-
ponents. Table 2 gives component values for
a Butterworth filter with higher cut-oll Ire-
quencies, which give an attenuationofthe31st
harmonie 01only 50 dB instead 0170 dB, but
whieh guarantee a ripple 0150.05 dß.
The output stage,IC40' uses the well-known

Type NE5532 dual opamp. One part, IC40"
functions as a simple impedance converter
to deeouple the filter. The other part, IC40b,
operates as an inverting amplifier. The off-

set voltage can be set between -4.75 V and
+4.75 V with P2.
The ampli tude of the sine wave ou tput can

be set to 0-1 V with P3. If a lugher output
level is required. P3 can be replaced by a
2.2 kn type. The value 01R146 should not be
reduced. Also, at lugher amplification, itmay
be necessary to limit the off-set range by in-
creasing the values of R149 and R150.

Rectangular and triangular
waveform converter
The reetangular / triangularconverter, whose
circuit diagram is given in Fig. 19, is con-
trolled by the dock from the sine wave con-
verter that enters the circuit via pin 4 of K8'
That connecter also feeds signals DO-D4(con-

taining information on the selected decadic
range) to the converter.
The clock stgnal is applied to the non-in-

verfing input of opamp IC42b, which Irans-
forms the asymmetrical 0--6V to asymmet-
rieal reetangular signal (±15 V).
Circuit IC42b is one section of a dual op-

erational amplilier Type OP260. This is a
rather special device that operatos with neg-
ative current feedback-see Fig. 20. The in-
verting 'Input' of this section is. in reality,
the low-resistance output of a buffer ampli-
fier, whose input is connected to the non-in-
verfing Input of the apamp. If the voltage at
this input rises, the current through R1 in-
creases. Since the currentdrives an impedance
converter, theoutputvoltageaJso rises (in pro-
portion to the increase incurrent). Consequently,

Table 2

Component values for higber cut-off frequencies

RI06= 100kn
RI08 = 31.6 kn
RIIO = 37.4 kn
RI12 = 14.3kn
R114= 100 kn
RI16 = 31.6 kn
RI18 = 37.4 kn
RI20 = 14.3kn
RI22 = 100kn
RI24 = 31.6 kn
RI26 = 37.4 kn
RI28 = 14.3 kn
R130 = 10.0 kn
RJ32 = 31.6 kn
RI34 = 3.74 kn
R136= 14.3kn
R138 = 1O.0kn
RI40 = 3.09 kn
RI42 = 3.74 kn
R 144= 1.43 kn

R107= 113kn
RI09=35.7kn
R111= 38.3 kn
RII3 = 14.7 kn
R115= Il3kn
RI17 = 35.7 kn
R1I9 = 38.3 kn
RI21 = 14.7kn
R123= Il3kn
RI25 =35.7 kn
RI27 = 38.3 kn
R129= 14.7kn
RI3I = 11.3 kn
RI33 =35.7 kn
R135= 3.83 kQ
R 137= 14.7kn
R139 = 11.3 kn
RI41 = 3.40 kn
RI43 = 3.83 kn
RI45 = 1.50kn

C64=680 nF
C66 =680 I1F
C68 = 820 nF
C70 = 680 nF
C72=68 nF
C74=68 nF
C76=82 nF
C78=68 nF
C80 = 6.8 nF
C82 = 6.8 nF
C84=8.2 nF
C86=6.8 nF
C88=6.8 nF
C90 =680 nF
C92 = 8.2 oF
C94 = 680 pP
C96 = 680 pP
C98 = 680 pF
cioo = 820 pF
CI02 = 680 pF

C65 = 100nF
C67 = 100111'
C69 =680 nF
C71 =560nF
C73= 10nF
C75= IOnF
C77 =68 nF
C79 = 56 oF
C81 = I nF
C83=lnF
C85 =6.8 nF
C87 = 5.6 nF
C89= I oF
C91 = 100pF
C93 =6.8 oF
C95 =560 pF
C97 = 100pF
C99 = 100pF
CIOI = 680pF
CI03 = 560 pF
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the current through feedback resisror R2 also
increasesand this will resultinanequilibrium
in the current through the buffer amplifier.
The OP260 thus operates with a very small
buffer current. The design has the important
advantage over conventional opamps of a
very fast slew rate: >1000 V/us!
However. the operation Is not entirely

symmetrical as far asslopeand amplitude are
concerned. This is remedied by P4-R 152,which
make the signal symmetrical, and Rl67 in
conjunction with 01S-021 whichequalizes the
negativeand positive halvesof thesignal. This

arrangement ensures that the high slew rate
is retained at very low signal levels.
The rectangular signal is available at relay

contact rej.
The reetangular signal at the output of IC42b

is applied to operational transconductance
amplifier (OTA) IC410via Rl54. This ampli-
fier has a slew rate of 125V/us: its operattng
point is set with P6. Because of the current
sourceat itsoutput (which sets an OTA apart
from a 'normal' opamp), the OTA functions
as a variable resistance. This means that in
conjunction with a capacitor, Cl46-C149,it is

DIGITAL FUNCTION GENERATOR - PART 2

readily made into an integrator. The four ca-
pacitors each beleng to a different decadic
range; they are selected by two analogue in-
tegrated switches, IC45 and IC46. Capacitor
C146 is eonnected between theOTA and buffer
amplifier IC42a when the DOor Dlline is ac-
tive; C147 when D2 is active; Cl48when 03 .is
active; and C149when 04 is active.
The use of a switch at either end of the

capecttors is necessary, since the transfer re-
sistance of the closed switch is not linear, but
dependent on the supply voltage and the
eurrent through the switch. Switch 1C45is in

rsv
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~
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~
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Fig. 19. Circuit diagram 01the rectangularltriangular wavelorm converter.
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TEST & MEASUREMENT

series with the relevant capacitor and the
current cource in the OTA. The current into
the capacitor is independent of the transfer
resistance of the switch. As far as the Iollow-
ing opamp is concerned, only the potential
across the capacitor is important. The trans-
fer resistance of IC46 is in sertes with the very
high input resistance of IC42a and, therefore,
has no relevance.
The signal at the output ofIC42a has a vir-

tually perfeet triangular waveform.
The two zener diodes, D16 and D17, limit

the output level of the OTA to 5.3 V (4.7 V
zener voltage plus 0.6 V forward bias), so
that the slgnal level at the switches cannot
exceed the supply voltage to the JCs. The
zenervoltagecan, if required, be chosenlower
so as to reduce the regulating time of the
OTA even further. An additional effect of
the diodes is that, in combination with para-

CUARENT fEEDBACK OP AMP

1-=

"A~:l+R;"" 9100n-tl-16

CURRENT CONTROLLED
VOLTAGE SOURCE

Fig. 20. Basic circuit of an opamp with
current feedback.

sitic capacitances, they make necessary a re-
duction in the value of C149from the calcu-
lated 100pF to 47 pF.
Afrequentproblem with integrators is their

inability to work with very small d.c. COID-
ponent. This is obviated by the d.c. feedback
loop, R,66-C14S,between JC.,. and the OTA.
This has thedisadvantage,however, that there
Is no triangular signal available in the low-
est decadic range of 1-10 Hz. (Our proto-
type delivered a triangular signal down to
3 Hz, but it was neither stable nor clean).
The level at the inverting input of IC41a

may beincreased by a d.c. componentderived
from Rl64-Ps-R16S to minimize an off-set
voltage (of the order of a few millivolts),
which, owing to the input current's depen-
dence on the control current, may arise, par-
ticularly at the inverting input.
Amplitude control is provided by dual

opamp lC43, which is connected as a simple
inverter. Its input and output signals (in anti-
phasel) are combined by D13 and D14 and
the rectified output is smoothed by C143-This
capacitor is charged via R15Sand R159to the
peak valueofthe triangular stgnal. The higher

Fig. 21. Block schematic of the trlanqular-wave shaper, integrator and amplitude
requlatlon.

Fig. 22a. Prlnted-circult board (component side) for the rectangular/triangular converter.
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the potential across C143, the smaller the
outputvoltage (=control voltage for theOTA).
Since IC43b tends to keep the voltage at its
inverting Input. and thus that across C143,
equal to that at its non-inverfing input. the
setting of Pg will ultimately determine the
peak value of the triangular signal.
A disadvantage of this design is that the

regulating time, that is, the time span before
theamplitudecontrol operatescorrectly again

after a frequency change, Is relatively lang,
because the time constant of the rectifier cir-
cuit has to be sufficiently longeven atthe low-
est frequency. Since the regulaong time also
depends, to sorne degree, on the setting of
P6,calibrating the twocontrols properly takes
a little practice. This will be reverted to in
the next instalment of the articJe.
The output 01buffer lC42a,like that 01am-

plilier JC'2b, is applied to relay Rej. Which

DIGITAL FUNCTlON GENERATOR - PART 2

of the two signals, rectangular or triangular,
is fed to output stage IC4o, depends on the
setttng olswitch 58'
The use of a relay obviates any problems

with leedback 01 the reetangular / triangular
signal to the sine wave signal (since both
may be connected via one cable to the change-
overswitch on the frontpane1). Onecable can,
therefore, be used to take the signal to and
from preset Pg, which sets the peak value of
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Fig. 22b. Printed-circuit board (track side and third overlay) tor the rectangularltriangular converter.



TEST & MEASUREMENT

Fig. 23a. Printed-circuit board (component layout) for the sine wave converter.

PARTS LISTReslstors:
R70. R160. R161 : 1 Mn
R71. R8S: 249 kn. 0.1%
R72. R84: 127 kn. 0.1%
R73. R83 : 86.6 kn. 0.1%
R74. R82: 68.1 kn, 0.1%
R7S, R81 : 57.6 kn, 0.1%
R76, R80: 52.3 kn, 0.1%
R77. R79: 48.7 kn, 0.1%
R78: 47.5 kn, 0.1%
R86, Rl02 = see text
R87, Rl0l : 196 n, 1%
R88, Rl00 : 25.5 n, 1%
R89, R99: 887 n, 1%
R90, R98: 634 n, 1%
R91. R93, R9S, R97: 845 n. 1%
R92. R96 = 301 n, 1%
R94=1.1 kn, 1%
Rl03, R1S6, R1S7: 2.2 kn
Rl04: 33 kn
Rl0S: 5.6 kn
Rl06, Rl07, R114, RllS. R122,

R123 = 100 kn, 1%
Rl08. Rl09, Rl16, RI17, R124, 125.
R132. R133: 31.6 kn. 1%

Rll0, an. R118, R119, R126,
R127 = 43.2 kn, 1%

Rl12, R113. R120, R121. R128. R129.
RI36, R137: 34 kn, 1%

R130, R131, Rl38. R139: 10kn, 1%
Rl34, R13S. R142. R143: 4.32 kn, 1%
Rl40. R141: 3.16 kn, 1%
R144, R145 = 3.4 kO., 1%
R146, R1S8, R1S9, RI82-18S: 1 kn
R147, R148: 1.2 kn
R149, R1S0: 15 kn
R1Sl. RISS: 2.49 kn, 1%
R1S2, R171, R172: 100 n
R1S3: 330 n
R1S4, RI7S: 47 kn
R162: 10 kn
R163. RI66: 100 kn
R164. RI6S: 39 kn
R167: 2.7 kn

C132: 47 ~F, 10 V, radial
C137: see text
C139, C141, C1S6, C1S7: 10 ~F, 25 V
C143: 1.5~F
CI4S: 220 ~F, 16 V
C1SQ--153 = 47 nF, ceramic
C1S4, C1SS: 2200 ~F, 40 V
C160. C161 : 100 ~F, 40 V
C162, C163: 10 ~F, 25 V, radial

R168: 82 kn
R169: 56 kn
R170, R176, RI77, R181 : 8.2 kn
R173, R174: 33 kn
R178, R179: 4.7 n
R180:10n
PI, P4, P9: preset, 2.7 kn
P2, P7 = potentiometer, 5 kn, linear
P3 = potentiometer, 1 kn, log.
PS : preset, 10 kn
P6 = preset, 250 kn
pe = potentiometer, 1 k!l, linear

Semlconductors:
012, 025, 026 : zener, 6.2 V, 400 mW
013,014,022,023: BAT8S
015 = zener, 3.3 V, 400 mW
016.017 = zener, 4.7 V, 400 mW
018-21,024: lN4148
B2 = B80C1500
IC26 : 74HC132
IC27, IC28: 74HCI64
IC29-33: 74HC40S3
IC34: A0711
IC35-39: A0712
IC40 : NESS32
IC41 : CA3280
IC42: OP260
1C43= TL082 er TL072
1C44: OP64
IC4S, IC46 : 74HC4316
IC47. IC49: 7815
IC48, ICSO: 7915
ICSl = 7806

Capacltors:
C60: 220 nF
C61, C149: 47 pF, polyester
C62 = 10 pF, polyester
C63, C72, C74, C76, Cl04-11S,
CII9-129, C146 = 100 nF

C64, C66, C66, C116, C142, Cl44 = 1 ~F
C6S, C67 : 150 nF
C69: 820 nF
C70: 390 nF
C71 = 330 nF
C73, C75: 15 nF
C77: 82 nF
C78: 39 nF
C79 = 33 nF
C80, C82, C64, C66. C92, C147: 10 nF
CS1, C83, C89 : 1.5 nF
C85, C93 : 8.2 nF
C86: 3.9 nF
C87: 3.3 nF
C90, C96, C98. Cl00, C148 = 1 nF
C91, C97, C99 : 150 pF, polyster
C94, Cl02: 390 pF. polyester
C95, Cl03: 330 pF. polyester
Cl0l = 820 pF, polyester
C117, C118, CI3:>--136,Cl38, C140, C158,
C1S9, CI64-167: 100 nF, ceramic

C130, C131 : 47 ~F, 10 V, tantalum

Miscellaneous:
K4, K9, KlO = ä-way pes connectors
KS,K8: 14-way O-type plug
K6, K7 = BNC socket, insulated
net = 12 V relay, 1 change-over contact
88 = miniature on/off switch
Tr2 = mains transformer, 2x15 V, 12 VA
Heat sink for IC44 (e.g., Fischer ICKI4/16B)
[Oau UKUd, phone (0243) 553 031)

Enclosure, Telet LC970 (C-I Electronics, p.5)
PCB 910077-3
PCB 910077-4
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Fig. 23b. Printed-circuit board (track side and third overlay) for the sine wave converter.

the output.
The signal is amplified once more in TC«_

This opampcan providea relatively high out-
putcurrentof±80mAata slew rate 01130V/us,
so that no difficulties arise with loads down
to ab out 150 n. Since Rl71and R172 fix the
output resistance at 50 0, the minimum load
resistance may be as low as 100 n. Note that

the OP64 is not protected against short circuits
and must be fitted on to a special heat sink
(see parts list).
The OP64 tends to be overdri ven by a

rectangular signal. Network R169-C137 in the
feedback loop. therefore, reduces the ampli-
fication at high frequencies (that is, the 'cor-
ners' 01 the rectangular signal) slightly.

Capacitor C137 consists of two pieces of
enamelled copper wire twisted together and
cut to size as required.
The d.c. component of the output volt-

age, ±12 V, Is set with P7. •

The third und final instnlment oj itue article
will appear in ollr Special Large Christmas iesue.
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THE ONLY connection between the PLL
board and the discretely designed ana-

logue parts of the generator is via plugs and
sockets K2,Ks,and Ks. Pin 1of these connectors
carries the 32Hz-3.2 MHz dock, which is con-
verted in the various sections to a1 Hz-lOOkHz
sinusoidal, rectangular or triangular signal.
The other pins carry information about the se-
lected decadic range.

Sine-wave converter
The conversion of the rectangular output
signal of the PLL loop into a sinusoidal wave-
form takes place in three stages-see Fig. 17.
The first of these is a digital-to-analogue
(D-A) converter with serial input, IC26-IC28;
the second, a filter section that removes any
unwanted harmonic frequencies; and the
third, an output stage based on IC4Q.
The D-A converter consists of two cas-

caded 8-bitshiftregisters,lC27 and IC28,whose
16 outputs are fed via a single opamp, ICJ4,
to the filter section.
Before the first pulse arrives at the dock

inputs of IC2rIC28, a1116outputs of the reg-
isters are low, whereas inputs B are high.
Input A of IC28is low, but input A of IC27is
high, since the (low) level at pin 13 (QH) of
IC28 is inverted by IC26d. Therefore, when
the first dock pulse is received, output QA

by T. Giffard

of IC27goes high; on the second dock pulse,
QB goes high (while QA remains high) and
so on. When, on the eighth pulse, QH goes
high, input AOfIC28becomeshigh, so thatthe
outputs of this register also go high consec-
utively (QA~QH). After 16 dock pulses, a11
outputs ofboth registers are high, whereupon

input A of IC27 goes low, as explained ear-
lier. The outputs then go low in succession
until after a further 16 dock pulses the pro-
cess repeats itself.
The high level at the outputs is 6 V and

the low level is 0 V (earth). The values of the
series resistors at the outputs have been cho-

1111111Ilj-8.J1!

Fig. 13. Third overlay ot the PCS tor the analogue section ot the tunetion generator
(belongs to Fig. 10)

Fig. 14. Third overlay ot the PCS tor the digital section ot the tunetion generator (belongs to Fig. 7)
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the potential across C143, the smaller the
outputvoltage (=control voltage for theOTA).
Since IC43b tends to keep the voltage at its
inverting input, and thus that across C143,
equal to that at its non-inverting input, the
setting of P9 will ultimately determine the
peak value of the triangular signal.
A disadvantage of this design is that the

regulating time, that is, the time span be fore
the amplitude control operates correctly again

after a frequency change, is relatively long,
because the time constant of the rectifier cir-
cuit has to be sufficien tly long even at the low-
est frequency. Since the regulating time also
depends, to some degree, on the setting of
P6, calibrating the twocontrols properly takes
a little practice. This will be reverted to in
the next instalment of the article.
The output of buffer IC42a, like that of am-

plifier IC42b, is applied to relay Rej, Which

of the two signals, rectangular or triangular,
is fed to output stage IC4o, depends on the
setting of switch 58.
The use of a relay obviates any problems

with feedback of the rectangular / triangular
signal to the sine wave signal (since both
may be connected via one cable to the change-
over switch on the front panel). One cable can,
therefore, be used to take the signal to and
from preset P8, which sets the peak value of
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Fig. 22b. Printed-circuit board (track side and third overlay) tor the rectangular/triangular converter.
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Fig. 23b. Printed-circuit board (track side and third overlay) for the sine wave converter.

the output.
The signal is amplified once more in IC44.

This opamp can provide a relatively high out-
putcurrentof±80rnA ata slew rate of130V/us,
so that no difficulties arise with loads down
to about 150 Q. Since Rl71and Rl72 fix the
output resistance at 50 Q, the minimum load
resistance may be as low as 100 Q. Note that

the OP64 is not protected against shortcircuits
and must be fitted on to a special heat sink
(see parts list).
The OP64 tends to be overdriven by a

reetangular signal. Network R169-C137in the
feedback loop, therefore, reduces the ampli-
fication at high frequencies (that is, the 'cor-
ners' of the rectangular signal) slightly.

Capacitor C137consists of two pieces of
enamelled cop per wire twisted together and
cut to size as required.
The d.c. component of the output volt-

age, ±12 V, is set with P7. •

The third and final instalment of this article
will appear in our Special Large Christmas issue.
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PRODUCT
MODElllNG
by R.G. Evans ~ ~'DUJ(

EVER since I made my first circuit (a crystal
radio) some twenty years ago, r have faced

the problem of packaging the finished circuit.
The methods J will describe can sensibly replace
the aluminium or diecast boxes, the 'project
box es' sold by rnany ofthemail order outlers, and
at the same time provide very realistic eases
tailor-made to your projects requirements, look-
ing just like (or sorncumcs berrer) than the 'real
thing'. It is perhaps worth menticning that I reach
Design & Technology in a secondary scheel
(ages 11-18), and that my colleagues and I use
this technique with Dur pupils aged 14 and above.
The outstanding results obtained by these begin-
ners should spur many of the readers of this
magazine on rc havc a go theruselves.

Basic tools and materials
I mentioned that T work in a school wh ich has
workshops and power tools, but these facilities
are by no means necessary. Most clcctronics en-
thusiasts will have the rools required for making
their own project box:
• A 'stanley' type knife with a scoring blade (01'
grind your own from abiuni ordinary knife).
If this is not available, a su.itable tool can be
a made from an old hacksaw blade suitably
shaped and given a simple handle.

• A try square of any shape or size.
• A sanding board - any material that is flat
will do, e.g., a piece of kitchen worktop,
blockboard etc. 11 must be flat. To this glue a
whole sheer of 120 grit 'wet or dry' silicon
carbide paper, and leave it weighted down to
dry.

• A workbench (kitchen table??) and, if
possible, some form of vice.. e.g., a Work-
male or a wood or metal vice.

• A selection of files, or at least ODe (fairly
coarse and fairly fine will do).

• A tenon-saw, although with care an ordinary
hacksaw will suffice.

Useful, but by no means essential:
• A wood plane of any type, a small bandsaw

and a sanding wheel (photo I shows a useful
assemblage of the above).

Hopefully, the reader will have at least some of
the above in his or her possession. The next thing
to da is to acquire the essentials from which lO
make the box es. Polysryrene is the type of plastic
lO ger hold of (not the expanded ceiling tile stuft)
Any colour will da, and [WO thicknesses are
needed: 1.0 mm and 3.0 mm. Combinarions of
these thicknesses will cover most of our needs.
The other main requirement is a suitable solvent
with the name dichloromethane, also known as
methylene chloride. This is available from la-
boratcry chemical suppliers, some model shops
(under the name of Plastic Weid), and from EMA

Fig. 1. Some of the basic tools you will
need.

Fig. 3. Showing sensible planning of your
work before you start.

Fig. 5. Showing how to 'snap' the plastic
cleanly over the edge of a beneh.

Fig. 7. Edges may be squared up using a
conventional wood plane.

Fig. 9. Using a try-square to check the box
shape.

Fig. 2. The pump dispenser, a scoring
knife and some plastic sheet.

Fig. 4. Showing correct use of a safety
ruter, scoring knife and the plastic sheet.

Fig. 6. Showing the removal of the prctec-
tive plastic film before gluing.

Fig. 8. Edges may be squared up on a
sanding board with equal ease.

Fig. 10. Adding solvent to each side (if
possible) of the joint.
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Fig. 11. Box with two si des, also showing
slightly oversized end pieces.

Fig. 13. A sanding wheel provides a quick
alternative, but check lts angle first!

Fig. 15. Sanding the top of the box ready
for the lid (shown upside down).

Fig. 12. Using a sanding board to square
up the box ends.

Fig. 14. Gluing the ends on to the box.

Fig. 16. After gluing the lid on, use some
weights to keep it there tor half an hour.

Fig. 17. Reducing the edges with a file -
always work into the joint.

Fig. 19. Cutting the box on a band saw.
Always use a fence!

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS NOVEMBER 1991

Fig. 18. A finished box, sanded smooth on
all sides.

Fig. 20. With care, a tenon-saw can be
used for the same task.

PRODUCT MODELLING

Model Supplies. The lauer also supply a very neat
pump dispenser which makes the use of the sol-
vent much easier (see photo 2).

Planning
Having assembled the tocls and materials, it is
time to plan your box a lirtle. J teach my students
'design based problem solving' which simply
means that as much research and investigation
should go into the generation of initial ideas as
possible. There are several ways of packaging
your circuit, and YOUffirst idea is unlikely to be
the best. There are several things to consider,
such as serviceability, replacement ofbattery, po-
sition and accessibility of the controls such as
on/off switches, sensitivity adjustment and range
swirches. It is worth jotting down a few vital
measurements at this stage (remember to leave
plenty of rocm inside - I onee had to squeeze a
battery in a vice to get the lid on! Never againl).
and to sketch a few ideas ofthe product (photo 3).

Box assembly
Once a few dimensicns have been decided, con-
struction can start. Mark out the base of the box
(biro or pencil will suffice) on the 3-mm sheet of
polystyrene. Cut it by using a ruler and a scoring
knife (score to about V2the plastic"s thickness-
photo 4). Place the scored line over the edge of a
bench or table, and apply sharp downward press-
ure to both sides. The plastic will snap c1eanly
along the scored line (photo 5).

The secret ofmaking these boxes lies in mak-
ing good butt joints, for wh ich a square edge is
essential, and a little time spent here will make
your job easier later on. Note that some poly-
styrene sheets have a prctective layer of poly-
thene on one or both sides. For our application,
this layer should be peeled off (photo 6). Next,
cut a strip of the required height, and twice the
length of the box. Leave a few millimetres extra
for squaring up. At this sragc, only one long side
of each piece will need squaring. Use a wood
plane if one is available, or sand on the sanding
board, taking care to keep it at 90° to the board as
you do so (photcs 7 and 8). Keep sanding until a
uniform square edge is obtained.
Next, plaee rhis edge on top of the base in the

required position, and hold it up 10 a set square
(photo 9). Using a small paint brush (maximum
size 5 mm), dip the bristles into the solvent
(photo 10), and then run the brush along the in-
side of the joint. If it is a long jcint. replenish the
brush as necessary. Once the solvent has been ap-
plied, capillary action will put it into the joint
area, and there is little 10 be gained by continued
application of the solvent. lf borh sides of the
jciru are accessible, the solvent may be applied 10
both sides. Hold the twc pieces together while en-
suring that the joint is at 900 to the base.

After some 15 to 30 seconds, thejoint will be
capable of supporting itself, and the other side
can be glued in a similar manner. Although there
are several proprietary polystyrene cemenrs on
the market, none have the ease of use and speed
of bonding offered by dichloromethane. Unlike
other cements, however, dichloromerbane Is
purely a solvent, and as such it does not have any
gap filling properties. 1t is therefore weil worth
making sure that your butt joints are good Iits for
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best results. Gaps can be filled at a later stage, but
it is a lot quicker and easier to get it right First
time.

Leave the two sides and base to dry while ycu
prepare the ends and lid of tbe box. This is where
some planning will have paid off. For ease and
speed of construction, it is a lot easier to overlap
joints, and sand down after construction, than to
get it all to fit first. The two ends need to overlap
both sides and base (photo 11), so cut out some
suitable pieces. As they will be glued onto the
end of the sides and base, there is no need to give
them square edges. Cut a lid out on the same
basis, that is, overlap on both sides and ends.

By now the base and sides will be workable,
and now is the time 10 square up the ends. Those
of you with a disc sander will find this easy, al-
though the plastic does tend to melt more than
sand. Those with sanding boards only will have
to carefully sand the ends square, taking care 10
avoid 'rocking', and consequeru rounding of the
box ends. This process can be made easier if (a)
you did not leave that much spare in the first place
(careful rnarking out I), and (b) if you drag the box
across the board towards you, rather than at-
tempting to work both ways (photos 12 and 13).
Once each end is square, the end pieces can be

glued on as per the sides (photo 14). Here, no set
square will be needed, and pressure can be ap-
plied by hand until the solvent 'bites'. Give both
ends a chance to dry as the next stage will pur
them under strain!

Gripping the box firmly upside down, sand it
backwards and forwards (and circular) on your
sanding board, until an even top surface is ob-
tained (full width of 3 mrn aU the way round -
photo 15). At this point, the lid can be glued on
with liberal application of solvent, as the inside
will not be accessible.

Leave the box weighted down (photo 16), and
forget about it for 12 hours or so. Whilst the sol-
vent is drying completely, it is worth mentioning
why rhe box needs leaving. Although the solvent
sticks the plastic very quickly, and allows work
10 proceed, it does nevertheless cause softening
of the plastic in joint areas, and if fine finishing
of the box is attempted, 'plucking out' of this
softened material will result, and there will be a
depression left ro filllater. Be patient!

Once the box is dry, it can be exremally tidied
up. Large arnounts of plastic hanging over edges
can be removed by using a sanding wheel, if
available, or simply filed away (photo 17).
People used to working with harder materials will
find this plastic quick to fileand shape. With only
srnaJllips remaining (Iess than I mrn), the whole
box can be sanded on the sanding board until
each and every surface has been 'sanded' (includ-
ing the middle of plain sheets, photo 18). This
may seern a long process, but better results are
obtained this way.

Back to the planning stage, and how the box
will be divided. Thought needs to be given to fit-
ting the ccnrrols, switches, displays, etc. It is
preferable, but not essential, t.bat Lhey are all
mounted in one half of the box, but for mains
powered projects it may be preferable to fit the
transformer and circuitry in the base, and have
flying leads to the front panel controls. Plan
ahead now to avoid disasters Jater!

Most project boxes can be cut around their
height anywhere between 1/3 and 0/3 the total

Fig. 21. You should now have two similar
pie ces of box. The heights can differ.

Fig. 23. The thin (1-mm) 'joining sheets'
are shown resting in a box.

Fig. 25. Plan and mark out where your con-
trols are going to be.

Fig. 27. Radius the box edges, starting
with a file, then with wet and dry paper.

Fig. 29. There are two main types of letter-
ing for surface detailing.

Fig. 22. Carefully sand the cut edges until
they are free of saw marks.

Fig. 24. All four thin strips fitted and
glued.

Fig. 26. Mounting pillars for PCBs are
made by stacking up small squares.

Fig. 28. Surface preparation is vital- use
soap, water and wet or dry paper.

Fig. 30. A variety ot effects can be
achieved with relative ease.
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Fig. 31. All manner of 'things' will provide
extra surface detail.

Fig. 32. Plasticard letters are easily picked
up using the tip of a knife.

..
Fig. 33. A wide range of paper stickers are
available.

Fig. 35. Small patches showing through
are not a problem - smooth finish is vital.

height ofthe box. This is easily done with a srnall
bandsaw, but take care and use a substantial fence
10 hold the box against (photo 19). Many boxes
have been spoilt by the saw wändering off, so be
careful! Those ofyou wirheut a bandsaw will find
that a tenon-saw (fairly fine roothed - see
photo 20) will suffice, or failing [hat, a conven-
tional hacksaw will work but may prove difficulr
to control directionally.

Assuming yOUTbox has now been cut into two
(photo 2 I), the cut surfaces are sanded smooth on
the sanding board onee again, until any marks
from the sawing have gone (photo 22). Take care
to sand as evenly as possible, ot.herwise your box
may deveJop a list. Using the l-mm polystyrene
sheet, cut a strip, or strips, of sufficient length and
width to fit around the inside of the box, from the
base up to nearly the full interior height. Using
the solvent again, secure the two long sides first
in the deeper part of the box, and then the two
ends (photo 23). Squareness and elose fits are not
so important inside, and gaps for things like swit-
ches can be left in the thin strip. Leave all these
to dry for 10 minures or so. Then reassemble your
box, and hopefully you should still have a reason-
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Fig. 34. A range of suitable products to
help finish your product.

Fig. 36. Removing errant Letraset with a
piece of masking tape.

ably square 'shape' (photo 24).lf there are small
discrepancies between the top and the bottom of
the box, these can be sanded out on the sanding
board before the next stage.

Fitting up
With the basic box finished, the fitfing up can
begin. Holes for switches, dials, controls, cables
and the like should be added (photo 25). Inside
the box, battery ccmpartments can be fabricated
quickly by using suitable pieces of plastic and
solvent, as can PCB pillars made from small
'piles' of3-mm plastic glued on top of each other
(photo 26). The PCB and the pillars can then be
drilIed to suit suitable self-tappers wh ich happily
cut their own thread in the core diameter pilot
holes. Please note that unlike acrylic (perspex),
polystyrene does not take fine threads particu-
larly weil, so it is best to stick with self-tappers.
These pillars of material can also be used to

good effect if you wish to 'sink' securing screws
below the surface. In this way, results very simi-
lar to commercial injection moulding can be
achieved. Simply build up a suitable thickness of

PRODUCT MODELLING

material in the area that you wish the screw to be
sunk (probably around 12 mm). Drill a hole of
sufficient depth and diameter to clear the screw
head (allowing for paint and perhaps screwdriver
size). Drill a clearance hole right through [0 allow
the self-tapper 10 sit in the recess so created.

Next, build up a suitable pilar on the opposite
side of the box, to the required height for the self-
tapper 10 screw into. Take eare rc ger the pillar
height correct, or box distortion can oeeur. Whilst
this provides a secure method of holding your
box rogether, you will often find that the thin
strips inside provide more than enough force to
hold things together, especiaJly non-critical items
like small battery-powered test equipment, tor-
ches, erc.If all this sounds too much, countersunk
self-tappers may be used.

Appearance!
With all the fitting and bracketry finished, the ex-
terior of the box can now be finally prepared.
Radiusing the edges and corners of the box will
help its appearance, and, if it is hand-held, its
'tcuchability' . Use a fine file with caution, and
airn for an even radius all over the box, just 10
take the sharp edges off (photo 27).

The next stage requires warm soapy water and
several grades of wet-and-dry silicon carbide
paper. Starting with 220 grit, rub the box a11over,
using plenty of water 10avoid clogging the paper.
This is the time to finally blend in the radiusing
work that you may have done earlier. When you
are sure that the whole of the box has been
covered by this grade, move on to 320 grit and re-
peat the process. At this stage, you will probably
be able \0 'feeJ' the surface through your finger
ti ps better than by visual inspection.

When you are sure the whole box has been
covered by the 320 grit, move on to 400 grit and
repeat the process. Finally, go over the whole box
with 600 grit, feeling and looking for any scrat-
ches left over from coarser papers. If any are
found, remove them gently with the appropnate
grade, and then move on to 600 grit (photo 28).

With eare you will have got this far, and have
a very smooth box. If however, there are some
large holes, these can be filled with ordinary P38
car body filler or cellulose putty.lt is much easier,
however, to avoid them in the first place, which
is not as difficult as it may sound. Give the box a
final rinse inside and out in warm to hot water, pat
it dry with a lint free cloth, and leave it scme-
where warm and dry for a few hours.

Lettering
Wh.ile the box is drying out (especially in the joint
areas), some thought needs to be given to any sur-
face detailing rhat you may wish to add. Simple
things will help make your product look rnore
eonvincing, and can make all the difference.
Raised lettering can be added to give the im-
pression of embossed or mouldcd-on letters.
Tbere are two main types, Plasticard polystyrene
lerters (usually sold to model railway enthusiasts)
in several sizes, and Edding self-adhesive vinyl
letters. Of the two, the latter are fairly low-profile,
but are useful to give a 'makers name' to the pro-
duet, as they will be painted overlater, and so wiJI
form part ofthe produet. Tbe Plasticard letters are
high-profile, and can be painted over also. The
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tops of the Jetters ean be carefully sanded clear of
paint to create an additional effect should you so
desire (phot os 29 and 30), but their higher profile
means that they are ideal for identifying import-
ant controls such as on/off switches, without
being as obvious as, say, the devices' 'narnes'
wh ich can be added later in Letraset.

Other features that you can add include
'grips' made by gluing (with liberal arnounts of
solvent) strips Of pieces of 1801220 wet er dry
paper, and spraying over them later. This creates
very effectively the 'moulded-on' appearance.
Using coarser grades of paper spoils the effect.
Embossed self-adhesive metal film is also avail-
able from EMA (details further on), and 'pin-
stripe' tape as sold in motor accessory shops can
provide a useful way ofbreaking up large flat sur-
faces. This can either be sprayed over, or added
later as a colour feature. Ir does not need mueh to
make the produet look real, so take care not to get
earried away! (photo 31).

To get perfect edging on some of the itcms
mentioned may necessirate going back ro a fine
file and the range 01' wet-and-dry papers, just to
blend in an overhanging edge. This usually pro-
duces better results than just curting a piece out
and sticking it on.

The Plasticard polystyrene letters can be cut
out and trimmed with a suitable craft knife. The
lip of this knife is the best tool tc pick the letters
up and put them in place (photo 32). A dab of sol-
vent on their rear immediately prior LO placing
each letter produces good results. Pcsitioning the
letters dry, and rhen applying solvent tends to
leave a mark, so be careful. Getting all the letters
in a neat !ine is also important. and a pre-drawn
faint pencil Une at 90° LOan edge will help a lot
here. The vinyl leuers mentioned are self-ad-
hesive and may be positioned similarly. If you are
making a 'novelty' prcduct for perhaps a ehild, it
may be worth a visit to YOUf local craft and sta-
tionary shop. These often have rolls and rolls of
small paper stickers that can also be added LOthe
surfaee of YOUfproduct, and then sprayed over
(photo 33). Ln this way, a variety of thernes could
be imparted on your model.

Painting
After the surface detailing is complete, the next
stage is to paint the object. For this, aerosol paints
as sold by car accessory shops are ideal
(photo 34). The two halves of the box should be
separated, and can then be given the first coat of
grey cellulose prirner. A reasonabte covering
should be given by starring the spray to, say, the
Jeft of the object, moving across it and clear to the
right before returning. If you wish, you can stop
spraying at either end, although some brands of
aerosol tend to 'spit' a little when used i.n this
fashion. Spraying this way helps prevent uneven
paint buildup and runs! Leave the primer to dry
overnight, and then very carefuJly rub down the
surface with 800 grit wet-and-dry paper used
with lots of soapy water. It is not necessary [0 re-
expose the plastic underneath, jusr to achieve a
silky srnooth surface ready for the top coat (use
your finger tips). If sm all areas of plastic re-ap-
pear, don't worry. So long as the preparation was
good, the primer does not have a lot to do, and the
small gaps in the coverage are not a problem
(photo 35). When the box has been 'flatted' all

Fig. 37. A selection 01finished articles.

over, a final rinse in water is needed (inside and
out), and then the box can be dried.

The top coat of paint is also aerosol cellulose
car paint, and so there is an almest cndless variety
of colours. Ir you want black, choose Satin black.
which shows fingerprints less than either gloss or
matt. Metallic colours are also very effective, but
choosecarefully after looking at cornmercial pro-
ducts. Probably the best is Ford 'Graphite', Ford
'Pearl Grey', and one or two others, notably the
blues.

A useful tip to improve the spray power of
aerosols is to place them in hot water (max. 50°)
for a few minutes. This raises the internal press-
ure, and helps them spray betrer for longer. Make
sure that the whole aerosol is completely dry, as
a single drop of water will play havoc with your
smooth mirror-Iike surface!.

If you want an ordinary colour, try and stick
with primary colours rather than sickJy mixes.
Some aeroscls (especialJy the rnetallics) are what
ls known as '2-pack', which means that they need
a coat of lacquer to give them the final gloss. [f
you inreud to use any Letraset. then this will be
needed anyway, and should not be feared.

After the paint has had time to dry, Letraset or
similar dry rransfer lettering can be added. Given
that these dry transfer letters sometimes transfer
themselves at the wrong time to the wrong place,
the following may be useful. Take a piece of or-
dinary masking tape, and rub the sticky side
agairrst a couon T-shirt or similar. This will help
reduce its stickiness. Use this treated piece of
masking tape to provide the baseline for your rub-
down leueriug. If any do come unstuck, they will
probably be on the masking tape. which can be
carefully removed after you have finished. 00
take great care not to press it down toc hard, or
pull itofftoo briskly- you may find it brings the
paint with it! H, despite this precaution, the odd
lener does appear in the wrong place, or you
make amistake, do not despair, as individual let-
ters can usually be rernoved by the careful appli-
cation of a small piece of masking tape
(untreated), wrapped around a finger tip, and
'dabbed' at the offending lerter (photo 36). If this
fails, it should be possible to remove it with the

aid of a scalpel 01' craft knife, and a scraping mo-
tion, although this method is likely to leave a
mark.

If you have used a dark colour to spray your
box, then white or red lettering can be used to
great effecr. Controls can be labelIed, and some
form of product name added. Very often code
numbers ar the bottom of the Letraset sheets pro-
vide convincing model numbers. lt all adds to the
realism of the finished article, and will make
people look twice or even thrice in their arternpt
at determining the origin of the 'dcvice' they see.

Finally, a coat of clear lacquer needs 10 be ap-
plied. Car aecessory shops seil this as clear cellu-
lose lacquer. Be carefuJ how much you spray on
in cne coat. Sometimes the solvent attacks the Le-
traset, causing it to wrinkle up, and destroy all
your hard work. Apply just enough to 'flow' into
a gloss (allow it to stand a few seconds before ad-
ding more!), and spray it somewhere warm to
help the solvent evaporate quickly.

Add extra coars as needed untiJ you are happy
with the appearanee of the finished object
(photo 37). AJI this paint will take quite a while
to harden, depending cn the number of layers
present. I have known some objects (admittedly
heavily laden with lacquer) to take up to a week
to dry sufficiently 10 not take fingerprint im-
pressions when handled. If you get the odd fin-
gerprint, it can usually be polished out by using
"Tccut' colour restorer (also from your car acces-
sory shop). That concludes the description of the
process - it probably takes as long to read it as
it does to make a box! •

'" EMA Model Supplies, 58-60 Tbe Centre, Fel-
tharn, Middlesex TW 13 4BH. Telephone: (081-
890) 5270. Fax: (081-890) 5321.
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11
CLASS-A POWER AMPLIFIER - PART 1

by T. Giffard

The power amplifier presented is a revamped version of the
LFA-150 we published in late 1988. It provides rather less power
than its popular predecessor, but retains its class A quiescent-
current setting up to -3 dB below its clipping limit. The aim of the
design was to find a good compromise between class A quality

and the dimensions of the necessary heat sinks.

Fig. 1. Prototype of the class A amplifier.

TECHNICAL DATA

Power output (ar 1 kHz) 48Wimo8Q
83 W into 4 Q
122 W into 2 Q

Music power (500 Hz burst,
5 periods on, 5 periods off)

50 W into 8 Q
90W into4Q
150 W into 2 Q

Power bandwidth (48 W into 8 11) I Hz-270 kHz (+0 dB, -3 dB)

Slew rate >45 V/~

Signal-to-noise ratio (I W into 8 11) > I05 dB (A-weighted)

Harmonie distortion (25 W into 8 Q) <0.005% (l kHzO
<0.02% (20 Hz-20 kHz)

Intermodulation distortion
(50 Hz: 7 kHz; 4:1)

<0.03% (25 W into 8 11)
$0.005% (l W into 8 Q)

Dynamic IM distortion (rectangular
wave 3.15 kHz; sine wave 15 kHz)

<0.015% (25 W into 8 Q)

Input sensitivity 1.1 V r.m.s.

Input impedance 25 kQ

Quiescent current l.25 A
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ALTHOUGH mostof aur readers will know
what is rneant by class A, AB or B, it

may be useful for others to recapitulate the
properties of these classes of operanon.
Mostmodern a.f. outputamplifiers are de-

signed as a push-pull configuration. In this,
two power transistors (or valves) are con-
nected in series between the positive and
negative power supply Hncs. and the loud-
speakers are connected to their junction. The
transistors are driven by opposing stgnals.
that is, whenoneconducts,theother isswitched
off.
The transfer characteristic (I biT ccurve)

of a transistor is. unfortunately, not a straight
line: particularly at its lower end, when the
currents are low, it is very curved. In pdnci-
pie, the characteristics of two transistors in
push-pull complementone another rucely,but
the base-emitter transfer voltageputsa span-
ner in the works.
To prevent distortion, therefore, use is

made of a bias that causes a small constant
current to flow through the transistors. The
resultof this is that thecurved partof the char-
acteristic is not used. If virtually no current
flows through the transistors, dass 8 ampli-
fication isobtained, whichischaracterized by
cross-overdistortion. Nowadays, this method
is used only in inexpensive, portable equip-
ment where economy of battery usage is the
prime requirement.
For many years now, dass AB operation

has been used in hi-fi equipment. In this, a
small quiescentcurrent flows through the out-
put transistors, which makes thern work in
class A when the drive is small (say, 0.1 W)
and in dass 8 at lugher drives. This method
is characterized by acceptable low dis tor-
tion and good efficiency (about 75%). Moreover,
heat dissipation depends on the energy of
the drive signa.l,so that the arnplifier remains
fairly cool during normal operation.
Many designers and listeners dc not find

ABoperation good enoughand prefer classA.
In this, such a large quiescent current flows
through the transistors, thateven atmaximum
drive neitherof the transistors switches off (as
happens in dass AB).The disadvantages of
dass Aopera tion are its low efficiency«50%)
and large heat dissipation. Even during qui-
escent operation, a class A amplifier uses
about twice its nominal power.
Naturally, commercial dass A amplifiers are



The renovaring of the LFA-150 started with
a lowering of the supply voltage from ±56 V
to ±29 V to ensure an appreciable lowering
of the disstpation.
Next, a number of transistor were replaced,

partly because some of them were no longer Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the class A amplifier.
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availableat many hi-fi retailers, but,although
their superior quality cannot be denied. they
are very expensive, have very large heat sinks
or fans to get tid of the dissipated heat, and
provide only a modest power output. These
factors make it easy to understand why a
25-50 W ciass A amplifier is not exactly the
most popular item in the hi-f trade.
Inthepresentdesign, wehavetried tocom-

bineclass Aoperation withan acceptableheat
dissipation, Output power was specified at
50W into Sff.In trueciassA, thatwould mean
a dissipation of rather more than 100 W per
channel. To get rid of more than 200 W of
heat in normal enclosures without the use of
fans is virtually impossible. Fans are, how-
ever, anathema, because even the best ones
can be heard, particularly during soft music
passages.
The design is, therefore, near-class A, that

is, the quiescent current is set to a level that
ensures that the amplifier can deli ver half its
nominal power to the loudspeakers. Theclass
A range is thus 25 W, which means that in
actual use the amplifier operates in dass A
up to -3 dB below full drive. The dissipation
then amounts to about 140 Wand that can
be got rid of with 'normal' heat sinks (based
on an ambient temperature of not more than
35 "C and a maximum heat sink tempera-
ture of 75 0c).
11should be noted that a dass A amplifier

operates in its dass only into its specified
load impedance, normally 8Q. It is, of course,
possible to provide more power into 4 Q or
2Q, but that will not be in dass A. This points
to a serious disadvantage of dass A amplifiers
tha t is hardl y ever highlighted: into a lower ihnn
specified load, it operates in class AB. Since the
input impedance of virtuall y all modern loud-
speakers varies between 4 Q and 10 Q, am-
plifier manufacturers have the near impossi-
ble task of designing an amplifier that re-
mains inclass A aver this range of impedances.
The power required to operate a dass A out-
put stage into a 4 Q load is twice that for op-
erating it into an 8 Q load. A 25 W dass A
amplifier designed to opera te into 8 Q dissi-
pates more than 100 W, but to enable it to
aperate in dass A into4 Q, the quiescent cur-
rent would have to be increased to a levelwhere
the dissipation would exceed 200 W.
The real requirement of a top-quality a.f.

output amplifier is that it can deliver a rea-
sonable power, say, not less than 10 W, into
animpedancevaryingbetween4Qand 10.0.
That will rneet the demands of all hi-fi lis-
teners in 95% of the time. The present de-
sign provides 25 W into 8 Q; 12.5W into 4 Q
and rather more than 6 W into 2 Q, a11in
dass A. At the other 5% of the time, in dass
AB, it gives 48 W into 8n,83 W into 4 n and
122 W into 2 Q.

The revamped circuit
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available. Motorola's BF762 and BF759 have
been replaced by the BF470 and BF469 re-
spectively, while Sanken's Types 2SC2922
and 2SA1216have beensubstituted forToshiba's
2SC2565 and 2SAI095 output transistors.
Third, theamplificationofsome stages has

been altered. The gain of the first differential

amplifieris nQW19 dB instead ofll dB, while
that of the second differential amplifier has
been reduced by 6 dB. This results in the
open-Ioop amplification rising from 2300 to
3000, which lowers the distortion to even
lower levels than in the LFA-150.
Finally, the compensation and d.c. cper-

ating potnts have been changed at a number
of places.
Because of all these alterations, the val-

uesofmanycomponentsin theoriginal LFA-l50
havehad to be changed. The amplifier is COI1-
structed on four P'Cßs: tWQ for the output
stages, one for the protection circuit, and one

Fig. 3. Printed circuit board tor the voltage amplifier.

Reslstors:
R1 = 100 k.Q, 1%
R2=681 Q, 1%
R3 = 33.2 kQ, 1%
R4= 562 Q, 1%
R5 = 15 Q
R6 = 10 kQ, 1%
R7= 1 kQ, 1%
R8 = 953 Q, 1%
R9, R10 = 18.2 Q, 1%
R11, R65 = 82 Q
R12 = 3.3 k.Q
R13= 5.6 k.Q
R14 = 22 k.Q
R15 = 165 Q, 1%
R16, R17 = 10 Q, 1%
R18=2.2kQ,1.5W
R19, R22 = 100 Q, 1%
R20, R21 = 4.7 kQ, 1.5 W
R23 = 2,2 k.Q
R24 = wire bridge
R25 = 3.32 k.Q, 1%
R26, R34 = 8.2 k.Q
R27=12kQ
R28, R32, R35, R39 = 5_6 k.Q

PARTS LIST

R29, R38 = 1 11, 1.5 W
R30, R37 = 100 n
R31, R36 = 3.9 k.Q
R33 = 6,8 k.Q
R45 = 3911
R46 = 680 Q
R47 = 270 Q
R48 = 4711
R49, R56 = 56 Q
R50, R57 = 10 Q
R51, R53, R58, R60 = 2,2 Q
R52, R54, R59, R61 = 0.22 11,
3 W, inductance-free

R55, R62 = 470 Q, 2.5 W
R63, R64 = 4.7 Q, 1,5 W
R65=82Q
R66= 150Q
R67 = 10 k.Q
R68 = 270 Q
R69=150Q
R70 = 6811
R71 = 47 kQ
P1 = 100 Q multiturn preset

P2, P3 = 2.5 k.Q preset
P4 = 1 k.Q, multitum preset

Capacitors:
C1 = 4,7 )lF, MKT
C2 = 680 pF, polyester
C3=12nF
C4, C25 = 100 nF
C5, C7 = 47 )lF, 63 V
C6, C11, C17 = 10 )lF, 40 V
C8=2.7nF
C9 = 68 pF, 63 V, polyester
C10, C15, C16, C21, C26,
C27 = 680 nF

C12, C18 = 1 )lF, 63 V
C13, C19 = 47 nF
C14, C20 = 100 pF
C28 = 120 nF
C29, C30 = 100 )lF, 40 V

Semlconductors:
01,02,011-13 = 1N4148
03, 04 = zener, 18 V, 400 mW

09,010 = 1N4002
T1, T2 = 2SK146V
T3, T4 = BC550C
T5 = BC639
T6, T7 = BC560C (rnatchl)
T8, T9 = BF470
T10, T11 = BF469 (match!)
T12-14 = BC546B
T15, T20 = B0139
T16-18 = BC556B
T19 = B0140
T21 = 2SC2238
T22 = 2SA968
T23, T24 = 2SA1216
T25, T26 = 2SC2922

Miscellaneous:
Re1 = 24 V for PCB mounting
with 1 change-over contact

L1 = 6 turns, 1/0 15 mm, of
1.5 mm enamelled copper wire
K1 = 10-way straight header
Heat sink, 0.4 KJW (see Part 2)
PCB 880092-1
PCB 880092-2
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for the auxiliary power supply,
Onlyan outline description of the circuit

in Fig. 2 will be given-for more details, see
Ref.1.
The input signal is applied to differential

arnplifier TrT2 via Cl (the only capacitor in
the signal path) and low-pass filter R,-C,. The
filter has a cut-off frequency of 340kHz to pre-
vent transientintermodulation distortion (TIM).
The d.c. operating point of the two FETs is set
bya constant-current source based on Ts.
Transistors T3 and T4end the FETs form a

cascode circuit that has an amplificahon of
about 9.2 (=gain of about 19 dB). Preset PI
serves to eliminate any inequalities (off-set)
in the d.c. operating points.
Lag compensation is provided by RS-C3.
The amplified signal is fed to differential

arnplifier T6-T7that together with T8and T9
form a second caseode circuit to keep the
bandwidth as large as posstble. The amplifi-

cation of this section is 308 (nearly 50 dB).
The output of T8 is fed to the current am-

plifier via current mirror T10-T11.
The power supply for the voltage amplt-

fier is taken from discrete voltage regulators
T12-TI5 (positive) and T16-T19 (negative). The
supply voltage for this section 1Slugher than
that for the current amplifier, so that the volt-
age drop across the output transistors re-
mains smalI, even at maximum drive levels.
The current amplifier consists of a quies-

cent-currentcontrol based on T20,and drivers
T21and T22.-followed by power transistors
T23,T24,T25and T261which are connected in
a compound configuration. In contrast to the
usual emitter-follower, this design provides
some voltage amplification and combines very
low distortion with a low output impedance.
The output signal is fed to the Joudspeakers
via an induetor and a proteetion relay.
When the load curren t exceeds 15A (peak),

CLASS-A POWER AMPLlFLER - PART I 11I
transistors T27and T30switch on and actu-
ate the protectioncireuit via T28and T29.That
circuit then de-energizes the relay.
The power supply uses two mains trans-

formers in series, TrI and Tr2.Note that Fig. 2
shows the power supply for a mono ampli-
fier; two (housed in one enclosure) need to
be built for a stereo amplifier. The supply for
theeurrent amplifier is around ±30V,and that
for the voltage amplifier, ±44 v. The voltage
arnplifier, however, operates from +38.5V and
-35 V, because its voltage drop on the posi-
tive line is about 3.5 V lugher than that on
the negative line. This supply arrangement
ensures that the positive and negative drive
levels are exectly equal. •

Reference.
"LFA-150: a fast power amplifier", Elektor
Eieeirenies. November 1988, pp. 20-26;
December 1988, pp. 42-46.
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Fig. 4. Printed circuit board tor the current amplitier.
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available. Motorola's BF762 and BF759 have
been replaced by the BF470 and BF469 re-
spectively, while Sanken's Types 2SC2922
and2SA1216havebeensubstitutedforToshiba's
2SC2565 and 2SA1095 output transistors.
Third, theamplificationofsome stageshas

been altered. The gain of the first differential

amplifier is now 19dB instead of 11dB, while
that of the second differential amplifier has
been reduced by 6 dB. This results in the
open-loop amplification rising from 2300 to
3000, which lowers the distortion to even
lower levels than in the LFA-150.
Fina11y,the compensation and d.c. oper-

ating points have been changed at a number
of places.
Because of a11these alterations, the val-

ues ofrnany components in the originalLFA-150
have had to be changed. The amplifier is con-
structed on four PCBs: two for the output
stages, one for the protection circuit, and one

Fig_3. Printed circuit board tor the voltage amplitier.

PARTS LIST~esistors:
Rl = 100kQ, 1%
R2.= 681 n, 1%
R3 = 33.2 kO, 1%
R4 =562 0, 1%
R5 = 150
R6 = 10 kO, 1%
R7 = 1 kQ, 1%
R8=953n,1%
R9, Rl0 = 18.2 n, 1%
Rl1, R65 = 82 0
R12 = 3.3 kQ
R13 = 5.6 kQ
R14 = 22 kO
R15 = 165 n, 1%
R16, R17 = 100,1%
R18 = 2.2 kO, 1.5 W
R19, R22 = 100 n, 1%
R20, R21 = 4.7 kQ, 1.5 W
R23=2,2 kQ
R24 = wire bridge
R25 = 3.32 kQ, 1%
R26, R34 = 8.2 kQ
R27 = 12 kQ
R28, R32, R35, R39 = 5.6 kQ

R29, R38 = 1 0, 1.5 W
R30, R37 = 1000
R31, R36 = 3.9 kO
R33 = 6.8 kO
R45=390
R46 = 680 0
R47=2700
R48=470
R49, R56 = 56 n
R50, R57 = 10 n
R51, R53, R58, R60 = 2.2 0
R52, R54, R59, R61 = 0.22 0,
3 W, inductance-free

R55, R62 = 470 0,2.5 W
R63, R64 = 4.7 n, 1.5 W
R65 = 82 0
R66= 1500
R67 = 10 kO
R68=2700
R69 = 1500
R70= 680
R71 = 47 kO
Pl = 1000 multiturn preset

P2, P3 = 2.5kO preset
P4 = 1 kO, multiturn preset

Capacitors:
Cl = 4.7 p,F,MKT
C2 ::::680 pF, polyester
C3 = 12 nF
C4, C25 = 100 nF
C5, C7 = 4711F, 63 V
C6, Cll, C17 = 10 p,F,40 V~
C8=2.7nF
C9 = 68 pF, 63 V, polyester
Cl0, C15, C16, C21, C26,
C27 = 680 nF

C12, C18 = 1 p,F,63 V
C13, C19 = 47 nF
C14, C20 = 100 pF
C28 = 120 nF
C29, C30 = 100 p,F,40 V

09, Dl0:::: lN4002
Tl, T2 = 2SK146V
T3, T4 = BC550C
T5 = BC639
T6, T7 = BC560C (match!)
T8, T9 = BF470
Tl0, Tll = BF469 (match!)
T12-14 = BC546B
T15, T20 = B0139
T16-18 = BC556B
T19 = B0140
T21 = 2SC2238
T22 = 2SA968
T23, T24 = 2SA1216
T25, T26 = 2SC2922

..

Semiconductors:
01,02,011-13 = lN4148
03, 04 = zener, 18 V, 400 mW

Miscellaneous:
Rel = 24 V for PCB mounting
with 1 change-over contact

L1 = 6 turns, 1/0 15 mm, of
1.5 mm enamelled copper wire
Kl = 10-way straight header
Heat sink, 0.4 K/W (see Part 2)
PCB 880092-1
PCB 880092-2
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for the auxiliary power supply,
Only an outline description of the circuit

in Fig. 2 will be given-for more details, see
Ref.1.
The input signal is applied to differential

amplifier TI-T2 via Cl (the only capacitor in
the signal path) and low-pass filter R2-C2. The
filter has a cut-off frequency of 340kHz to pre-
vent transient intermodulation distortion (TIM).
The d.c. operating point of the two FETsis set
bya constant-current source based on Ts.
Transistors T3 and T4 and the FETs form a

cascode circuit that has an amplification of
about 9.2 (=gain of about 19 dB). Preset PI
serves to eliminate any inequalities (off-set)
in the d.c. operating points.
Lag compensation is provided by RS-C3'
The amplified signal is fed to differential

amplifier T6-T7 that together with T8 and T9
form a second cascode circuit to keep the
bandwidth as large as possible. The amplifi-

cation of this section is 308 (nearly 50 dB).
The output of T8 is fed to the current am-

plifier via current mirror T10-T11.
The power supply for the voltage ampli-

fier is taken from discrete voltage regulators
T12-TIS (positive) and TwT19 (negative). The
supply voltage for this section is higher than
that for the current amplifier, so that the volt-
age drop across the output transistors re-
mains small, even at maximum drive levels.
The current amplifier consists of a quies-

cent-currentcontrol based on T20, and drivers
T21 and T22, followed by power transistors
T23, T24, T25 and T26, which are connected in
a compound configuration. Incontrast to the
usual emitter-follower, this design provides
some voltage amplification and combines very
low distortion with a low output impedance.
The output signal is fed to the loudspeakers
via an inductor and a protection relay.
When the load current exceeds 15A (peak),

CLASS·A POWER AMPLIFIER - PART I 111
transistors T27 and T30 switch on and actu-
ate the protection circuit via T28 and T29.That
circuit then de-energizes the relay.
The power supply uses two mains trans-

formers in series, TrI and Tr2.Note that Fig. 2
shows the power supply for a mono ampli-
fier; two (housed in one enclosure) need to
be built for a stereo amplifier. The supply for
the current amplifier is around ±30 V,and that
for the voltage amplifier, ±44 V. The voltage
amplifier, however, operates from +38.5V and
-35 V, because its voltage drop on the posi-
tive line is about 3.5 V higher than that on
the negative line. This supply arrangement
ensures that the positive and negative drive
levels are exactly equal. •

Reference.
"LFA-150: a fast power amplifier", Elektor
Electronics, November 1988, pp. 20-26;
December 1988, pp. 42-46.
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Fig. 4. Printed circuit board for the current amplifier.
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READERS' LETTERS

ARE DESIGNERS GETTING STALE?
Dear Editor-Many electronics magazines
have a tendency to repeat constructional pro-
jects over the years. Elektor Electronics is
not too bad, but 1 have noticed that so me
other magazines continually repeat certain pro-
jects. lt is as though they are stuck Ior new
ideas, and yet there are many projects that 1
have never seen in an electronics construc-
tion magazine, Two examples: an audio pick-
up probe wiLh increased sensitivity and a pro-
gressive wire locator system. Although bath
devices are cornmon in the USA*, they are
not available here in the UK and would, there-
fore, lend themselves to a future constuction
project.

P. Male, P.ershore

*Available from Time Motion Tools, 12778
BrookprinterPlace, Poway, CA 92064, USA,
Telephone (619) 689 7272.

Your Letter has been copied to Dur Head 0/
Design, CIS weil as 10 several ot our American
free-kmce contributors. Note, inpassing, that
we have published one 0,. [WO wire locators
over the years, which. have proved Vel)1 pop-
ular. However; these used components that
are naH!out of date, so replacements based
on modern components would be 170 /uxUJY.

Editor

THANKS!
Dear Editor-e-I would like to put on record
my sincere thanks for the help received as a
direct result of your including rny cry for
help in repairing rny Freeway phone(Letters,
November 1992).1 especiallyappreciated the
speed with which you phoned through de-
tai Is of the other readers who were offering
assistance. The phone is now working again!
Iwould also add that your magazine was the
only one of three which Icontacted that was
prepared to assist.

I.M. Tasker, Grantham.

f am pleased to read that your troubles have
beeil resolved with. our assistance. One of
ouraims is to help readers in trouble: we don 't
always succeed, but we always try. Editor

AM BROADCAST RECEIVER
(October 1991)

Dear Editor-I am attempting to construct the
'AM Broadcast Receiver', but 1 arn having
difficulty with the PLL section. This is be-
cause on the circuit the marked pin connec-
tions of lC4 do not appear to be correct.

S. Farrant, Yangebup, Western Australia

The 'pin numbers' ofthe 4053 in the PLL
are not incorrect: they are not pin 111l111bers

but pin function lndications. What yo/{ may
have read as '10' and I]1', are acutally '/0'
and '11', that is, 'Input noughi' and 'input
one', respectively. Other readers mayaiso
note that in our circult diagrams pin num·
bers are always printed outside the lC and
pin functions inside.
The 4053 contains three identical change-

over switches with a C0l11111011 inhibit con·
trol. The reason that we have not given pin
numbers in this particular case is that there
is 110 cotresponding PCB design. Constructors
are, tlierefore.free to choose tjeir own switclies
(0, b, and c), which are identical. Editor

PHONE/FAX INTERFACE
Dear Editor-c-I have come quite frequently
across people who would like to use their
internal fax modem in a single line mode
and thus require a phone/fax interface with
the ability to handle an answering machine.
Additionally, it would be useful to provide
sorne ideas of how to protect your phone
line from lightning strikes effectively arid
reduce line noise at the sarne time. Some of
the input circuits of the inexpensive rnodems
are rather flimsy in this regard. Here in FIOIida
this is an ongoing problem arid I am sure there
is a requirement for such protection in other
parts of the world. 00 you have an expert on
phone line interfacecircuits whocould either
design such a phone/fax inrerface or da you

LFA150-A Class-A
amplitier

November and Decemher 1991
Replacementfor 2SK146V.
We have recently been informed by
Toshiba that the dual FET Type
2SK146V used in the LFAI50-A destgn
is no Ionger manufactured. The
2SK146V is not a dual FET in the true
sense of the word, i.e., there are no two
FETs on a single chip. Rather, it

CORRECTIONS
AND

UPDATES

consists of two FETs, each in its own
enclosure. whtch are held together by
a metal ring. Such a construction is
readily reproduced by cJamping two

2SK147V FETs together, ustng a small
piece of metal [e.g., cop per or brass).
The photograph illustrates the

constructrcn of the replacement dual
FET. In practice. the 'imitation' works
perfectly. Note. however. that the pin
connections of the replacement FET
are different from the orrginal 2SK 146.
which has facing identical ptns. By
centrast. the dual 2SK147V con-
struction has identical pins in
mirrored positions. Fortunately, this is
simple to resolve by bending the outer
pins [drain and source) of one FET
such that the pin postttons are
swapped. (920163)

Sound sampier tor Amiga
November 1991-
Capaetter Cs is mtstng from the parts
list and the circuit diagram. Ca is a
lOO-nF decoupling capacitor fitted
near IC7 (see component overlay).
LEDs D2 and D4 should be transposed,
both in the ctrcutt diagram and tho
parts list. D2 is the ERROR LED. arid
D4 the LEFT LED. (920074)
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FOUR- TERMINAL NETWORKS - PART 2
The design of attenuators

by Steve Knight, BSc

In this second and final part of our investigation into the design
and uses of four-terminal attenuator systems, we shall first of all
derive some simple relationships between the characteristic
resistance of an attenuator T-section and the degree of

attenuation provided by the section in terms of the resistive
elements that make up the seetion.

THE calculations are not difficult, and
those readers with an arithmetical bent

might like to confirm some of the answers.
We will relate our results with those of the
n:-seclion, consider insertion lass, and have
a look at the practical design of attenuators.

Finding values

This gives the artenuation factor in tenns
of Ro and RI. What we need now is a rela-
tionship involving R] and R2 in terms of Ro
and N. Working from this last result, we find
that

Rt =Ro[ (N-I )/(N+ 1)].

Using the earlier resull that
For the properly terminated symmetrical T-
seetion shown in Fig. 8, we let the attenua- Ro=..,f(R,2+2R,R2),
tion be expressed as N=Ut/U2, in which
numbered subscripts are used for conve- we get

910103-2-11

Fig. 8. Deriving the attenuation factor of
a section.

nience. Since the input resistance is RQ• the
input current.Jj , must be VI/Ro and the volt-
age, U, across the centre shunt arm wiU be

Hence,

U=U,-U,Rt/ Ro=Ut [I-R,/ Ro].

But the outpur voltage, U2, is c1early the
proportion of U developed across Ro• given
by

whence

From this, the ratio

When Ro and N are known, these simple
expressions enable an attenuator to be de-
signed that gives a desired signal reduction
and the proper matehing conditions for the
circuit system concerned. Figure 9 illus-
trates the rneaning of the two formulae.

Fig. 9. Relationships to determine the
elements in terms of Ro and N.

Trying things out
A couple of examples will show how we
can apply these results to solve sorne ele-
mentary design problems.
First, suppose we want a symmetrical

T-sec tion network to match into a 300 Q
line and bave a voltage attenuation of 14dB;
what values of resistors da we want?
Well, tbeattenuation factor N=antilog 14/20

=antilogO.7 =5.1n other wards, theoutput will
be one fifth of the input. We thus get

R, =300[(5-1)/(5+ 1)]=300x4/6=200 Q;

and

R2=300[(2x5)/(25-1 )]=300XIO/24= 125Q.

Figure lO shows the completed section.

910103-2·13

Fig. 10. Example of en elementary
'r-secuon design.

Suppose now that tbe output stage of a
small transmitter has an internal resistance
of 600 Q and is intended to supply current
to a 600 Q load. We need to design a 'J-sec-
tion which, when inserted into the line con-
necting generator and load, will reduce the
load current to one third of its initial value.

., c
o
o•

910103-2-14

Fig, 11. A further design example relat-
ing to correct matching procedures.

This situation can be illustrated after the
manner of Fig. 11. The section matches be-
tween equal impedances of600 Q and should,
therefore, have Ro=600 Q also. The attenu-
ation factor, N, is 3, so that

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS NOVEMBER 1991
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910103-2-15

Rl Rl

I I 'I
Rl I I I Rl I

:::Jilifl1::
~:t~fl'

Ra 3

just ajob of halving the series arms and dou-
bling up the shunts as this last analysis might
have led us to believe.
Wecan make an exact cornparison between

the sections by looking at Fig. 13. Here, we
use letter subscripts for the n-section resis-
tors to avoid confusion.
For the two networks to be equivalent in

their characteristics, the resistance seen be-
tween terminals land 2 ofboth networks must
be equal, as must the resistance between ter-
minals land 3 of both networks, with the
outpur on open circuit, This means thatRJ+R2
on the T-section mustequal Rb(Ra+Rb)/(R.+2Rb)
on the n-section. Also,

01'

R[ =R.Rb/(R.+2Rb)'

Substituting back for R[ in the first expres-
sion Lhen gives lIS

These relationships provide us with the el-
ements of the T-network such that this will
correspond to a given n-network.
It is also not too hard to demonstrate that

für the basic 1t-section shown in Fig. 13

and that

R.=Ro[(NL 1)/2N]

and

~H=H
INPUT

'" '" 12dB

4

910103-2-16

R,=Ro[(N"-1 )/2N]

"---0

20dB 20dB

Rb= Ro[(N+ 1)/(N-l)]

Fig. 12. These attenuator sections have the same total series Fig. 13. Finding the element relationships between the T- and
and shunt resistances; then, ZoTZox=R1R2. rr-sections.

R[ =600[(3-1)/(3+ I )]=600X2/4=300 Q

and

R2=600[(2x3)/(9-1)]=600X6/8=450 Q.

In a case like this, it is important 10 no-
tiee that eurrent /[supplied by the generator
is the same whether the secnon is in circuit
er not. In both cases, the generator sees a re-
sistive load of 600 Q. With the section con-
neeted, the 'unwanted' current (2/3/[) flows
along the shunt arm, as an application of
Ohm's law will immediately verify.

The n-section
It might appear that the n-section has been
rather neglected, but there is a circuit rela-
tionship between the T-section and n-sec-
tions that makes an analysis of the n-secrion
quite easy. Figure 12 shows a ladder net-
work of series and shunt resistances; from
an examinanon of this nerwork, is it a chain
of T-sections or n-sections? The answer is
that it depends how you look at it. For, ei-
ther a 'f-section can be taken from the net-
work by considering the line division AA,
or a rc-section taken by considering the line
division BB. The T-section cuts through the
centre of each of the series elements Rh
wbile the ll-section effeetually splits the
shunt element into two parallel parts, each
of value 2R2. Henee, the ladderean be viewed
as astring of T-sections or n:-sections.
We might expeet, therefore, that there

would be linle differencc between the rela-
tionships derived for the two types of sec-
tion, but for the matter of equivalence it isn't

ELEKTOR EJ"ECTRONICS NOVEMBER 1991

Fig. 14. Designing an attenuator knowing Ro and the required attenuation.

where the bracketed term is simply inverted
from that of the T-section and Ra and Rb are
themselves swapped over.
A useful relationship follows from the first

of these: since "CRj2+2R[R2) is the Ro of a
T-section (RoT), we can deduce that for sec-
rions having the same total se ries and shunt
resistances (see Fig. 12 again)

Don't confuse this with the equivalence re-
lationships.
So, fundamentally there is no difference

in the functions of these alternative forms of
the sections and either may be used in a par-
ticular situation. The actual choice depends
upon which form, given a particular value
of characteristic resistance Ro, yields the
more readily obtainable values of resistance
for the elements.
In general design work, where stringent

conditions are not of vital importance, the use
of 5% resistors is quite acceptable; the re-
sulting variation in attenuation will normally
be no more than 0.5 dB and the mismatch in
the characteristic resistance itself ofthe order
of 5%. We will return to these points a little
later on.

Insertion loss
The important thing in designing anenua-
tors for general bench use is not to bother
too much about getting exact answers to the
calcu1ations. It is no use working out a re-
sistance to three or four decimal pi aces and

Ra

R.=Ro[(N2....1)f2N] Rb=Rg[(N+1)/(N-1)]

910103-2-18

Fig. 15.The relationships should be co rn-
pared with those for the T-section given
earlier.



GENERAL lNTEREST

then discover that you've got to use a pre-
ferred value anyway. The attenuation factor
can often be rounded off in the same way;
6 dß, forinstance, is a voltage ratio of 1.9953 ...
but we wouldn't pur this into a formula: we
use theniceround figure of2. Of course, things
don 't always workout quite soconveniently,
but anything beyond two decimal places is
a waste of effort.
Let us now design a 5-section attenuator

für a 70-.0 line giving switched positions of
3 dB, 6 dB, 12dB and iwo 20 dB reductions.
For interest, let the first three stages be de-
rived from n-sections and the last rwo from
T-sections. The job will look like Fig. 14,
which also shows the appropriate switching.
Look first at the 3-dB section; the re-

quired attenuation is 3 dB for wh ich attenu-
ation factor N is found to be antilog 3/20 Of
1.4 I. Using the relationships shown for COIl-
venience in Fig. 15, and with Ro=70 Q, we
find that R,=24.8 Q and Rb=410 Q. The last
vaIue is a bit of a problem, since it falls be-
rween 390 Q and 430 Q in the E24 range.
One way out is to parallel 9. I kQ with a
430 Q or get hold of a 412 Q from the E96
precision range. Otherwise, use 24 n and
390 n in series; the mismatch is not very
serious: Ra then works out at 66 Q.
Going through the same procedure for

the 6 dB (N=2) and the 12 dB (N=4) rt-sec-
tions, we find for the elements the respec-
rive values: R,=52 Q; Rb=210 Q; R,= 131 Q;
Rb= lJ6 Q. Praetieal values here would be
5 I Q; 220 Q; 130 Q; and 120 Q. Amuse
yourselfby calculating the above three ranges
in terms ofT-sections; do the resistance val-
ues fit any better?
For the two T-sections, we require an at-

tenuation of20dB (N= 10); henee, forRo=70 Q,
we find

and

R2=Ro[2N/(NLI)]=70x2Üfg9= 14 Q.

Practieal values here would be 56 Q and
13 Q. The completed attenuatar is shown in
Fig.16.
Now, try designing aseries of five T-sec-

tions with switched ranges of I dB, 2 dB, 4 dB,
8 dB and 16 dB; this enables a rnaxirnum at-

Fig. 16. The completed design.

910103-2-19

tenuation of 3 I dB to be aehieved in I dB
steps. The Ra should suit your own particu-
lar fancy. As a help, tbe respeetive N values
are 1.12; 1.26; 1.58; 2.45 and 6.30.

Practical considerations
Wben we talk about purely resistive atrenu-
ators, we are, of course, in the realms of fan-
tasy; it is n01possible to make up an attenu-
ator system having a number of sections in
tandem without introducing some inducti ve
and capacitive elements. The object of any
design is to keep these to their absolute min-
imum, just as in filters, where inductance
and capacitance are the necessary elements,
we try 10 eliminate resistance.

Tl is necessary, then, to keep aIJ intercon-
necting leads as short as possible and to
avoid the proximity of these leads, .s weil
as the resistances themselves, to any sur-
rounding metal parts. Further, there must be
no capacitive coupling between the sections
or certain frequency components of the sig-
nal will sneak through without the desired
attenuation, but with definite phase shifts.
The resistanees should not, for obvious rea-
sons, be wirewound, though types with anon-
inductive construetion might be used.
Simple aluminium boxes are available

nowadays that ean be used to house bench-
type attenuators. Types measuring some
120-150 mm in length with perhaps 50 mm
width and a depth of about the same are
ideal. Figure 17 shows the general method
of assembling such attenuators.
The box is divided up into the required

nurnber of eompartments by cross screens
that ean be rnade of thin alurninium or tin-

Aluminium 0'
tln-plsle bOl( ..

SUde or loggle
sWilche,.

t.. Dividing sc,eens ---.t 910103-2 - 20

INPUT

910103-2-21

Fig. 17. Practical method 01 assembly.

plate. H aluminium is used, the sereen will
have to be flanged and screwed to the side
walls of the box, but with an all tinplate eon-
struction, soldering is the best approach.
SmaLiholes are drilled centraJly in each

sereen (before fitting!) to permit the series-
arm resistars to feed through, and the shunt-
arm resistors are retumed either directly to
each sereen or to a convenient position on
the box floor itself. A relatively heavy COI11-

mon wire running through the screens some-
times makes dependenee on the box rnetal
unneeessary.
SUdeorminiature toggle switehes are used

for the attenuation selection, though it is
possible, with certain fonns of construc-
lion-see Fig. 18-to use rotary switches.
It is often easier to use the base of the box to
carry the terminals and switching, the ac-
tual lid being fitted last and beeoming the
working base. This avoids having long leads
10 eonnect the switches which would then
be separated from the rest of the network in
the body of the box.
Attenuators that are to be housed inside

equiprnent, such as a signal generator for
example, can be built into the general inter-
nal design method, but a divided-compart-
ment assembly is still necessary if the best
results are to be obtained. For less stringent
work, the resistanees can often be simply
mounted directly to the tags on a rotary
switeh wafer or wafers as they eould for the
system shown in Fig. 18. Most simple 'di-
viders' are assembled this way.
Tbe power ratings of the resistors used in

attenuators must, of course, be such as to
ensure that no appreciable temperature rise
can occur in normal use. •

OUTPUT

Fig. 18. An alternative switching system-more difficult to
screen adequately.
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I
A SIMPLE WATCHDOG CIRCUIT

SINGLE-CI-llP microcontrollers have
been designed and optimized for specific

applications such as industrial control and
automotive applications. The Intel MC5-51
family of microcontrollers is a popular and
typreal example.
The presence of various types of electrical

noise and inte.rference in the above men-
tioned applicattons is by no means taken for
gran ted, but generally accepted as hard to
avoid. By virtue of some special features,
such as powerful Boolean processing capa-
hilities, single-chip microcontrollers are
mostly used in industrial control applica-
tions which are known as electrica11y noisy
environments.
In spite of a well-designed power supply,

a shielded enclosure, and adequate decoup-
ling provisions, noise may still enter a micro-
controller system, upsetting the normal
operanon. or even causing a system crash.
These situations are usually marked by the
microprocessor going into its static state, or
performing unpredictable operations. ln
such a case, normal operation can be re-
stored only by a hardware reset (pe users
know this as BRST - Big Red Switch Time).
A problem occurs when the microproces-

sor system operates unattended, which is
usually the case in industrial applications. A
totallockup of the system can then disrupf a
production Iine, or cause expensive 'down
time'. In such applications, hardware reset-
ting mustbe performed automaticaJly on de-
tection of a software malfunction. The circuit
described here (Fig. 1) provides a simple
method to accomplish this.

Circuit description
The watchdog circuit consists of a power-up
reset, agated astable multivibrator, and a
failure detector circuit. In fact, the total cir-
cuit simulates a retriggerable monostable

by Akbar Msoos

err0io~"T-~~~~~
Input Q

L 0

l
, CPUreset

o~

,M,
~-~------.---_--...-i+lsupply

"

IC1 = CD4093 910115-11

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01 the watchdog. The input is connected to a CPU port line.

multivibrator, which detects a software
upsetwhenever it is not triggered at a proper
rate.

Lnthe MCS-52 family of microcontrollers,
PX.X can be any pin (bit) 01 the ports 1, 2 or
3. Ports 2 and 3 may not be used when per-
forming their secondary functions. Compo-
nents R.3 and Cs form a power-up reset
circuit that applies areset pulse to the CPU
via gate leIb, whenever power is applied.

During normal operation, and in the
main loop of the program, a periodic pulse
must appear on port line PX.X. The fre-
gueney of this signal must be at least 10 Hz.
The software determines which port line is
used to keep the watchdog triggered.In 8051
assembler code, this is simple to implement
by the instruction CPL PX.x, where X.X is
the port line identification, e.g. 1.0 (bit 0 01
port 1).
The software failure detector consists of

CI, Rt, Dt and D2. The pulse train applied to
the PX.X input of the circuit continuously
discharges C3 via D2 and Cl. As a result, the
gated bistable arOLU1dgate ICla is disabled,
and its output goes high. Hence, during nor-
mal program execution, the two inputs of
lC1b are high, so that the Cf'U reset line is
heldlow.

As soon as a software upset occurs, the

CPU very ltkely leaves the main loop of the
program. This means that the pulses on PX.X
fail, so that the pcrt line takes on a static
level. This enables the astable circuit which
consists of K'ta, R2 and C3. After C3 has been
fully charged by R2, the output of Kra goes
low. Consequently, a Iogic high reset pulse
appears at the outpur of lCIb.

Because lCla funetions as an astable
muJtivibrator, C3 is discharged again after
about one seccnd, so that the output of lCla
goes high. This causes the cru reset line to
revert to logic low, and the control program
is executed starting at the reset address. The
CPU has enough time (about one second) to
restart the pulse train on PX.X, and resume
its normal operation.
The reaction time of the watchdog may be

shortened by using a smaller capacitor in po-
sition 0. Capacitors Cz and C4 reduce the ef-
fect of noise on the operanon of the circuit. If
areset key is reguired, you can connect a
pushbutton in parallel with capacitor es.
This circuit may also be used with any of

the devices in the Intel MC5-48 family 01
single-chip microcontrcllers. This, however,
requires an inverter gate to be inserted be-
tween the output of lClb and the CPU reset
line. because these controllers have active-
low reset inputs. •

suppt --J
hl n n n n n JUU D.C.(Oor1) n n n n n n(;;~~)---t :u u u U U L____ 1-__ (ro_"'_'_"~"_"_"_I_1 U U U U U L

J': : U' ,

'Cta cutput I :
I I

I : ~ ' ,

'C1b'"',", H-power.upreset I n-walchd09reset
(CPU resei)~ I :

normaloperatlon normal opera1ion again
91011~12
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Fig. 2. Ideal wavetorrns iIIustrating the operation 01 the watchdog circuit.



1-
THE CIPHER MACHINE

Thl, projectI, a ••• l lntro oIlonInlom.... J.'''mbun.,
intended as a mind-teaser or a to or the junior members of the

..:::;;;& r g family.

SINCE antiquity, the scrambling 01 the
letters in a message has been a popular

though elementary method of encryption.
One of the earliest techniques was to write
out the message in the rows of a square, or
reetangular array of prearranged shape and
size:

THISIS
ISNOTA
HIGHLY
SECURE
SYSTEM

The message is then written out by columns:

TIHSSHSIEYINGCSSOHUTITLRESAYEM

Needless to say, anyone who knows any-
thing at all about ciphers will have no diffi-
culty in breaking such a simple scrambled
message. Another well-established method
is to graup the letters of the alphabet into
pairs, and then exchange one member of a
pair for the other when writing out the mess-
age. The pairs are usually determined by be-
ginning with an agreed key-word, followed
by the remaining letters in order:

MACHINEBDFGJK
LOPQRSTUVWXYZ

Ta encrypt the message, letters in the top
row are exchanged for those in the bottom

by Owen and Audrey Bishop
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Fig.1. Representing letters and numerals on
a 7-segment LED display.

row, and the other way about.

Message:
ALSO FAIRLY EASY TO BREAK
Cipher:
OMNA WORIMJ TONJ EA UITOZ

In this project we carry the idea of transpost-
tion into the letters themselves. We take the
strakes used to write the letter, and scramble
them by swapping them in pairs. The result
is either a different letter or a weird and un-
recognizable symbol. Most alphabetic and
numeric characters can be written using the
7-segment rnatrix comrnonly employed in
pocket calculators and digital docks. Unfor-
tunately. there are sorne problems in repre-
senting certain letters such as 'M', 'w' and
'X', Per these and a few others, a 16-segment
'starburst' matrix gives a better image, but
such devices are expensive. This is intended
to be a cheap, easy-to-wire, project for yau to
build for the youngsters. You mayeven want
to build two, so that they can exchange mess-
ages.
So we have settled for a 7-segment dis-

play, even though there are difliculties with
a few of the more 'awkward' letters. The
scheme works better if we use a lower-case
alphabet (Pig. 1). We make use 01 the eighth
segment 01 the display. the decimal point, to
distinguish 'm", "u', 'w' and 'x'. This is used
to represent a central vertical segment in the
bottom hall 01 the array.
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ON/OFF/MODE SUPER
SCRAMBLER

910087-12

B.
OISPLAY

CLEAR

Practical use

Fig. 2. Suggested layout of the panel of the Cipher machine.

The Cipher machirte is used as follows. The
letters or numerals of the message are en-
tered one at a time by touching the appropri-
ate segments of a 7-segment key-panel with
a stylus (See Fig. 2.). The scrambled version
of the character appears on a 7-segment LED
display, and this is copied down onto paper.
The receiver of the message has a Cipher Ma-
chine with identical wiring (or uses the same
machine), and enters the symbols on to the
key-plate. The machine unscrambles the seg-
ments, reproducing the original letter or
numeral on the 7-segment display.

Choice of display
The original version of this project simply
scrambled the segments, producing charac-
ters such as those in Fig. 3. The weakness of
this technique lies in the fact that the scram-
bled character has the same number of seg-
ments as the regular character. This is a clue

to the identity of the letter. For example, a 3-
segment symbol obviously comes from a 3-
segment letter, either 'c', 'n' or 'v', It is
usua11y easy to decide, for other reasons,
which one of these it must be. Worse still, if
the letter has onJy a few segments (for
example, 'c' in Fig. 3), when the symbol
tends to end up as a number of disconnected
strokes. Such symbols are dilficult to write
convincingly _They also further advertise the
fact that the system depends on interchang-
ing segments.
To make unauthorized deciphering more

difficult, the Cipher Machine logically in-
verts thescrambled segments when there are
fewer than Iour. Forexample, the letter 'I' (or
figure '1'), has only 2 segments, but is dis-
played as a 5-segment symbol (Fig. 4). This
procedure has the advantage of increasing
the average number of segments making up
thesymbols, giving them a more 'connected'
appearance. There are a few exceptions to
this inversion routine, for reasons which will
be explained later.

Table 1. Ciphering rules

ease Original character

A 1, 2 or 3 segments, not including h

B 1, 2 or 3 segments. plus h
C 4 107 segments,not including h

Ciphered symbol b III?

All segments inverted Yes
h inverted, rest not inverted No
Noneinverted No

Table 2. Deciphering rules

ease Ciphered symbol

A

B
C

4 10 7 segments. including b
" 2 or 3 segments, not including b
4 10 7 segments. not including b

Declphered character

All segments inverted

b inverted, rest not
None invsrted

h 1111

No
Ve.
No
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THE CIPHER MACIllNE I
-, ---+ C-. s.Q _r •
• ---+ .- --+ GQ LI

.- --+ r --+ r- , ,
original letter ciphered display wrillen symbol

910087-13

Fig. 3. Simple scrambling.

• --+:' --+3, _r
origlnalle!!er ciphered display written symbol

91001:I7-14

Fig. 4. Scrambling with inversion.

-, t: SQ-+~.---+

F'---+F .---+ E"
original letter clphered di9play wrllten symbol

910087-15

Fig. 5. Use of the 'wild card' segment.

Scrambling twists
Another twist to confuse the snooper is the
way we use the decimal point (segment h of
the display), when this comes up as one of
the scrambled segments. We think of this as
a 'wild card' which can be added to the sym-
bol anywhere that is not part of the 7-seg-
ment matrix, as in Hg. 5_You can add the
'wild card' in different places each time it oe-
curs, producing a confusing set of variations
that a11represent the same letter.
Finally, there is the super-scrambler op-

tion. This consists of a 3-position switch that
varies the scrambling of four pairs of seg-
ments. This switch is set to a given position
before ciphering begins. The authorized reci-
pient knows the setring. and uses this when
deciphering. All sorts of routines can be used
by prior agreement, such as to alter the
switch at the start of each paragraph, or even
for each word or letter, aceording to a regu-
lar system.

Circuit details
The eight segments of the key-panel are con-
nected to the SET input of a set-reset bistable
(flip-flop) (Fig. 6). The SETinput is normally
held logic high by a pull-up resistor, Rl-RB.



GENERAL INTEREST

When a segment is touched by grounded
stylus, the low input to the corresponding bi-
stable causes its Q output to go high. The
RESETinputs of these bistables are all con-
nected to a single CLEAR pad on the key-
panel, and are held loglc high by R9.
Tonehing the CLEAR pad with the stylus
resets a11the bistables, and their outputs go
low. Thus, the bistables store the segments
that make up the character.
The output of each bistable goes to one

input of an XOR (exdusive-OR) gate. When
the inputs of the gates are low I the output of
each gate has the same state as the corre-
sponding bistable. lf the other inputs are
high, the output of each gate is the inverse of
the bistable outputs. Für example, if pad ais
touched, the first bistable inIe] is set, and its

output, pin 13, goes high. lf pin 2 of JC3 is
Iow, pin 3 of JC2 goes high, and the LED seg-
ment gis lit. If pin 2 is high, the segment Is
not Iit. The pads and the LED segments are
in exchanged pairs so that, for example.
touching pad a lights (or turns off) segment
gon the display. Conversely. touchingpad g
hghts (or turns off) LED segment a.
The circuit diagram shows just one per-

mutation for scrambling. The super scram-
bier switch, 51, gives a variable pairing
between segments c to f This part of the cir-
cuit is open to modification. Many different
cornbinations of any four of segments a to g
can be wired to the super scrambler switch,
and those four segments not so wired can be
paired in three different ways. Th only re-
striction Is that hand its partner may not be

wired to the super scrambler switch. If you
want to be able to use one machine for ci-
phering, and another for deciphering, both
machines must be wired exactly alike.
The lower part of the circuit diagram

shows the Jogic switch that decides when
segments are to be inverted. The legte is
summarized in Table 1.

In case 'A' we obtain a symbol with five
to seven lit segments, plus b (assuming that
h has been scrambled with b, as in the sehe-
matic). The letters induded in case 'B' are the
"m', 'u', 'w' and 'x', a11of which require the
use of the 11. segment. Since we rely on the
state of h (scrambled to b) when deciphering,
we have no compromise by not inverting the
segments of these few letters. Case 'C' in-
cludes all other letters with three or fewer
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Fig.7. (a) Wiring of 51, as seen trom the rear. (b) Wiring of 52, as seen from the rear.

segments. There are no characters that have
four to seven segments and h.
From Table 1, we establish three rules for

ciphering:
1. Invert n and c to g if there are one to three
segments of a to g set, and 1I is not set (ease
'A');
2.lnvert b Ior the same conditions as in Rule
J (Case 'A');
3. Invert 11if there are one to three segments
of a and c to g set (case 'B').

The number of segments set is 'counted' by
an operational amplifier, IC6, wired as a
summing amplifier. We could have used a
digital equivalent, but no 7-input gate is
available 'off-the-shelf'. This substitute is
considerably less complex to wire up than a
digital version made of discrete gates. The
summing action is also accompanied by in-
version. When three or fewer bistables have
a high output, the output of the operational
amplifier swinge fully high. When four or
more have a high output, the amplifier
swings fuHy low.

When there are one to three segments Iit,
the output of [C6 is high; this is fed by way of
51c to JC4d, the XOR gate for segment h,
which is thus inverted, causing segment b to
remain off. This camp lies with Rule 3 above.
The output of the h bistable is inverted by
ICsa, so its output is high when h is not set.
The output of IC6 is high when one to three
segments are set. The two high inputs to the
NAND gate, [CSb, make its output go low.
and this is inverted by K'sc. Through swit-
ches Sta and Stb, this causes high levels at the
inputs of the XOR gares. inverting segments
a to g, and conforming to Rules 1 and 2.

The rules for deciphering are slightiy dif-
ferent, which is why weneed Si to switch be-
tween ciphenng (C) and deciphering (D)
modes. The conditions for deciphering are
given in Table 2. The togic for Rules 4 and 6
is effected by Sta and SIe connecting the out-
put of the b bistable to the Inputs of the XOR
gates a and c to g. The outputs of ICh and the
b bistable need to be ORed together to per-
form deciphering Rule 5. lnstead of install-
tng an extra IC to provide an OR gate, we
have used 'Mickey-Mouse' logic: the two
diodes Di and D2, end a lO-kQ pull-downre-
sistor, R2o.
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Construction
Since the Cipher Machine was intended as a
not-too-serious toy for thejunior members of
the family, the prototype was built in a
bnghtly-coloured novelty form (see the in-
troductory photograph). The enclosure is a
food storage box with a c1ear snap-on lid.
This exposes the 'works' for a11to see, so the
battery holder, PCB, switches, les and other
components are painted in red, blue and yel-
low. We also bought plastic knobs for 51 and
52.

There is no limit to the variety of the col-
our schemes you can employ but, if you
prefer a rather different image, the project
could be realized as a rugged all-black "mili-
tary-look' device, Altematively. you could
disguise it as a radio set, or even as abound
volume to hide away on the bookshelf.

The circuit should not be too difficult to
build on a piece of Veroboard or stripboard.
The battery holder is glued to the bottorn of
the enclosure, and special self-adhesive peH
mounting strip is used for the circuit board.
The area around the display is shielded fram
direct light by a cylinder painted matt black
inside, and a bright tint outside. The cap
from a spray can makes a suirable shield.
The key-pads are laid out as an array of

strips of coloured PVC insulating tape. A
narrow hole is drilled at the centre of each
strip, and through the lid below. A brass
thurnb-tack is pushed into each hole to form
the contact for the stylus. Wire is wrapped
around the pin of each tack, and soldered to
it. The lid of our enclosure was made of high-
impact polystyrene or similar plastic, so care
was needed not to shatter it by over-enthusi-
astic drilling. The two switches are also
mounted on the lid. Their decorative effect is
enhanced by looping out the connecting
wires in the shape of flower petals. as shown
in Pig. 7. A hole is drilled in one side of the
enclosure for the lead to the stylus.

There are no alignment problems: if cor-
rectly assembled. the Cipher Machine
should work first time. The detailed descrip-
tion given above shouJd help you iron out
any discrepancies. •

OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS

Ciphering

1. Switch on and turn to cipher mode (C).

2. Set the super-scramble switch to any
one of the positions you have agreed
with your correspondent.

3. Touch the stylus to the CLEAR pad.

4. To encipher the first letter or numeral
of the message, touch the stylus to the
segments that contain it (Fig. 1).

5. Copy on to paper the symbol that ap-
pears on the display. lf possible, make it
more 'rounded' like a hand-written char-
acter. lf the decimal point on the display
is lit, add a stroke anywhere you like, but
not where the seven segments of the dis-
play are located.

6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 for each character
of the message. Leave aspace between
words, or devise a special 'space' sym-
bol, making sure it is not one that de-
ciphers into a regular letter or numeral.

Deciphering

1. Switch on and turn to decipher mode
(D).

2. Set the super-scramble switch to the
position that you have agreed with the
sender of the message.

3. Touch the stylus to the CLEAR pad.

4. To decipher the first symbol, touch the
stylus to the segments that it contains. If
it includes a 'wild card' stroke, touch the
decimal point.

5. Copy on to paper the character that
appears on the display. lf the decimal
point.is lit, it indicates one of the letters
'rn', 'u', 'w' or 'x', depending on which
other segments are lit.

6. Repeat steps 3 to 6 for each symbol of
the message.



UPGRADE FOR MCS BASIC-52
V. 1. 1 (Part 2)

Following last month's
dealings with the
floating-point nucleus and
the hex-to-BCD conversion
routine in the MCS-52
BASIC interpreter, the
authors now tackle some
problems with
multiplications.

by z. Stojsavljevic and D.Mudric

Connnned jrom ihe October 1991 issue.

INCONSISTENCIES in the rnultiplication
of tWQ numbers as performed by version

1.1 of Inte!'s MCS BASIC-52 interpreter can
be demonstrated by numing the following
three small programs, all of which prod uce
wrong results.

10 a~l.E-65
20 b~l.E-65
30 ?a*b

10 a~l.E-65
20 b~l.E-64
30 ?a*b

10 a~J.E-64
20 b~l.E-64
30 ?a*b

(result: 1.0E+126)

(result: 0)

(result: l.OE-O)

In a11three cases, the interpreter should have
produced

ERROR: ARITH. UNDERFLOW - IN
UNE 30

The above examples point to inconsistencies
in limit cases when two numbers are multi-
plied. On investigating the operation of
Intel's BASIC Interpreter, a multiplication al-
gorithm of the type shown in Hg. 1 was
found. Apparently, the inconsistencies
brought to our attention by the above
example programs were caused by the expo-
nent adjustment routine. which is listed in
Fig. 2. Unfortunately, the errors found in this
routine eannot be corrected inBASIC-52 ma-
chine code, beeause some expansion of the
machine code is in order. This means that a
number of Iines should be added to the as-
sembler souree file for compensation.

A problem occurs when the result of the
instruction SUBB A,#81H is OFFH, which

( slarl

exponenl
adjuslmenl

•

manlissa
mulliplicalion

resull
formalion

( end
-,

910128-2-11

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the routine that
handles multiplication of two numbers.

equals exponent E+ 127. If the prograrn part
for rnantissa multiplication includes a result
that begins with a 0 after the decimal point.
the exponent is not incremented but remains

lA9AH 9175 ACALL lC75H
lA9CH BE0002 CJNE R6,tl00H,IAAIH
1A9FH 61B8 AJMP IBB8M
lAAlH 802F MO' 2FH,R5
1AA3H EF MO' A,R7
lAA4H 60F9 JZ 11l9FH
lAA6H 2E WO A,R6
lAA7H 20E705 Ja ACC.7,lAAFH
lAAAH 100706 JBe CY,lAB3H
lAAOH 61B2 AJMP IBB2H
IAAFH 5002 JNC lAB3H
lABIH 61 AI AJMP 1BA lH
lAB3H 9481 SllSS A, 11BIH
IAB5H FE MO' R6,A
lAB6H 71BB ACALL IBBBH
IAB8H 7BIH MO' R3,tl04H
lABAH AC01 MO' R4 ,01H
1ABCH aC01 MO' 01H,R4
lABEH aa MOV>: A,@RI
IABFH " MO' R2,A
IB31ilH7834 MO' R0,tl34H
IB12H E6 MO' A,@R0
IB31H FE MO' R6,A
IB34H 6001 J' IB39H
IB36H 71 7F ACALL IB7FH
IS1BH i a O'C R.
IS39H .8 INC R.
IS3AH 7408 MO' A,108H
lB3CH F9 MO' R 1,A
IS30H 2B '00 A,R0
IS1EH " MO' R0,A
IB3FH S60500 CJNE @R0,jj05H,IB42H
IS42H 4013 Je IB57H
IB44H 0' SETS C
IB45H " CLR ,
lB46H i a 0" R.
180H ae AODC A,@R0
184 BH O' 0' ,
1B4 9H 0' XCHO A,@110
IS4 AH 30E409 JNB ACC.4,lB56H
IB40H D9FS OJNZ RI,lB44H
IB4 FH 18 OEC R0
IB50H 7601 HO' @R0,II0lH
1852H 71H' ACALL IB7FH
IB54H 8OO6 SJMP lS5CH
lSS6H r s OEC RI
1857H ea MO' A,Rl
IB5SH C3 CLR C
lB59H CS '" A,R0
IB5AH 9B SUSS A,R0
IB5BH FB MO' R0,A
IB5CH 7928 MO' R 1,112BH
IB5EH E6 HO' A,@R0
1B5FH C4 SWAP ,
IB60H .8 INC R0
1861H 06 XCHO A,@R0
IB62H 4206 ORL 06H,A
IB64H F7 MO' @Rl,A
1865H .8 INC R.
lB66H " INC RI
IB67H B92FF4 CJNE Rl ,1I2FH,IB5EH
IB6AH GE HO' A,R6
IB6BH 701/13 JN' lS70H
lB6DH 753000 HO' 30H,1I00H
lB7FH 0530 INC '.H
1881H E530 HO' A,30H
IBB3H 70F9 JN' IB7EH
IBB5H 00E0 PO, ,ce
lSB7H 00E0 POP ,ce
IBB9H 61AI AJMP lBAIH

910128·2·12

Fig. 2. Orlqinal program part for exponent
adjustment.
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UPGRADE FOR MCS BASIC-52 V.LI (Pa" 2)

QRG 1A9AH

Fig. 3. Source code of the improved multiplication routine. The vertieal bars indicate lines
that correet the limit ease multiplication errors mentioned in this article.

TOS MUL t • AC,u.L
CJNE

T05M_Iil' AJMP
NXTNM_0: MOV

MOV
JZ
WO
J8
J8C
AJMP

CMPM_EXP:JNC
,VER_MD: AJMP

1
CORM_EXP :CLR

SUBe
INC
JNC
SETB

NMARK_L: MOV
ACA.LL
MDV
MDV

MUL_NOOV:MOV
MOVX
MOV

TRANSFER:MOV
MOV
MOV
JZ
ACTl.LL
DEC

MSB_E(LItl: INC
MOV
MOV
ADD
MOV
CJNE

ROUNDt: Je
C_BCO: SETB

CCR
OEC
AODe
DA
XCHD
JN8
DJNZ
DEC
MOV
",CALL
SJMP

NO_C_BCD:DEC
ND_ROUNO:MQV

CLR
XCH
SUBe
MOV

1
8cOl_2: MOV

JNB
JZ
INe
JZ

N_LCASE: MOV
XFER 1 MOV

SWAP
INC
XCHD
ORL
HOV
INC
INC
CJNE
MOV
JNZ
MOV

INC_EXP: INe
MOV
JNZ
POP
POP
JSC

I AJMP
UNDER_MD: AJMP

TOS - Top oe ariLhmelic SLack
NXTOS - NeXl TOS (position behind)

TOS_MULI
routine for multipllcation cf two FP numbers, one of which
is loc3Led on TOS and the oLher on NXTOS (NXTOS-TOS)

PREP_MUL; clearing of FP workinq space and reg. prep.
R6,10,NXTNM_0 ; is NXTOS equal 0?
ZERO_MANTISSA ; in ease TOS or NXTOS are 0
SIGN,R5 ; resoLt,mark in SIGN
A,R7 ; is TOS equal 0?
TOSM_0
A,R6 ; addition of exponent degree (exp. multipI.)
ACC.7,CMPM_EXP exp. wlth different mark or overflow?
CY,CORM_EXP result is bigqer than 0.1
UNDERFLOW 1n this case exp. sum is ( -127
CORM_EXP; in thts ca se resulL is smaller than 0.1
OVERFLOW; in this ca se exp. sum is ) 127
MUL LIMIT CASE flag of multiplieation limit case
A,'82H exp. multipI. results are within the limIts
A deductlon with 82H because of reduced
NHARK_L conditl0ns
HUL_LIMIT CASE ; limit ease
R6,A ; exp. adjustment to real value
BCD2_1 ; dlsassembl. of TOS mantlssa in LEN_HANTISSA
R3,'LEN_BYTE ; acc. (one number in each byte)
R4,ARl RI is pointer of NXTOS
AR1,R4 @RI contains few numbers and dlsassembled
A,@Rl mantlssa Is successively multiplled by each
R2,A of them In argumenL aecumulator (R2 is

auxilliary regisLe.j

TRANSFER
routine for adjustmenL
resulLs of FP numbers
conversion in 8CD packed

of multiplteatlon and division
In argument stack and mantlssa
format In argument accumulator

R0,IASCII_DEC ; pointer to MSa result number
A,@R0 MSB result number is In acc.
R6,A
MSB_EQ_0; is MSa result number equal 0:
INC_EXP ; exp~exp+l because from the start it was
R0 taken that MSB result number is equal °
R0 pointer to MSB-l number
A"L~N_MANTISSA ; positioning to LSB-l number
Rl,~ ; Rl 1s counter
A,R0
R0,A ; R0 contains the address of LSB-I number
@R0,#0S,ROUNDI ; test of remalnder to rounding
NO_ROUND; in case remainder is smaller than 5 there
C t e no rounding
A carry takes one because of roundtng
R0 transfer of carry Into higher byte
A,@R0 addItion of 1 to higher byte
11. adjustment to BCD format
A,@R0 result storing in higher bYLe
ACC.4,NO_C_BCD ; transfer in hlgher BCD nibble?
Rl,C_BCD; IS @R0 the address of MSB number?
R0 transfer rnemorlZlng In the place MSS+l
@R0,i01
INC_EXP
BCD1_2
R1
A,Rl
C
A,R0
A,R0
R0,A
A,EXPONENT ; test of e~ceedln9 in limit case
MUL_LIMIT_CASE,N_LCASE
UNO~R_MO; message about underflow
A
UNOER_MD; message about underflow
Rl,IARGUMENT_ACC; repacking of BCO number in one byte
A,@R0 in tWQ BCD numbers in one byte
Ä higher number in BCD packed format is in
R0 upper nibble
A,@R0 BCn packed format is in ÄCC
AR6,A the indicatlon if mantissa is 0 is in R6
@Rl,Ä packing 1n argument accumulator mantissa
R0 two BCO packed numbers in one byte
R1
RI,ISIGN,XFER_l
A,R6
RESULT_MAT_OP_TOS
EXPONENT,1F0

transfer is outside decimal point frame

address return in R0 to the first bigger BCO
number which is not equal °

; is mantissa equal 0?

EXPONENT; exp. adjustment by 1 (eonsequence of
A,EXPONENT transfer after addition)
EXP_OK test of exponent exceeding
ACC ; removal from reLurn address stack
ACC
MUL_LIMIT_CAS~,UNDER MD ; in limit case it is
OVERFLOW; underflow
UNDERFLOW

1110128·2·13
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OFFH.After the result formation (see Hg. 1)
and the serial output (display) routine, thls
gives an exponent E+ 126.
To avoid inccnsistencies, and eliminate

errors in limit case multiplications, the pro-
gram listed in Fig. 3 was developed. The
lines marked by vertical bars in particular
correct the limit case multiplication errors.
On the basis of the information contained

in this and last month's instalment, the
authors developed an improved, error-free
floating-point (FP) arithrnetic for the 8051,
on the basis of the FP nudeus extracted frorn
the 8052AH-BAS1C. The new FP nucleus
uses a rnodified way of accessing the arith-
metic stack. and has fester, shorter code for a
number of algorithrns.lt allows the length of
the mantissa of a FP number to range from 2
to 16 digits, while the entire memory map of
the FP arithmetic variables is located in the
internal memory space of the 8051 microcon-
troller. •
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INTERMEDIATE PROJECT
Aseries of projects for the not-so-experienced constructor. Although each article
will describe in detail the operation, use, construction and, where relevant, the
underlying theory of the project, constructors will, none the less, require an

elementary knowledge of electronic engineering. Each project in the series will be
based on inexpensive and commonly available parts.

TIMER FOR CENTRAL HEATING SYSTEMS

To achieve a comfortable
room temperature quickly
it is often required to
switch on the central
heating (CH) boller tor ten
minutes or so, tor
instance, in the morning,
or when you get horne
from work. Unfortunately,
most CH systems can be
switched on only by
turning up one of the room
thermostats. This works,
but it you forget to turn it
down again, the resultant
hothouse is not only
unhealthy but also a waste
of energy.

by J. Ruffell

THE circuit described here is a timer that
can be connected to most types of Cf-I

room thermostats, inc1uding thewell-known
Honeywell types and look-alikes (see the
above photograph). Its function is to actuate
the Cl-l boiler (and pump) for a certain
period, overricling the thermostat outpur.
Unlike you, it is not in the habit of forgetting
to turn the boiler off agam - a11you have to
da is pressa button tostart the timer. Thecir-
cuit is simple to build. and convenient1y
fitted next to the room thermostat.

How it works

5V

The timer is actually a monostable multivi-
brator with an adjustable on-time. The cir-
cuit dia gram in Fig. 1 shows that a 4060
ripple counter Ie is used as the timing de-
vice. The 4060 has an on-board oscillator, Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01 the central heating timer.
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TlMER FOR CENTRAL HEATING SYSTEMS

Fig. 2. Component mounting plan on board UPBS-2.

which is connected here to a resistor-cepeci-
tor network, RI-PI-R2-CI-C2. These compo-
nents, connected to the PO (phase out), PO
(phase out inverted) and PI (phase in) pins of
the 4060 determine the oscillator frequency.
Preset Pt gtves the osciJIator a frequency
range of about 6 Hz to 27 Hz. The Q13 out-
put of the 4060 goes high after 2" (8,192) os-
cillator clock pulses. that is, after 5 to
20 minutes depending on the setting of PI.
The ripple counter in the 4060 operates

only if the reset input of the JC is held logic

Tl

low, which is the case when bistable IC2a is
set. This happens when push-button 52 is
pressed. When the Q13 output of the counter
goes high, the logic level atthedata (D) input
of the bistable isclocked ('Iatched'). Sinee the
D input is permanently connected to
ground. a logic low is clocked, which has the
same eHect as resetting the bistable (note that
resetting is also possible by pressing push-
button 52).
The resetting of the bistable halts the

counter. This happenseither when thepreset

wire to room thermometer

push-button

cfrcuu

916034X-12

mains
adaptor

Fig. 3. Connection of the unit to the eH wiring.
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COMPONENTS LIST

Reslstors:
3 10kO
1 lMru1
2 18k!l
1 2700
1 5OkO presst H

Rl;R3:R4
R2
R5;R7
R6
PI

C8pacltors:
1 lnF
1 1~F solid MKT
1 1OOItF16V axial
1 l00nF

Cl
C2
C3
C4

Semlconductors:
1 4060
1 4013
1 78L05
2 BC550
1 LEO
1 lN4148

ICI
IC2
IC3
T1;T2
01
02

Miscellaneous:
1 V23127-AOOO1-Al0l

(Siemens) or similar
5-V PCB-mount relay
push-button with LEO hole
push-button
2-way terminal btock
printed circuit board

Rel

SI
S2
Kl
UPBS-2

time has lapsed. or when the user presses 52
while the tirner is still counting down. U the
Qoutputof the bistable is high (l.e., when the
counter is active), transistors Tl and T2 are
switched on via Rs and R7respectively. Tl in
turn switches on a relay whose contacts are
connected in parallel with the room thermo-
stat contacts. The closed contact causes the
CH boiler (and pump) to be switched on. At
the same time, T2 turns on a LED that indi-
cates the activity of the Cl-I timer.
The timer has an internal 5-V supply

based on a 100-mA 5-V regulator Type
78L05. The direct input voltage of between
8 V and 12 V may be supplied by a mains
adaptor.

Construction end
connection

The Cl-l timer is built on a universal proto-
typing board size-2 (UPB5-2), whieh may be
obtained through our Readers Services. A
suggested component mounting plan is
shown in Plg. 2. The wo Ks are best fitted in
sockets. Do not forget any of the wire links,
and observe the polarity of the diodes and
the electrolytic capacitors. Make sure con-
nector Kt is soldered securely to the board to
prevent it coming loose when the connecting
wires cause strain. If you want a front panel
control instead of the preset on the board,
simply replace Pr by a 47-k.Q linear poten-
tiometer. A simple timing scale may be pro-
vided around the pot by measuring the
on-time of the relay at a few setrings. Finally,
the timer is connected to the Cl-l system wir-
ing as shown in Fig. 3 •



RELAY CARD FOR UNIVERSAL 1/0
INTERFACE

This relay card connects to the universal 1/0interface for IBM PCs
described in the May 1991 issue. Simple to build and program, it
ofters a safe and easy way of controlling all sorts of equipment by

means of a PC.

ALTHOUGH the relay card described
here is designed speoficaüy as an ex-

tension for the PC 1/0 interface (Ref. 1), its
input control signals are readily found, OI
made, in ncn-Iß'M (pe) computers.
The circuit diagram of the relay card,

Fig. 1,shows that it is linked to the 1/0 card
via connector Klo It is also seen that the 1/0
eard signals are buffered and fed to connec-
tor K4, which allows up to four extension cir-
cuits to be connected in series. Only two
signals 'change' between Kt and K4:address
lines AG and Al are interchanged on K4
(with respect to Kt), and AOis inverted. This
allows all extension cards connected to the
pe 1/0 interface to make use of a single.
simple, address decoder. All cards con-
nected in this way respond internally to ad-
dress 00 (binary), but the successive
interchanging of AOand Al causes their ac-
tual address to be determined by the order in
which they are connected. Table 1 shows the
address assignments.

More reloys thon les
The data flow between the PC 1/0 card and
the relay extension is controlled by a bidirec-
tional buffer, IC2. Although a unidirectional
buffer would have been inorder for the relay
card (which functions as a write-only exten-

by A. Rigby

Tabl. 1. Address overvlew

Address
base address + 0
base address + 1
base address + 2
base address + 3

Relay card
1
2
3
4

sion), bidirectional buffering is applied be-
cause two-way data flow may be required by
other cards in the system.
The actual relay interface starts at register

IC4, which is used to Iatch data when the
relay card is addressed. The addressing is ac-
complished via the ENABLE and WR Iines.
When both are low, the output ofIC1b is low
also. To ensure that the data are stable at the
input of the register. they are latched when
the output of IC,b reverts to logic high. The
logic pattern stored in IC4 is fed to driver rcs,
which controls the relay coils. The relays are
actuated by a logic high data bit written to
IC4, so data inverting is not required.
The relay contacts are brought out to pins

on connectors K2 and K3. Connector K2car-
ries the mother contacts and the normally
open (NO) contacts of the relays, and K.3 the
mother contacts and the normally closed
(NC) contacts.

Table 2. Relay specificalions

Siemens V23040·A0001·B201
Contact specifications

Max. switching voltage: 150 V d.e.
125 V a.c.

2A
2A

35 W d.c.
60 W a.c.
100 Hz
108 s.o.

Max. switching current:
Max. continuous current:
Max. switching power:

Max. switching frequency:
Mechanical lifetime:
Mechanical lifetime
with contacts loaded:

s.o. = switching operations

Building ond testing
The relay extension ts built on a double-
sided, through-plated printed circuit board,
of which the track layouts and the compo-
nent overlay are given in Fig. 2. The C011-

struction is mostly straightforward
soldering work. The completed card is con-
nected to the PC 1/0 interface via a 20-way
flatcable with IDC connectors at both ends.

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS NOVEMBER 1991



RELAY CARD FOR UNIVERSAL 110 INTERFACE

~
5VCf '00 ,AO so .1!....EV 00 , 00 0' .!!...!.. 11 Ci " '"

'0' 3 ., at 17 01 0' 3 ut 0' .!.!...l. 12 in " '"L~J '0'
, IC2 ~ oa , IC. .!Z.....! 13

ICS " '" L~J., ., '" 0' 03
'03 5

A3 .3 ~ 03 5 03 03 ..!!....i 14 0'
ts '"

100 ~~O:101 '''' 6 A< 7 • .. "'" oe 6

'" 7. 0' ..!!...! IS Os " 'ES OO:foO:D1ULN
'05 7 A5 HCT .5 ta OS 05 7 OS HCT 05 ~ " 2803 00 ta '"'0' 5 6 '0' oa 5 6 D3
'06 • A6 245 " ~

06 • oe 574 06 E.2 " in ta '"'''' 7 • '05 '" 7 • OS
'07 9 A7 .7 ~ ~ 07 07 ~ " 00 t t '"'06 9 10 107 CO 9 tc D7

x t t t
0
tz G "'" ce. Oc x i t t

0 fl' ENABtE
xa ra 14 ENABLE " I' "1 xa ta " öüT
AO ts "110 ., rs " ""
A~-o O~R AO 17 O~R,~r~l ~ICla 3 IC3f r~~,

ta6 ta
5 IClb

..I. ..I.

~. ,,~
12I1Cld'"

--45'5 6

le3e le3d
RD tt rc 9 e

le3a IC3bw, , a 3 ,

SV

+
Re\ n SV +

Ae2 n
R" '"JCl = 74HCT32 J NO' ["J ND7

IC3 = 74HCT04 CDMI " COM2 "N" Ne>

Rel ...Re8 = Siemens V23040-A0001- 8201
,.3 f] R" f]

'" RE<

["J N03 (j NO'
COM3 " COM4 "NCl NCO

R.5ll RES R" n '"t:;,l_ N05 ["J N06
COMS " COM6 "NC5 NCO

R07 f]
""

Re8 n
RE'

SV
(j N07 U NO'

COM7 " COMS "

+Gk4 Gk4 ~
NC7 NC8

CI C2

IC1 IC2 ::;~. IC3 IC4 ::;: ICS ~ ~q ~ '000 Cf ~ "'0 q> CDMI , a NO' COMI , , N"
1)107109 COM2 3 , NO' COM2 3 , Ne>

0 COM3 5 6 NO' COM3 5 6 NCl

J. COM4 7 • NO' COM4 7 • NCO

COMS 9 ro N05 COMS 9 to NC5

COM6 rr ta N06 COM6 " ra NC6

CDM7 ta " N07 CDM7 ta " NC7

COMS rs te NO' COM8 ts ie NC8

- '-- 910038-1\

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the relay extension. Up to four of these circuits may be connected in series and controlled by a pe.

The current consumption of the relay
card is determlned by the number of actu-
ated relays. When all relays are actuated, the
current consumption is a little below
150mA.
The switching functions of the relay eard

may be tested with the aid of the program

listed in Fig. 3. When run, this program
eauses the relays to be aetuated and deaetu-
ated in suecession. The program may be
used to test up to four relay eards connected
in series.
Beeause of the track layout of the printed

circuit board, the maximum voltage that

may be switched by the relays is 42 V a.c. or
60 V d.c, This means that the relay eard may
not be used to switch mains loads directly .•

Reference:
1. Universal 1/0 card for ffiM pes. Elektor
Electronics May 1991.
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COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

.. ...... .. ..

COMPONENTS LIST

Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board for the relay card. Note that this board is double-sided and through-plated.

10 CLS
20 ' ibmio inte~face test
30 X=O . . . . .. ... .. . .. . . . ... . .. .. . .. . ... ... . add ree e definition
40 ' X=Q: &H300-&H303 X=l: &H304-307 X=2: &H30B-&H30B X=3: &H30C-30F
50 ..".. X=4: &H310-&H313 X=5: &H314-317 X=6: &H318-&H31B X=7: &H31C-31F
60 X=&H300+X*&H4
70 ' .
80 Al=X+O: A2=X+l: A3=x+3: A4=X+2:
90'
100
110 CLS
120 PRINT "Testing rio"
130 FOR 1=0 TO
140 OUT AI,2AI _._ ••••.
150 OUT A2,ZAI ' •.•..
160 OUT A3,2"I .......•.
170 OUT A4,2"I
180 GOSUB 280
190 NEXT I
200 FOR 1=0 Ta 7
210 OUT Al,255-2"I
220 OUTA2,255-2"I .
230 OUT A3,255-2Al
240 OUT A4,255-2Al
250 GOSUB 280
260 NEXT 1
270 GOTO 130 '
280 ' .
290 öOR J=O TO 1000 NEXT
300 RETURN

....AI - A4 ~ relay eard I

. .. adciz-ea ae s
1/0 addreslJelJ

to relay ce rd 4
tesc of r/o ports

number i
number i
number i
number i

cäoee
elose
elose
elose

relay
relay
relay
relay

of eard I
of eard 2
of eard 3
of eard 4

",ait

relay number i
relay number i
relay number i
relay number i

of eard 1
of card 1
of eard I
of card 1

",ait

open
open
open
open

return for next eycle
sub routine to exeeute a ",ait period

Fig. 3. Run this IrtUe BASIC program to test one to tour relay cards.

Capacltors:
2 100nF C1;C2

Semiconductors:
1 74HCT32
1 74HCT245
1 74HCT04
1 74HCT574
1 ULN2803

JC1
JC2
JC3
IC4
IC5

Miscellaneous:
2 20-waypinheaderwith Kl ;K4

sidelatches
2 16-waypin header K2;K3
B pes mount relay Rel-ReB

V23040-AOO01-B201 (Siemens)
enclosure (e.g., Heddic 222)
Printedcircuitboard 910038
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COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

L.....J

1111 81111111111
111111l1li1111)

O'o'o~

Fig. 2. Printed-circuit board tor the relay card. Note that this board is double-sided and through-plated.

10 CLS
20 ' ibmio interface test
30 X=O ' address definition
40 ' X=O: &H300-&H303 X=l: &H304-307 X=2: &H308-&H30B X=3: &H30C-30F
50 ' X=4: &H310-&H313 X=5: &H314-317 X=6: &H318-&H31B X=7: &H31C-31i
60 X=&H300+X*&H4
70 ' addresses
80 A1=X+0: A2=X+1: A3=X+3: A4=X+2: ' 1/0 addresses
90 ' A1 - A4 = re1ay card 1 to relay card 4
100 t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• test of 1/0 ports
110 CLS
120 PRINT "Testing 1/0"
130 FOR 1=0 TO 7
140 OUT Al,2hI f ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• close relay number i of card 1
150 OUT A2,2AI ' close relay number i of card 2
160 OUT A3,2AI ' '.' close relay number i of card 3
170 OUT A4,2AI : close relay number i of card.4
180 GOSUB 280 wa t t.
190 NEXT I
200 FOR 1=0 TO 7
210 OUT A1,255-2AI '
220 OUT A2,255-2AI
230 OUT A3,255-2AI
240 OUT A4,255-2AI
250 GOSUB 280
260 NEXT I
270 GOTO 130 ' return for next cycle
280 ' subroutine to execute a wait period290 FOR·j,:,O·TÖ·iöoO;NEXT···················

300 RETURN

............................ open relay number i of card

............................ open relay number i of card

............................ open relay number i of card

............................ open relay number i of card 1

..................................................... wait

Fig. 3. Run this little BASIC program to test one to tour relay cards.

COMPONENTS LIST

Capacitors:
2 100nF C1;C2

Semiconductors:
1 74HCT32
1 74HCT245
1 74HCT04
1 74HCT574
1 ULN2803

IC1
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5

Miscellaneous:
2 20-way pinheaderwith K1;K4

side latches
2 16-waypinheader K2;K3
8 PCS mountrelay Re1-Re8

V23040-A0001-S201 (Siemens)
enclosure(e.g., Heddic222)
Printedcircuitboard 910038
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EXPERIMENTAL QUADRIFORM FERRITE

TRANSMITjRECEIVE ANTENNA
by Richard Q. Marris, G2BZQ

The quadriform is an experimental 3.5 MHz transmitlreceive
antenna of mini dimensions, consisting of four high-grade robust
ferrite rods in a 9 in x 9 in (230x230 mm) loop configuration.
Chambers 20th Century Dictionary defines quadriform as

"fourfold; having four forms or aspects".
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Fig. 1. Assembly of the quadriform ferrite transmitlreceive antenna.
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lA ]"HEN, a decade Cf so after the end of
V V World War n. the transistor and ferrite
rod antcnna made their entry on the market,
they quite revolutionized the domestic LW /MW
radio scene with the arrival of small portable
receivers with built-in aerials. One rnight
have expected that ferri te antennas would also
be used extensively for transmission. but
thiswas not to be for various reasons. Obviously,
however; experiments were taking place. es-
peciall y in the American defence industry, bu t
littie or nothing has been published on the
subject.
Nowadays, ferrite rod materials ean be

divided broadly into manganese-zine rnix-
tures and nickel-zine mixtures. The former are
used invariably for VLF and LF reeeiving
applications between ] kHz and 1MHz, and
there are several different mixtures. Nickel-
zine rods, again in several mixtures, have
appeared with permeabilities between 40
and 850. In the latter types, apart frorn their
use in domestic LW/ MW radlos. it has be-
eome possible over the years to obtain rods
that ean be used as HF band receivtng an-
tennas. An exeellent booklet (1) is available
frornAmidonAssociates (USA), which gtves
the full eharacteristics and sizes of many
types ofmanganese-zinc and nickel-zinc rod.
It may weil enlighten the reader as regards
ferrite rods for reception, but the eontents
are not geared to use of the rods for Irans-
mission.
Ofparticularinterestare the Amidon Type

61nickel-zinc rods, which are quoted as being
suitable for use in reoeivmg antennas for fre-
quencies ofO.2-15MHz. However, lhave used
these rods experimentally for reeeption in
the VHF bands with ecceptable results. I have
also made several experimental stngle rod
transmitting antennas from Type 61 ferrite
material which gave widely varying results.
Abrief report on a small part of earlier ex-
periments was published in Ref. 2. For eon-
venience, all ferrite transrnitting antennas used
inmy 'on the air , experirnents have been de-
signed for the 3.5 MHz (80 metres) amateur
band.
Same of the problems that revealed them-

selves as the experiments progressed during
the design of ferrite rod transmit antennas
are listed here.
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L The dilficulty 01 locating small supplies
of suffciently large and robust rods suit-
able for high frequencies and, most im-
portantly, for transmission.

2. How to couple the transmitter to the fer-
rite antenna: to feed RFpower into the
antenna? And then how to persuade the
antenna to radiate that power over satis-
factory distances to other stations?

3. Solving the serious problem of saturation
of the eore. As power into such an an-
tennais increased,a pointisreached quickJy
where eore saturation occurs. This satu-
ration manifests Itself by the heating up
of the eore, which appears to produce the
following effects:
(a) de-resonating the antenna from the
selected frequency;
(b) harmonics that cause intereference
and TVI;
(c) generat instability, similar to (b).

ltmust bestressed thatthesefindings arebased
entirely on the results of my own experi-
ments.
Assumingthattheseproblemscanbesolved,

a trernendous advantage appears in that we
have a tiny an tenna---onl y a few inches long-
compared with a traditional wire antenna:
on 3.5 .MHz, a wire dipole is about 140 ft (a1-
most 43 metres) long!
It has been discovered that the main dif-

ficulty is that of core saturation. even when
a suitable rod for h.f. transmission has been
found. Experiments have shown, however,
that this problem can be overcome to a large
extent by leaving a large gap between the
ferrite rod and the wire turns and distribut-
ing the turns over the entire length of the
rod. From these findings, itwasdecided to try
to produce a realistic unidirectional ferrite
transmitting antenna with reasonable gain.
The resul t is the Quad.riform Ferri te Antenna .

Description
From Fig. 2, it is seen that the antenna con-
sists 01 a 9x9 in. (230x230 mrn) loop with
small inductances, L1-LS, in each side. The
wire si des are formed around a 7.5xO.5 in.
dia. (190x12.5 mm) high-grade nickel-zinc
(Type 61 material) rod enelosed in a plastic
tube as shown in Fig. 3. It is fed at the bot-
tom, between L4 and L; with leads to plugs
PI1 and PI2 that mate with appropriate sock-
ets, Skt- and Skt2.
The loop is resonated by a 100 pF ceramic,

insulated, variable capacitor, Cl. The feed to
and from the transmitter/receiver is a Type
RG58 coaxialline via C2 (a 150 pP ceramic,
high-voltage disc type). Capacitors C2 and
C3 form the actual coupling and tmpedance
matehing elementto match the loop to a 50 n
impedance. Socket Sktg is an optional earth-
ing connection. Theantenna is unidirectional.
The general layout is shown in Hg. 1. The

loop issupported vertically by a 9 in (230mm)
long piece of plastic tube fastened with wall
dips to the front vertical edge of the side of
a 6x4x4 in (150x100xlOO mm)aluminium box
that houses the variable capacitor and some
other componen ts.The box is large and heavy
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 01 the quadrilorm antenna.

enough to act as a base that stops the loop
tilting. Sockets Sktj -Sktg, together with C"
are moun ted on the fron t panel; the RG58 cable
exits through a grommet at the rea.r. The box
Is e two-piece interlockingdouble 'U'; the loop
is cJipped to the removable lid.
Care is needed in winding the inductors.

First, cut three 7.5 in (190 mm) lengths 01 the
11/ 16 in (17.5 mm) dia. tubing and two pieces
01 about 2.5 in (63 mm). The two shorter
lengths, when fastened together with a stan-
dard T junction, form the bottom side that
should also be 7.5 in lang. The 9><9in square
iscompleted with four standard 900plasticel-
bows. All plastic tubingand [unctions are read-
ily obtainable from most DIY stores (in the UK
underthenamePOLY-YORC).A7.5i11(190mm)
10ng,0.S in (12.5 mm) dia., lerrite rod is in-
serted into each side before the corner el-
bows and T junction are fitted. It is neces-
sary to wind a coupleof turns of masking tape
round the ends of each rod to ensure rigidity
in the tube-see Fig. 3. The loop windings
are made from PVC covered, single-strand,
1/0.6 mrn wire, 1.2 mm o.d., rated at 1 kV,
1.8 A. They are wound as shown in Fig. 3.
The wire linking inductors L1 and Ls is taped
elose along the outside of each of the tubes;
over the 90° elbows it is held inplace by a small
'V' filed in the outside radius of each elbow.

Black tubing, black PVC wire and black PVC
tapes were used throughout.
The whole wire length,including thesmall

coils, forms part of the ferrite-cored loop.
Inductors L1-Ls are dose wound. dockwise
throughout.
Variable capacitor Cl is mounted at dead

centre of the front panel of the base box and
it and the other few components are hard
wired. A 9 in (230 mm) length 01 tube is in-
serted into the T junction of the finished Ioop;
the bottom end 01 this is clipped to the front
edge of the side 01 the lid 01 the box with
two standard plastic wall clips--see Fig. 2.
CAUTION! It isessential that the specified

ferrite rods are used-see parts list. They
should be treated with great care. If they are
dropped on toa hard surface, they may break,
chip or suffer from core destabilization. They
are expensive! At the time of wri ting, they cost
$15.00 (about E8.50) each plus $8.00 for air-
mail shipping direct from Arnidon. Delivery
is by return mail and is usually within three
weeks from airmailing the order to Amidon.
Master Card and Visa are accepted.

Testing, operation and results
Initial testingof theantenna iscarried out with
a receiver tuned to 3600 kHz. Capaeiter C1 is
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EXPERiMENTAL QUADRiFORM FERRITE TRANSMlTIRECEIVE ANTENNA m

tape wire on outer edge

I
fltesmallV
to I'IoId wil'fI

(each cemer)

4 turns

Fig. 3. Assembly details.

rota ted for resonance, which is indicated by
an increase in signal strength. The plates of
the capacitorshould then beenmeshed about
50%. The 3500-3800 (ar 4000) kHz band is
accommodated without any problern.
The polar diagram of a stngle horizontal

ferrite rod antenna is a figure 8 off the tWQ

longsides. Thepolar diagrarn ofthe Quadriform
is rather more complex and not easy to es-
tablish indoors, possibly owing to reflections
off walls, and so on. However, it is, to a11in-
tents and purposes, unidirectional with ODe

very large lobe off ODe end, which reduces
interference eppreciably This lobe can be
moved through 1800 by reversing PlI and
P12 in sockets Skf and Skt21 which is a sim-
ple way of achieving all-round operation. If
necessary, further small adjustments can be
made by a small rotation of the antenna. This
radiation pattern holds good on transmit
and receive.
Before the antenna can be tested for trans-

mission, it is necessary to first set up the
transmitter into a 50 Q dummy load at the
desired frequency. The antenna is then res-
onated with the receiver, at the same fre-
quency, and subsequently substituted for
the dummy load. It should be fully loaded
by the transmitter on low power, after possi-
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ble minor adjustmentsof C1.The usual band-
width on transrnit, without readjusting Cl,
is about 25 kHz.
The antenna is essentially a low-power de-

vice. In my experiments, it has beervdn ven
by over 20 watts RF without detectable core
saturation. However, it is intended for use
indoors near the transmltter /recelver, where
a transmitter power of <Hlwatfs has been used

'on the air ' with very satisfactory results.
There was 1\0 detectable harrrionie or TVI ra-
diated. The use of an RFearth connection made
no apparent difference.

WARNING!
1N THE INTERESTS OF IXlMESTlC SAFETY,
THE TRANSMITTEJI. OUTPUT SHOULD NOT

EXCEED 10 WATTS.

References
lron-pouxier and Ferrite Coit Ferme, published
by Amidon Associates.RO. Box956,Torrance,
California 90508, USA.

''Fe-ONE Experimental Transrnitting Antenne"
by Richard Q. Marris, Practical Wireless,
January 1989.

PARTS LIST
4 nickel-zinc rods, 7.5 in long by 0.5 in. dia.

(190x12.5 mm), 8vailable from Amiden
Associates Inc. P.O. Box 956, Torrance,
Ca. 90508, USA; Tel. +1 213 763 5770;
Fax.l 213763 2250.
aluminium box 6x4x4 in.
(l53xl02xl02 mm) order eode BoxlJl0
trom Marco Trading.
variable capacäor, 100 pF, Jacks6n Bros
Type 11 or equivalent style and quality
plus knob to suit.

1 ceramic disc capaeher. 150 pF,:::1 kV.
1 ceramic disc capacitor, 350 pF, ~1 kV.
2 4 mm banana plugs
3 4 mm banana SOCkets
1 m POIy-Vorc (er similar) black tubing,

o.d. 0.7 in (18 mm). i.d. 0.6 in (13 mm);
avallable from many DIY stores.

4 90° albows 10match the black tubing.
1 T junction to match the black tubing.
i wall clips far fitting the black tubing.
5 ft RG58 coaxlalleed line; Z=50 n. plus

coaxial plug 10 suit transmitter/receiver.
PVC covered, single strand 1.10.6mm
wlre (blac~), 112m o.d .• rated at 1 kV
and 1.8 A. Order code CBUEWllblack
from Marco Trading.
BI.ck PVC tape and masking tape as re-
quired.
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Z-MATCH 11 A REVIEW-
by Mike Wooding G6IQM

Z-MATCH rr is a Smith chan
RF design software package.

QUOIing from the supplier, Num-
her One Systems: '/11 spite of the
availability of modern design
atds. such as the hand-held pro-
granunable calculator, sophisti-
cated circuit simuküion and
Computer Aided Design (CAD)
softwate. the Smirh chart is still
widely used as a radio [requency
circuit design toot, The Z-
MATCH fl program enables the
Srnith chan design process to be
oerformed easi/y and accurately
on a personal computer. '

For those of you who have
never seen a Smith chart, rhe fo1-
lowing is going 10 seem like
white rnan's magie! However, I
shall attempr a short explanation
of what a Srnirh chart is, and how
olle is used. T'his is not going ro be the easiest
thing for rne to do, as it is a very long time since
J learnt how to use thern. Therefore, with the kind
permission of Number One Systems Lirnited, I
arn going to reproduce, in part, the introductory
explanations of Smith charts and their uses frorn
the Z-MATCH II instruction manual.

wavelength scales is the left-
hand minimum position; this is
because in pracuce it is easier to
accurately locare a voltage mini-
murrt than a voltage maximum on
a line. The angle of the reflection
coefficieru is zero at the opposite,
vorrage maximum, point. Since
the Smith charr repeats itself
every half wavelength around a
constaru SWR circle, lines longer
than half a wavelength are dealt
with by subtracting multiples of a
half wavelength frorn the actual
line length.

Lumped Land C circuits
The Smith chart can also be used
for the design and analysis of dis-
crete Land C circuits. When a
single cornponenl L, C or R is
added 10 a nerwork then eitherthe

resistance (R), reactance (X), conductance (G) or
susceptance (8) parameter of that network will
not change. The point representing the network
impedance, or admittance, on the Smnh chart will
therefore move on a panicular chart cirele when
a single component is added.

By switching between the Y and Z charts and
moving the cursor on constant reactance or con-
staru susceptance cireles, it is possible to rnove
from any one poim on achart to any other. Mov-
ing on a Y chart susceptance circle is equivalenr
to adding parallel inductance Of capacitance 10 a
network; moving on a 2 chart reactance cirele is
equivalent to adding series inductance 01' capacit-
ance. Using the 2 and Y charts in this way, it is
possible (0 build up nerworks to impedance
match from any source impedance 10 any given
irnpedance load.
The reference mode facility provided by the

Z-MATCH II (see below) program is particularly
useful in this type of process; the reference mode
enables the value of inductance or capacitance re-
quired to move between any two points on a
circle 10 be read directly.

With the conventional paper Smith chart the
rules for the correct direction of movement on the
consraru parameter circle need 10 be known. Z-
MATCH II simplifies the procedures involved
considerably, by displaying directly the equival-
ent value of R, L and C at the operating frequency
chosen. The change in L, C or R can therefore be
seen as the cursor moves round any of the COIl-
stant parameter circles.

of constam conductance (l/R) and constant sus-
ceptance (I/X). By using a Y-charl overlay on an
impedance chart, il is possible 10 convert from
series impedance 10 equivalent parallel admit-
tanee.

Standing wave ratlo (SWR)
A cirele that is concentric with the centre of a
Smith chart has a fixed value SWR. The SWR of
such a cirele is equal to the value of R/2o at the
point where the cirele crosses the horizontal axis
on the right-hand side of the chart.

Intersections of the SWR cirele with the hor-
izontal axis on the left of the circle represen!
poinrs of voltage minimum, intersections on the
right represent voltage maxima. Moving round a
constant SWR circle is equivalent to travelling
along a lossless transmission line; successive
values of impedance indicated on the chart corre-
spond to the impedances seen along a lossless
line wit.h the same SWR.

Smith chort circles
The Smith chart is made up of rwo sets of cireles;
one set represents the resistive pan. R, of a com-
plex impedance, the other set represerus the reac-
live parr, X.

Normalised resistance and reactance
In ordcr to avoid the need for a different chart for
each characteristic impedance, 20, the paper
Srnith chart uses normalised values of resistance
and reactance circles. The normalised imped-
ance, Zn. is given by:

Wavelengths towards generator and load
The distance moved on a transmission line is di-
rectly proportional (0 the angle of rotation around
a constant SWR circle; cne revolution is equal tc
a half wavelength movement.

Moving areund an SWR circle in a clockwise
direction is equivalenr (0 travelling towards the
generator, whereas moving arui-clockwise is the
same as travelling towards the load. The wave-
lengths towards the generator and load (back-
wards and forwards respect:ively) are shown on
the periphery of the standard paper Smith chart.
These peripheral scaJes on the paper chart are
used by drawing a straight line from the centre of
the chart through the point of interest. The Z-
MATeH Il chart indicates directly the wave-
length (or length in metres) corresponding 10 the
cursor position.

By convention, the starring point for the

Z" = Z/Zo = (R/Zo) + j(X/z,,)

Where Z, Rand X are the actual values of imped-
ance, rcsistancc and reactance respectively.

Series impedance values
The impedance of any point on a transrnission
line can be represented by a point on a Smith
chart.

The series impedance value of a point on the
chart is found by reading the values of the inter-
secting resistance and reactance cireles. The Z-
MATCH TI program displays the series
impedance va1ue corresponding to the cursor po-
suton on the chart.

Z-MATCH 11
Z-MATCH Il is a CAD package for designing
and calculating Srnith charts. The basic require-
ments 10 TUn the package are an rBM
PC/XT/AT/386 or PS2 computer, or compatible
clone, running under MS-DOS 2.0 or later; a col-

Parallel admittance values
An adrnittance value (Y-) Smith chart can also be
drawn. The cireles on this chart represent valucs
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our graphics adaptor (CGA, EGA or VGA) and a
colour rnonitor, and a minimum of 256k of free
RAM. For hard copy of the outpur an illM
Graphics printer, or compatible, and adaptor card
are required. Z-MATCH 11 does not require a
maths co-processor to be installed, but it will in-
crease the speed of operations substantially. A
mouse may be used with the software, but, as will
be seen lat er, owing to the necessity of precision
lccating of the cursor, this rnethcd is not wholly
satisfactory.

User manual
The presentation of the package is very good. The
user manual comes in an A4 ring binder, allowing
for updates 10 be added easily. The softwate is
supplied on one 5.25-inch 360k disk or one 3.5-
inch 720k disc, both being supplied with the
package.

The user manual begins with the usual soft-
ware and copyright licence conditions and agree-
ment, followed by the inrroduction. installation,
running and basic operating instructions. The ma-
nual rhen continues with abrief description of
what a Smith chan is and wh at it can be used for.
This is, as is explained in the manual, by no
means meant to be able tc teach you the whats,
whys and wherefores of Smith chart use, but is a
general guide for those already conversarn with
the subject. For those less used to working with
Smith chans, a tutorial section of worked
examples is included later in the manual.

Following the initial section of the user ma-
nual is a comprehensive detailing of all the fea-
tures of the package and explanations of aJl the
features, menus and command key functions.

Cursor control
There are four metbods of manipulating the cur-
sor around the chart:

in straight lines using the numeric keypad
keys (2, 4, 6 & 8). The speed of movement
c an be changed by holding down the
'SHIFf' key simultaneously;
if your keyboard is an enhanced version with
separate cursor control keys, then these can
also be used. In this case the shift key will not
change the speed of movement with these
keys. bur the speed wi.1Ialways be opposite to
that with the numeric cursor control keys:
the land 3 keys on the numeric keypad
('End' and 'Pg On') move the cursor around
selected circles (see below). On the enhanced
keyboard the separate 'End' and 'Pg Dn'
keys also dc this, but at the slower speed;
using the mouse, by pressing the left-hand
buuon. moving the pointer to the desired po-
sition and then releasing the mouse bunon.
However, as previousl y noted, using the
mouse 10 position thc cursor is less accurate
than using the cursor keys which is the rec-
ommended method.

Features
Although, owing to the cornplexity of the soft-
ware, Iam unable tOgive a complete description
of all the Features available, I hope to briefly de-
scribe some of the major functions.

Circles
This function allows rhe user 10 draw various
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cireles on the chart:
a cirele centred on the current cursor post-
tion;
a constanr conductance cirele that passes
through the current cursor position when in
the impedance mode;
a const ant resi stance circle that passes
through the current cursor position when in
the adminance mode;
a constarn Stauding Wave Ratio (SWR)
cirele that passes through the current cursor
postnon (Ihis cirele passes through all the im-
pedance, or adrnittance, points that would be
presem on a half-wavelength of Iransmission
line with the same SWR and 20 value);
a uniry conductance cirele 10 be drawn on the
ehart when in the impedance mode.

Displays
This allows the method in which the parameters
are displayed on the chan to be changed 10 suit
the user's requirements in the following ways:

a reetangular or polar coordinate display
shown at the bortom of the screen. This pro-
cess serves the same function as using a Car-
ter chan overlay with a paper Smith chart;
toggling between a wavelength scale frorn
source and load 10 a distance in metres scale
from source and load. depending on which
constants or pararneters are already known;
redraw the entire chart, maintaining the
values of frequeney, 20, erc., already entered,
but clearing the display of any circles drawn,
whilst maintaining the curreru cursor posi-
tion;
the ability to enter the various known par-
ameters, i.e., characreristic impedance (20),
frequeney and dielectric constant or velocity
factor.

Locate
This set of functions allows the user to easily
manipulate the graphics cursor around the chart:

the ability to compensare for transmission
line loss, by simply entering the loss in dB,
which updares the cursor 10 a new posirion,
taking the loss into aecount and giving the
corresponding SWR, impedanee, etc.;
the ability to move the cursor ro a specific
point on the chan relative to the prompted
input of values for series impedance, parallel
admittance, polar impedance or scenering
parameter;
the faeility 10 permanently rnark a cursor po-
sition on the chart for future reference;
selection of cursor movement around con-
stant resistance or conductance circles, SWR
cireles, or the constant reactance or suscept-
ance cireles.

Other facilities are available which allow the user
to switch the program to reference mode, wh ich
enables further caJculations to be made with ref-
erence to the current cursor position. Also, the
display can be switched between series imped-
ance and parallel adrnittance displays, using a
single function key stroke. The background and
drawing colours used in the display can also be
user selected.

Z-MATCH 11 - A REVIEW

Main features of Z-MATCH 11
Z-MATCH U displays a Smith chart which
shows:

Acrual Impedance and Admittance
Normalised lmpedance and Admittance
Polar lmpedance
Distance towards Generator and Load
Reflection Coefficient
Standing Wave Ratio
Equivalent Inductance or Capacitance
Zo, Frequency and Dielectric Constant
Network Q

Z-MATCH 11 provides these features:

Conversion between Impedance and Admit-
tance
Cirele drawing
Determination of the effect of line loss
Line Transformer calculations
Leearien of any given Z. Y. S or Polar par-
ameter
Meverneut of the screen cursor on chart
cireles
Amplifier design using S-parameters
Display of ANAL YSER 11 program outpur
files

Note: ANAL YSER 11is an advanced AC Linear
Analysis program that calcutates and displays the
steady-state AC frequency response of Cl circuit in
terms of gain, phase, group delay and input/out-
put impedances. It is also available from Number
One Systems Limited at a cost of f.195.00 exclu-
sive of VAT and p&p. This package mayaIso be
reviewed at a Iater dare.

Conclusions
I found the package easy 10use and the results ob-
tained were as accurare as those that could be ob-
rained by manual charting, but much quicker anel
easier to obtain! The ability LO quickly change
pararneters and observe the changes on the chart
is an absolute boon 10 a designer.

J agree with the comment in the user manual
that a mouse can be used but is not recommended.
lt is not really possible to place the cursor accur-
ately enough using the mouse. However, moving
around the chart with the mouse and then making
final precise adjustments with the cursor keys
worked fine.

Obviously aimed at the professional RF cir-
cuit designer, this package represents excelleru
value for money, especially when taking iruo ac-
count the time that eould be saved using such a
utility, instead of the 'Bob Crachcu' method
using quill and ink. Highly recommended.

I wish to thank Mr. Espin of Number One Sys-
tems Limited for his help and advice, and for the
review software. •

Z-MATCH Il is priced ar i 195.00 + f4.75 p&p +
VAT and is available from: Number One Sys-
tems Lirnited, Harding Way, St.Ives, Hunting-
don, Cambridgeshire PEJ 7 4WR. Telephone:
(0480) 61778_ International: +44 480 61778_
Fax: (0480) 494042_



COMPUTER-AIDED ELECTRONICS
I DESIGN510 \2'2

It is hard, if not impossible, to think of professional and
industrial electronics design without a computer entering
at some stage along the long way via concept, design
rule checks, electrical checks, peB design and product
modelling, etc., to a working model that can be used for
production. In this article we examine some of the
software tools (for IBM pes and compatibles) available
commercially for schematics drawing, circuit simulation
and peB design.

ALTHOUGH the Bob Cratchit method
(quill, ink, and the back ofan envelope)

of recording new electronic circuit designs
is still widely applied, an increasing number
of electronics designers avail themselves of
a pe to produce circuit diagrams (sehe-
matics) electronically.
The operation of these so-called sehe-

maties editors is basically identical. Lnmost
cases, components selected from a iibrary
are placed on the sereen in the desired con-
figuration. On completion of the component
placement phase, the individuaJ parts are in-
terconnected by lines, representing electri-
cal connections. The circuit diagram so
made may be stored on disk, or on the corn-
puter' s rnemory, or it may be sent to a printer
or plotter to obtain hard copy.
Onee you are used to seeing onIy a sec-

ti on of your drawing on, say, a 14-inch
monitor, drawing a circuit diagram elec-
tronically is hardly more difficult than using
pen and paper for the same purpose. Vir-
tually all schematic editor packages allow
the user to zoom in on a certain section of the
diagram, and also to view the complete di-
agram at a certain reduction factor. During
the first attempts at using a schernatics edi-
tor, the displayed section is nearly always
too small 10 have a good overview, or the
complete drawing is shown at a size reduced
so far that it is difficult to place a cornponent
at the light place. These problems are
usually caused by lack of practical experi-
ence, hardly ever by faults in the program.
Obviously, a larger monitor solves all these
difficulties at a stroke, but the cost of, say, a
hi-res 19-inch colour display may be pro-
hibitive to rnany.
Whether or not a schematics editor is a

useful tool depends on the size of the com-
ponents library, and the user interface.
While the components Iibrary can usually be

edited and expanded to your heart's desire,
there is very little you can do to improve a
less than efficient user interface. FOItu-
nately, the choice of schematics editors is
fairly large, so that finding one that meets
your personal requirements at a certain out-
lay should not be 100 difficult.

Circuit simulation

A circuit diagram is bUI the start of a long
way towards the production of a working
model. The second phase is almost always
the construction of a prototype on wh ich
electrical measurements are carried out to
see if the circuit (on paper or on the screen)
lives up to its expectation. Tnmost cases, it
will not, and sorne redesigning is in order.
Building a prototype from scratch without
the least idea whether or not it will work is a
problem to many designers because ir is time
consuming, and requires a basic set of test
equipment. Provided you have acquired the
skills necessary to work with them, elec-
tronics sirnulation programs are a good way
of preparing for prototype construction.
These programs allow you to run a (purely
theoretical) analysis of the elecnical perfor-
mance of the circuit taken from YOUfsehe-
matics drawing package. For instance, an
input signal of 100 mV may be simulated,
and a frequency sweep of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
The software calculates the resulting voltage
response, group delay, phase shift and, in
some cases, the distortion, at the output of
the circuit, or at a uscr-dcfined point (node)
in the circuit. In digital circuits, 'analogue'
parameters such as the distortion and the
phase shift are usually irrelevant, and other
parameters, such as signal set-up times, de-
lays and system timing, are called for to see
what happens if, for instance, a certain bit
pattern is appIied to tbe circuit. In many

cases, digital circuit simulation options
aJlow 8 or even 16 outputs to be monitored
simultaneously.
Whether analogue or digital, all circuit

simulation is based on component par-
ameters available to the program. Like sehe-
matics editors, simulation programs use a
components library for this purpose. Here,
again, the usefulness of the sirnulation pro-
gram depends entirely on the accuracy of the
component data, and the number of compo-
nents included. A cornponent store-and-edit
function is indispensable for any serious
work, and quite sorne time may have to be
spent on entering data on new components,
the libraries supplied with most simulation
packages being fairly rudimentary. Fortu-
nately, most of the leading semiconductor
manufacturers supply data on their compo-
nents on diskette, in a format that can be rec-
ognized by simulation programs.
Circuit simulation is a pretty complex

matter, as you will soon find out from the
time your pe spends on analysing even
basic circuits Iike a onc-transistor amplifier.
Unfortunately, it will be found that a stand-
ard PC-XT is hardly suitable for this appli-
cation. Also, you will need quite some
experience in nurnerical circuit analysis be-
fore you can use a simularion program in
any successful way.

Prototype construction

Even the best simulation program will not
tell you if a circuit works reliably. Prototype
construction is, therefore, a must after the
usual series of corrections and additions to
the circuit. Prototype construction should
take as little time as possible, whence the
immediate need fcr a printed circuit board.
Construction on veroboard or stripboard is
not usually considered at this stage because
of the high risk of errors, and the time re-
quired for assembly and debugging.
There are a number of ways to produce a

PCB track layout, and dedicated software is
available for this purpose. For instance,
there are programs that enable a track layout
to be drawn only, while other, more ad-
vanced, packages are capable of drawing
their own layout on the basis of the circuit
diagrarn. Called autorouters, the latter in-
variably insist on the user setting certain in-
itial values and parameters related to the
PCB layout. Even the most sophisticated
autorouters still require components to be
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picked up and placed on to the board rna-
nually with the aid of the mouse. That is
where the problems begin for inexperienced
users: even the best autorouter will not pro-
duce an acceptable track layout if the corn-
ponent placement is not given sufficient
thought.

Schematics entry

AutoSketch 3.0 plus electronics library is a
good example of a schematics drawing
package without interfaces to peB layout
software. The program is ideal as a low-cost
entry level to schematics edition, and can be
run from XT-class computers onwards with
a minimum of 512 KByte RAM and a 10-
MByte hard disk. A mathematics coproces-
sor is supported but not strictly required.
AutoSketch is a spin-off of the much

more powerful AutoCAD program, and
both have been developed by the Swiss
company AutoDesk AG. Originally a low-
cost CAD program for machirte construction
and architecture, its library extensions for
electrical and electronics applications en-
able it to be used for drawing circuit sehe-
rnatics.
The program supports a mouse or a

graphics tablet as pointing devices, and a
plotter, rnatrix printer or laser printer as out-
PUL devices. The program installation is
straightforward with the aid of the instruc-
ti on manual. The operation via menus is
leamed rapidly, which is an advantage ifthe
program is used only occasionally. The fin-
ished drawing may be saved in the HPGL
(Hewlett Packard Graphics Language) or
DXF (Data eXchange Format) format. AI-
though neither of these is of any use for fur-
ther processing by PCB layout programs,
they do alJow drawings to be copied to DTP
(desk-top publishing) or NC (numerical
control) programs.

OrCAD SDT IV (Schematic Design Tools)
is a schematics editor with added features
such as annotation, back-annotation, netlist
and parts list output, and design rule check-
ing. The construction drawing facilities of-
fered by the prograrn are modest, but the
electrica1 circuit drawing capabilities very
powerful. Version 4 of the program has no
fewer than 20,000 library items, as com-
pared to 6,000 in version 3. Also new is the
shell-like user interface, ESP, tbrough
which the user has access to the various sub-
programs and utilities, ESP is a welcome
and state-of-the-art improvement to the
DOS-based parameter entry implemented in
previous versions.
Orcad supports EMS (extended/ex-

panded memory system) of any size, doing
away with the dreaded 640-kByte base
memory limit in PCs. As to the hardware en-
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vironment, OrCad can be used cheerfully
only when an AT-class PC is used with a
hard disk. The package comes with drivers
for virtually all of today's graphics adapters.
Supplied on four 311l-inch disks and corn-
plete with a befty manual, OrCad is pro-
tected against illegal copying and use by a
so-called dongle.

Producing circuit diagrarns with OrCad
is straightforward work. By virtue of the
new shell, post-ediring, for instance, t.o
generate a parts Iist, is much simpler than
before.
OrCad SDT has a link to OrCad PCB, a

separate PCB layout program. SDT is also
capable of supplying ourput to 20 odd stand-
ards, including Spiee and Calay.

Schema m is a another schernatics editor,
This program comes on two 1.2-MByte
5 V4-inch diskettes, along with two 360-
Kbyte disks that contain the library and the
utility programs. Schema III is the only
schematic editor discussed here to provide a
real-time pan (panorama) function, which
means that the visible section of the drawing
is moved over the screen autornatically
when the cursor reaches one of the borders.
Other programs may offer a similar func-
tion, but invariably redraw a section of the
screen. By contrast, Schema III ensures that
the full section is always visible. As with
OrCad, the subprograms that make up
Schema In are accessible via a user inter-
face called the Manager.
SchemaIIlsupportsHP.Calcomp and

Houston Instruments plotters, and saves
drawings in the TIFF, DXF or Postscript for-
mat. lt provides the basic schematic editing
functions: component replacement, compo-
nent loading, parts list and netlist gener-
ation, and design rule check. According to
the manufacturer, it can be TUnon PC-XT,
AT and 386-based computers with a mini-
mum of 640 KByte RAM and 4-MByte of
free space on the hard disk. A mathematics
coprocessar is not supported.

Schematic3 is a schematic editor in aseries
of CAD products from the Australian soft-
ware house Prote!. The program is ideal for
fast drawing of circuit diagrarns and the

generation of netlists and parts lists ('bills of
material'). Remarkably, the package has an
integrated word processor, which allows
text to be placed freely in the circuit diag-
rarn.
The design rule check is performed as a

separate utility, i.e., not during the entry
phase (on line), which is more usual. Errors,
if found, are written to a file. The package is
quite extensive. and requires an AT-dass
computer (or faster) to TUn at acceptable
speed. EMS is fully supported.
The libraries number a total of 15, and

contain over 3,000 components. Among the
output devices supported are HPGL and Ro-
land plotters, Epson (compatible) matrix
printers and HP (compatible) laser printers.
Postscript output is not supported. The pro-
gram, wh ich is supplied on 5 diskettes, is not
protected by a dongle or any other means.

Combination packages

Combination packages avoid prob1ems that
may occur in standards exchange and file
conversions, by integraLing the functions of
a schernatic editor and a PCB design pro-
gram. Almost all combination packages
offer an autorouter.

Eagle 2.05 is a combination package with
extensive libraries and an autoroutercapable
of handling double-sided board of
IOxl6 cm (Eurocard size) either automat-
ically or interactively. The PCB layout pro-
gram offers Vlooo-inch resolution, and
various grids on a PCB surface of 1.6 m2

maximum (approx. 64x64 in.). Each PCB
track can have its own width. The operation
of the autorouter can be followed on the
screen, and may be interrupted and conti-
nued at any time. The router has been op-
timized for two-sided boards, and has a
preference for taking directions at an angle
of90°. The current version ofEagle can not
be called state-of-the-art with its 50-mil grid
and its inability to handle SMA (surface-
mount assembly) components. However,
the manufacturer has promised that a smal-
!er grid and SMA support will be included in
a future release of the prograrn. The new
router, to be released towards the end of Ibis
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year, is said to offer aresolution of 4 mils at
no fewer than 12layers. SMA should also be
supported,
The Eagle package supports aU current

printer and plotter formats, as weil as Post-
script. A converter supplied with the pro-
gram allows netlists and libraries made with
Orcad to be loaded.
Eagle is simple to install on an XT or AT

computer running under DOS 3.30 or later.
The program comes on three disks, and is
protected by a dongle plugged into the
printer port of the computer. While testing
the Eagle package, this caused a problem be-
cause on our computer the port happened to
be in use for an NEC P2200 printer.
Eagle distributors should be able to sup-

ply a demonstration disk at nominal cost,

Boardmaker 1 is an inexpensive program
that combines a PCB design program and a
sehemaue drawing program. peB layouts
can be edited, and the program comes with a
component Iibrary and a library editor.

Boardrnaker supports Excellon NC drill,
Gerber photoplotter and Postscript output
formats, but unfortunately lacks a netlist
output. The upgraded version, Board-
maker 2, does include a netlist output, but is
considerably more expensive than the stand-
ard version.
Boardmaker 2 version 2.30 comes on

iwo 5 V4-inch diskettes, and is complete with
a ring-bound instruction manual, The pro-
gram is capable of accepting and processing
netlists produced by Schema Il, Schema IlI,
Protel, Tango Schematic and OrCad.
Tailor-made for Boardmaker 2 is Tsien

Laboratories' Boardrouter, an interactive
autorouter. A number of different par-
ameters included in the command string that
calls up the program enable either sections
of the board, or the entire board, to be
routed. Tbe router can be interrupted and re-
started at any time. Boardrouter is protected
by a dongle.

The Ranger 1 package offers a schematic
editor and a PCB layout editor with auto-
router. Ranger I has no on-Iine design rule

checker. It requires an AT or 386-based PC
with a 40 MByte (or larger) hard disk,
640 KByte of RAM, and DOS version 3.30
or later. The package includes two 5V4-inch
diskettes, a manual, and a dongle for copy
proteetion.
The scbematic drawing program can

handle up to eight pages. Cornponents taken
from the Iibrary can be placed, rotated and
rnirrored. It is also possible to design new
components and add them to the library.
A small ward processor enables netlists

to be imported, that is, circuit diagrams can,
in principle, be made without any drawing
activity on part of the user.
The program uses the schernatic to

generate the parts list and the netlist. After
defining the size of the PCB (max,
32x32 in.), the nelList can be used by the
PCB design software. Next, the parts are
placed on to the board using the well-known
rubber-band technique. The Lee track router
can be used in manual, interactive Of auto-
rnatic mode. The track placement is directly
visible on the screen. The router uses a l-rnil
grid.
The program has an option to check the

routed board for short-circuits, rnissing con-
nections or too elose by tracks. Errors found
are irnmediately indicated on the screen.

Challenger is a combination package with
an exceUent price/perfonnance ratio. Sup-
plied by Ultimate Technology, it uses the
Ultishell user interface to integrate the Ulti-
cap schematics editor and the Ultiboard
PCB design program. Both lJIticap and UI-
tiboard are 'small' versions of much rnore
expensive high-end programs. Hefe, 'srnall'
has nothing to do with the performance ~
only the maximum peB size is reduced to
about 700 pins, corresponding roughly to
two times the Eurocard size.
Challenger supports EMS for schematics

entry as well as board design, an on-line de-
sign rule check, a library containing about
4,000 components, and interfaces to Werk-
View, DASH, Orcad and Schema. Apart
from the very useful 'force vector' and his-
togram utilities for component placement,

the program offers a 'trace shoving' fune-
tion in the layout phase. This function allow-
s peB tracks to be maved ta rnake roarn far
new anes, withaut having to delete and repo-
sition the ones that had been drawn already.
The integrated autorouter, Ultiroute, can

handle up to 32 PCB layers simultaneously.
Two rernarkable features of the Challenger
package are the automatie re-wiring after
component repositioning in the schernatics
editor, and the 'hardware zoom' suppart for
certain graphics adapters. 1n additions to
these, Challenger offers the usual functions
of auto-panning, parts list and netlist gener-
ation, and data output to several plotter and
NC standards, as weil as to two different
Postscript forrnats.
The Challenger package is not copy pro-

tected, and comes with two extensive, well-
organizcd user manuals.

Circuit simulation software

Electronic circuit simulation on a shoestring
does not exist, and is marked by huge
amounts of data and a high calculation load
on the proeessor. Professional simulation
prograrns such as Accusim require a 400-
MByte hard disk, 16MBytes of main RAM
mernory, and a Sun-SPARC Workstation
Type 2 to work comfortably.
Two sirnulation packages that can be

used on PC-AT computers have found their
way to the advanced hobby ist and the Iabor
atory warker. One of these, Microcap Ifl, is

supplied in several vers ions, each with a
specific maximum number of nodes (corn-
ponent junctions), Tbe student version, far
instance, can handle up to 30 nodes, how-
ever does not include a graphics editor or a
. Monte-Carlo analyser function, and has a
relatively smalI, but extendable, cornpo-
nents Iibrary.
Microcap III offers four ways of examin-

ing an electronic circuit: a.c., d.c., transient
or Fourier analysis. Initially, the program is
used to draw the circuit, which is achieved
by loading components from the library, and
placing them on the screen. Next, the par-
ameters to be examined are entered, and a
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predefined signal source is 'connected' to
the input. The program calculates the re-
sponse of the circuit, and shows the resu1ts
in the form of a high-resolution graph. The
library editor is, of course, much more ex-
tensive than that of a schematics drawing
program, since the numberof eharacteristics
related to a new component is much lugher.
Consider, for instance, the following basic
parameters of a transistor: current gain, cur-
rent gain in an inverting circuit, temperature
coefficient of the current gain, junction re-
sistance, saturation current, ete.
The Monte-Carlo analysis is particularly

useful to check the reliability of the circuit
in regard of component tolerance. With the
aid of this option, the program creates corn-
ponent deviations (within the specified
tolerance) in a quasi-random manner, after
which a new analysis is run. The Monte-
Carlo analysis thus produces a very useful
insight into the performance distribution of
a particular circuir intended for larger-scale
production.
Microcap runs on MS-DOS cornpatible

cornpurers of the AT dass and higher, sup-
ports expansion memory, and makes use of
a coprocessor, if insralled. The program
comes on four 5V4-inch floppy disks, and is
complete with a user manual. The installa-
tion should be carried out with care, as it is
reeorded on one of the disks as a means of
copy protection.

The other widely used simulation program
for IBM pes is Pspice fromMicrosim Corp.
Pspice requires an AT, 386 or 486 computer
equipped with a maths coproeessor. Pspice
is available in three versions. ranging from
Pspice Evaluation to Pspice DeLuxe.

Pspice consists of several parts: a sehe-
matics editor, an analyser, a signal source
editor, a graphics output function (called
Probe), and a utility to esrablish component
parameters (calIed Parts). In addition to
these, the package offers Monte-Carlo and
digital simulation utilities. All program
function are accessed via a user interface
called the Control Shell.
Pspice supports direct circuit entry with
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the aid of the rnouse, as well as entry via
parts lists or netlists supplied by the Orcad
schematics editor.

PCBdesign packages
These are basically drawing prograrns tai-
lored to meet the often exacting demands of
PCB (printed circuit board) designers.

Rule is a simple and inexpensive program
eapable of producing peH layouts thatmeet
relatively high standards. Offering the best
price/performance ratio in its class, Rule has
but one major disadvantage: practically all
design work has to be done manually.
Rule can be used on any PC/XT/AT with

640 Kbyte 01" RAM, one floppy disk drive
and MS-DOS, PC-DOS or DR-DOS 2.0 or
higher. The program supports Hercules,
CGA, EGA and VGA display adapters,
which are automatically recognized. The in-
stallation is simple and without problems,
and may be done on a hard disk. The soft-
ware is not copy protected. The 51/4-inch
floppy disk contains the main program.
drivers for Epson compatible printers (8-, 9-
and 24-pin types) and HP-LaserJet com-
patible printers, a components library and a
few sampie PCB layouts. A 20-page user
manual (in English) cornpletes the package.
Rule handles up to 16 layers in a PCB

with a maximum size of 23x23 cm. The pro-
gram is capable of generating the artwork
for the component overlay, the drilling tem-
plateand the solder resist mask. The PC key-
board is used for the basic program
funetions: seleet, delete, move, rotate, mir-
ror and copy. These functions may also be
selected with the mouse, Lacking an auto-
router, Rule forces you to draw tracks from
solder pad to solder pad. Fortunately, this is
simple to learn, and can be done quite
quickly after a while. Output drivers for
Postscript, Gerber and Excellon, as weil as
an extended components library are avail-
able separately as upgrades. A HPGL plotter
driver is in preparation.

Easytrax from Protel is a PCB design pro-
gram with er) autorouter, offering an excel-
lent price/perfonnance ratio. The current

version is 2.06, supplied on four 51/4-inch
360-KByte floppy disks. The program
handles PCBs with a rnaximum size of
32x32 inch, and up to 10 layers (6 of which
are for tracks). Easytrax has an integral li-
brarywhich, unfortunately, does not include
SMA components. Simple automatie pan-
ning is supported, as wel.l as variable zoom
factar setting.
The copper track width can be set to be-

tween 12 and 100 mils, while solder pads
can have any diameter between 40 and
250 mils. On completion of the layout work,
the utility Easyplot is used to export the art-
work in the HPGL, Calcomp or Roland plot-
ter format, complete with Gerber or
Excellon photoplot or drill files. Postscript
output is also supported. The autorouter in
the Easytrax package is a simple pad-to-pad
router that draws a track between two solder
pads selected with the mouse.

Another Protel product, Autotrax, is an ex-
tended, much more powerful, version of Ea-
sytrax. Not surprisingly, it is also much
mOfe expensive. Although the maximum
PCB size is 32x32 inch, Autotrax handles
up to 13 layers, of which 6 are used for sig-
nals. The use of SMA components is fully
supported. The program allows track widths
between land 255 mils, and offers 6 differ-
ent solder pad shapes of a diameter between
1 and 1,000 mils.
The autorouter can be used with any pre-

defined track width and design grid, which
is of great importance when working with
SMA components. Unlike Easytrax, Auto-
trax has a netlist importing funetion, which
widens the applieation range considerably.
The program reads netJists produced by
Schernatic, Tango Schematic, Orcad SDT
and Schema. After having the program read
the netlist, you can run the Auto-Placer. This
utility places the cornponents on to the PCB
in a manner that results in the shortest
possible tracks and the lowest possible nurn-
ber of through contacts. The decisions of the
Auto-Placer can be overridden manually, al-
though this is slightly cumbersome. Auto-
trax is copy proteeted by a dengle attached
to the printerport of the computer.
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Layo 1 Plus is offered in two versions, a
Junior version (Layo Plus Junior) and a full-
blown version (Layo Plus). The two ver-
sions differ only in regard of the maximum
PCS complexity. Version 4.8 of Layo Plus
is an extremely powerful, all-round PCS de-
sign program offering flexible editing fea-
tures, schematic capture, netlist import
(from, among others, OrCad SDT 1II), an
extensive components library containing
nearly 500 cornponents (shapes), SMA sup-
port, forward annotation, design rule check,
project management, real-time rubberband-
ing, macros and high-speed auto-routing,
Layo Plus is capable of workinf with
16 layers in a PCS of 650x650 rnm" maxi-
mum size. Remarkably, every layer can be
shown individually as weil as in cornbina-
tion with any other layer(s). The resolution
is 1/1280 inch, or about 0.0019 mm. The
minimum system requirements to run the
Plus version are MS-DOS version 3.3x, an
EGA card and monitor, a hard disk with
5 MBytes of free space, and an 8-pin matrix
printer. A more comfortable system COI1-

figuration would, however, look something
like this: MS-DOS 4.xx, a VGA card and
monitor (resolution up to I,024x 768), a 40-
MByte hard disk, EMS 4.0 with a minimum
of 2 Mbytes of extended memory, and a
laser printer andJor a plott.er.

Input to the prograrn is via a mouse
and/or keyboard. A wide variety of output
formats (Postscript, DXF and others) and
outpur devices is provided, including
printers, plotters, photoplotters and drilling
machines. Layo. Finally, Layo is copy-pro-
teered by a dongle. •

AutoSketeh
Autodesk,lnc.
World Headquarters
2320 Marinship Way
Sausalito, CA 94965
U.S.A.
Telephone: (415) 332 3244
Fax: (415) 331 8093

Autodesk LId.
Cross Lanes

Gui1dford
Surrey GU I 1UJ
Uni ted Kingdorn.
Telephone: (0483) 303 322
Fax: (0483) 304 556

Boardmaker
Boardrouter
Tsien (UK) Limited
Cambridge Research Laboratories
l81A Huntingdon Road
Cambridge CS3 ODJ
Uni ted Kingdorn.
Telephone: (0223) 277777
Fax: (0223)277747

Eagle
American Small Business Comp. Inc.
One American Way
Pryor, OK 74361
U.S.A.
Telephone: (918) 825 63 59
Fax: (918) 825 4844

P.M.S. Instruments LId.
Waldeck House
Reform Road
Maidenhead
Berkshire SL6 8BR
United Kingdom.
Fax: (0628) 770 562

Easytrax, Autotrax, Schematic 3
Protel Technology Pty LId.
Technopark Dowsing Point
Hobart
Tasmania 70 I0
Australia.
Telephone: (+61) 02730 I00
Fax: (+61) 02 730944

Layo 1
International Headquarters
Baas Elektronika
Rijksstraatweg 42
3281 LW Numansdorp
Holland.
Telephone: (+31) 18654211
Fax: (+31) 1865 3480

distributor for the UK:
Pentagram Electronic Design
Mr. Andy Coe
6 Pasture Close
Bradford BDI46LY
Uni ted Kingdom
Telephone: (0274) 882609
Fax: (0274)882295

Microcap Hl
Spectrum Software
1021 S. Wolfe Road
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
U.S.A.
Telephone: (408) 738-4387

OrCadSDTIV
OrCad Systems Corporation
1049 S.W. Baseline
Suite 500
Hillsboro
Oregon 97123
U.S.A.
Telephone: (503) 640-9488
Fax: (503) 640-6491

Pspice
MicroSim Corporation
20 Fairbanks
lrvine, CA 92718
U.S.A.
Telephone: (714) 770-3022

Ranger 1
distributor addresses from
Conrad Electronic
Klaus-Conrad-Strasse I
D-8452 Hirsehau
Gennany.
Telephone: (+49) 9622 30111
Fax: (+49) 9622 30265

Rule
Ingenieur-Büro Friedrich
Sudetenstrasse 14
D-6405 Eichenzell
Germany.
Telephone: (+49) 6659 2249
Fax: (+49) 6659 2249

Schema rn
Ornation
801 Presisdential Drive
Richardson, TX 75081-9990
U.S.A.

Ulticap, Ultiboard
Ultimate Technology
International Headquarters
Energiestraat 36
1411 AT Naarden
Holland.
Telephone: (+31) 2159 44424
Fax: (+31) 2159 43345 •

UK Sales & Support Office
2 Bacchus House
Calleva Park
Aldennaston
Berkshire RG7 4QW
Uni ted Kingdom.
Telephone: (0734) 812030
Fax: (0734) 815323

Note: further CAD software for schematics
drawing and PCB design is available from
Number One Systems (0480) 61778, and
Labeenter Eleetronies (0274) 542868. For
basic product inforrnation, please refer to
the relevant advertisements in this and pre-
vious issues of Elektor Electronics.
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